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Aquariums.

Design stands.

Aquarium lighting.

Scaper accessoires.

Aquarium filtration.

Filter media.

Aquarium aeration.

Aquarium heating.

Aquarium maintenance.

Aquarium accessories.

Decorations.

Natural wood.

Artificial plants.

Aquarium  background posters.

Aquarium gravel.

All prices stated are recommended retail prices (incl. VAT). These prices may therefore differ from the retail prices in a shop or with an 
Internet supplier, you cannot derive any rights from them. 
Despite all the care taken with the text, the publisher cannot accept liability for any damage that may arise from any errors that may appear in this catalogue. We are not responsible for any printing errors.

SuperFish products ensure a successful 
aquarium. We make your hobby easy 
and affordable! Complete with all the 
accessories you need for your aquarium.

Everything you need for keeping fish
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Biological filter.

Safe for small fish.

Biological filter white Crystal Clear cartridge, for clean and 
healthy water. Easy maintenance, just change the cartridge.

A grid and lid prevent the small fish from 
entering the filter.

Smart cable support.

Glass cover.

PAR value of the lighting?

Cables are hidden through smart cable 
support on the back.

A stylish glass cover prevents fish from 
jumping out of the aquarium.

The table opposite shows the PAR value of the lighting unit of the aquarium. All QubiQ 
Pro aquariums are now equipped with renewed lighting units with a very high light 
output. This makes the aquariums also suitable for placing plants with a high light 
requirement.  
 
The plant label indicates the light requirement of the plant.

Filter housing.

Lighting.

Suitable for tropical fish due to integrated space for optional 
heater.

The QubiQ 30 and 60 Pro are 
equipped with 2-Colour lighting 
(white and blue) in 3 steps 
dimmable.

With its beautiful design, the QubiQ aquarium fits 
into any interior. The QubiQ is designed for ease 
of use and suitable for all fish keepers. Ideal for  
people who are looking for a beautiful aquarium 
and want to spend little time on maintenance. 
The modern filter system of the QubiQ keeps the 
aquarium water clean, is easy in use and  ensures 
less water changes.

QubiQ.
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The QubiQ aquarium is the alternative to 
fish bowls and tanks without a filter. In a 
water without filter and circulation, the 
water becomes polluted and the fish live 
in an unhealthy environment. The QubiQ’s 
integrated filter ensures clear and healthy 
water. The QubiQ is stylish in any interior 
and comes with a smart cable guide 
system at the back and a glass cover pane 
that prevents fish from jumping out of the 
aquarium. 

SUPERFISH QUBIQ 30 WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4050825
£46.99 £
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adijhg!

Design aquarium with 
convenient built-in biological 
filter with Crystal Clear 
cartridge ensures clean and 
healthy water.

The QubiQ filter cartridge can 
be easily changed, making 
maintenance simple and 
taking very little time.

Capacity 30 litres, available in 
white and black, replacement 
cartridges are available from 
your dealer.

SUPERFISH QUBIQ 30 PRO BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4050895
£70.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbeghe!

The Superfish Qubiq 30 Pro is designed for 
ease of use and ideal for those looking for 
a beautiful aquarium but want to spend 
little time on maintenance. The modern 
filter system keeps the aquarium water 
clean and features space for the aquarium 
heater, which can thus be mounted safely 
and out of sight. The QubiQ is stylish in any 
interior and comes complete with built-in 
filter, long-lasting safe LED lighting, a smart 
cable guide system at the back and a glass 
cover pane that prevents fish from jumping 
out of the aquarium. 

SUPERFISH QUBIQ 30 PRO WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4050890
£70.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbegfa!

Design aquarium with 
powerful LED lighting with 
a high PAR value (PAR is 
the light plants use for 
photosynthesis) for optimal 
plant growth. The lighting 
has a sunrise function, and 
2 colours of light, white and 
blue, which is dimmable in 
3 steps.

The Biological Filter with 
Crystal Clear cartridge 
ensures clean and healthy 
water, is easy to use and 
reduces the need for water 
changes. The aquarium is 
also safe for shrimps and 
small fish due to the fine grid 
on the filter.

Capacity 30 litres, suitable for coldwater and 
tropical fish, thanks to integrated space for 
optional heater. available in white and black, 
replacement cartridges are available from 
your dealer.

The Superfish Qubiq 60 Pro is designed for 
ease of use and ideal for those looking for 
a beautiful aquarium but want to spend 
little time on maintenance. The modern 
filter system keeps the aquarium water 
clean and features space for the aquarium 
heater, which can thus be mounted safely 
and out of sight. The QubiQ is stylish in any 
interior and comes complete with built-in 
filter, long-lasting safe LED lighting, a smart 
cable guide system at the back and a glass 
cover pane that prevents fish from jumping 
out of the aquarium. 

SUPERFISH QUBIQ 60 PRO WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4050900
£99.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcjdj!

Design aquarium with 
powerful LED lighting with 
a high PAR value (PAR is 
the light plants use for 
photosynthesis) for optimal 
plant growth. The lighting 
has a sunrise function, and 
2 colours of light, white and 
blue, which is dimmable in 
3 steps.

The Biological Filter with 
Crystal Clear cartridge 
ensures clean and healthy 
water, is easy to use and 
reduces the need for water 
changes. The aquarium is 
also safe for shrimps and 
small fish due to the fine grid 
on the filter.

Capacity 60 litres, suitable for coldwater and 
tropical fish, thanks to integrated space for 
optional heater. available in white and black, 
replacement cartridges are available from 
your dealer.

QubiQ Series.

Model QubiQ 30 QubiQ 30 PRO QubiQ 60 PRO

Content 30 Litre 30 Litre 60 Litre

Size 32 x 32 x 32 cm 32 x 32 x 42,5 cm 40 x 40 x 50,8 cm

Lighting None 20 Volt, 12 Watt, PAR 223, IP24 (dimmable) 20 Volt, 12 Watt, PAR 223, IP24 (dimmable)

Filter Corner Filter 50 Corner Filter 50 Corner Filter 100

Heater advice SF ECO Heater 50W (not included) SF ECO Heater 50W (not included) SF ECO Heater 100W (not included)

Art. No. Black: A4050827 White: A4050825 Black: A4050895 White: A4050890 Black: A4050905 White: A4050900

QubiQ 30.

QubiQ 30 Pro.

QubiQ 60 Pro.

The alternative to a goldfish bowl

Suitable for Advanced HHH plants 
due to good lighting. Perfect for 
keeping small fish and shrimps.

Suitable for Advanced HHH plants 
due to good lighting. Perfect for 
keeping tropical fish.
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SUPERFISH QUBIQ 60 PRO BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4050905
£99.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcjeg!
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Replacement cartridge for the 
QubiQ 30 and 60 aquariums.

Biological filter. SF QUBIQ 30 CARTRIDGE 2X. 

Art. no.: A4050833
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjcbha!

SF QUBIQ 60 CARTRIDGE 2X. 

Art. no.: A4050910
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcjcc!

The special Crystal Clear media 
with activated carbon and 
zeolite absorb pollutants and 
colours, ensuring clear and 
healthy water

Replace the cartridge monthly, 
it will be saturated.

Contents 2 cartridges for 2 
months aquarium maintenance

SUPERFISH QUBIQ 30 BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4050827
£46.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adjaeb!

«
INDEX
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Corner filter Replacement set.

Safe for shrimps.

Biological filter with Crystal Clear replacement set, for clean 
and healthy water. Easy to maintain, just replace sponges 
and filter media.

A grid prevents shrimp from entering 
the filter.

Smart cable support.
Cables are hidden through smart cable 
support on the back.

Filter housing.
Suitable for tropical fish due to integrated space for optional 
heater.

Lighting.
Durable 2-colour LED lighting, 
energy-efficient.

The Superfish Quadro is a modern aquarium, designed 
for ease of use and ideal for people looking for a 
beautiful aquarium but wanting to spend little time 
on maintenance. The integrated filter system keeps 
the aquarium water clean and features space for the 
aquarium heater, which can thus be mounted safely 
and out of sight. The Quadro is stylish in any interior and 
comes complete with built-in filter, long-life safe LED 
lighting, a clever cable guide system at the back and a 
glass cover pane that prevents fish from jumping out of 
the aquarium.

Quadro.

CRYSTAL
CLEAR

Prevents
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Optional heater.
Integrated space for an optional 
heater.

PAR value of the lighting?
The table opposite shows the PAR value of the lighting unit of the aquarium. All  
Quadro aquariums are now equipped with renewed lighting units with a very high 
light output. This makes the aquariums also suitable for placing plants with a high light 
requirement.  

The plant label indicates the light requirement of the plant.
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SUPERFISH QUADRO 70 PRO BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4052225
£119.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debggd!

Replacement set with sponges and filter media for 
the Superfish QubiQ 60 and Quadro 70 aquariums. 
Conveniently and quickly replaces the existing contents of 
the plastic media holders for new sponges and media. 

Replacement set with sponges and filter media for 
the Superfish QubiQ 30 and Quadro 40 aquariums. 
Conveniently and quickly replaces the existing contents of 
the plastic media holders for new sponges and media. 

The Superfish Quadro 40 Multi Colour is a modern 
aquarium, designed for ease of use and ideal for 
people looking for a beautiful aquarium with little 
time required for maintenance. The integrated 
filter system keeps the aquarium water clean and 
features space for the aquarium heater, which can 
thus be mounted safely and out of sight. The Quadro 
is stylish in any interior and comes complete with 
built-in filter, long-life safe LED lighting, a clever cable 
guide system at the back and a glass cover pane that 
prevents fish from jumping out of the aquarium. 

Quadro series.

Model Quadro 40 Pro Quadro 40 Ambilight Quadro 70 Pro

Content 28 Litre 28 Litre 67 Litre

Size 45 x 25 x 35,7 cm 45 x 25 x 35,7 cm 55 x 35 x 45,7

Lighting 20V, 12W, PAR 223, IP24 20V, 12W, PAR 223, IP24 20V, 16W, PAR 223

Filter Corner Filter 50 Corner Filter 50 Corner Filter 100

Heater advice SF ECO Heater 50W (not included) SF ECO Heater 50W (not included) SF ECO Heater 100W (not included)

Art. No. A4052200 wit / A4052205 zwart A4052210 wit / A4052215 zwart A4052220 wit / A4052225 zwart

Quadro 40 Pro. Quadro 40 Multi Colour. Quadro 70 Pro.

The special Crystal Clear media with 
activated carbon and zeolite absorb 
pollutants and colours, ensuring 
clear and healthy water

Replace the sponge and crystal 
media monthly, it will be saturated.

Contents 2 complete sets of sponges 
and media for 2 months aquarium 
maintenance

SUPERFISH QUADRO 40 MULTY COLOUR BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4052215
£99.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debgej!
New.

New.
SUPERFISH QUADRO 40 PRO BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4052205
£79.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debgcf!

New.

SF CORNER FILTER 50 MEDIA REPLACEMENT SET. 

Art. no.: A7032025
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dedehg!

SF CORNER FILTER 100 MEDIA REPLACEMENT SET. 

Art. no.: A7032030
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dedeid!

The Superfish Quadro 70 is a modern aquarium, 
designed for ease of use and ideal for people 
looking for a beautiful aquarium with little time 
required for maintenance. The integrated filter 
system keeps the aquarium water clean and 
features space for the aquarium heater, which 
can thus be mounted safely and out of sight. 
The Quadro is stylish in any interior and comes 
complete with built-in filter, long-life safe LED 
lighting, a clever cable guide system at the back and 
a glass cover pane that prevents fish from jumping 
out of the aquarium. 

Design aquarium with safe LED lighting with 2 
colours of light, white and blue light which is 
dimmable in 3 steps.

The Biological Filter with Crystal Clear 
cartridge ensures clean and healthy water, 
is easy to use and reduces the need for 
water changes. The aquarium is also safe for 
shrimps and small fish due to the fine grid on 
the filter.

Capacity 70 litres, suitable for coldwater and 
tropical fish, thanks to integrated space for 
optional heater. available in white and black, 
replacement cartridges are available from your 
dealer.

SUPERFISH QUADRO 70 PRO WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4052220
£119.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debgfg!

New.

Design aquarium with 7-colour Multi Colour 
lighting, allowing you to set the right mood in 
your room!

The Biological Filter with Crystal Clear 
cartridge ensures clean and healthy water, 
is easy to use and reduces the need for 
water changes. The aquarium is also safe for 
shrimps and small fish due to the fine grid on 
the filter.

Capacity 40 litres, suitable for coldwater and 
tropical fish, thanks to integrated space for 
optional heater. available in white and black, 
replacement cartridges are available from your 
dealer.

SUPERFISH QUADRO 40 MULTY COLOUR WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4052210
£99.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debgdc!
New.

The Superfish Quadro 40 is a modern aquarium, 
designed for ease of use and ideal for people 
looking for a beautiful aquarium with little time 
required for maintenance. The integrated filter 
system keeps the aquarium water clean and 
features space for the aquarium heater, which 
can thus be mounted safely and out of sight. 
The Quadro is stylish in any interior and comes 
complete with built-in filter, long-life safe LED 
lighting, a clever cable guide system at the back and 
a glass cover pane that prevents fish from jumping 
out of the aquarium. 

Design aquarium with safe LED lighting with 2 
colours of light, white and blue light which is 
dimmable in 3 steps.

The Biological Filter with Crystal Clear 
cartridge ensures clean and healthy water, 
is easy to use and reduces the need for 
water changes. The aquarium is also safe for 
shrimps and small fish due to the fine grid on 
the filter.

Capacity 40 litres, suitable for coldwater and 
tropical fish, thanks to integrated space for 
optional heater. available in white and black, 
replacement cartridges are available from your 
dealer.

SUPERFISH QUADRO 40 PRO WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4052200
£79.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debgbi!

New.

New.New.New.
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Filter Cartridge or Crystal Clear Cartridge
The standard cartridge of the Aqua-Flow filter removes organic dirt, 
chemicals and dyes from the water.  
 
The Crystal Clear cartridge also removes ammonia and limited high Nitrate 
and Phosphate levels. The result is crystal clear, healthy water and less 
algae growth.

Filter. Glass cover.

Cover with integrated lighting

Cable tray.Remote control.
The built-in Aqua-Flow internal filter 
is easy use and to maintain. The 
filter box has extra space which can 
be used for a SuperFish heater if 
required.

A stylish glass cover prevents fish 
from jumping out of the aquarium.

Two colour energy efficient LED Sunrise light (white and blue). The light 
simulates a natural sunrise, by intensifying the light level slowly to a maximum 
over a 30 second period.

A cable tray behind the cover of the 
Home keeps the filter and heater (if 
used) cables out of sight.

Dimmable LED lighting, operated 
with remote control (home 65 & 85) 
or touch keys, is also possible to 
connect a timer (not included).

Home.
SuperFish Home aquariums make an eye 
catching addition to any home or office 
environment. These modern plug and 
play aquariums are very easy to install 
and maintain. They include a built in filter 
system as well as a two colour (white & 
blue) energy efficient sunrise LED light. 
The light simulates a natural sunrise, 
by intensifying the light level slowly to a 
maximum over a 30 second period.
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PAR value of the lighting?
The table opposite shows the PAR value of the lighting unit of the aquarium. All 
Home aquariums are now equipped with renewed lighting units with a very high light 
output. This makes the aquariums also suitable for placing plants with a high light 
requirement.  
 
The plant label indicates the light requirement of the plant.
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Home 85.

Home 65.

Home 30.

SUPERFISH HOME 85 AQUARIUM BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4051595
£154.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbedga!

SUPERFISH HOME 65 AQUARIUM BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4051585
£125.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbedcc!

SUPERFISH HOME 30 AQUARIUM BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4051565
£85.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbeceh!

A SuperFish Home design aquarium is an eye-catcher in 
any room, from the living room or kitchen to the office. 
These plug-and-play aquariums are easy to install and 
maintain. Home aquaria come complete with dimmable 
LED lighting, an integrated internal filter with an easily 
changeable filter cartridge and a stylish cover plate 
which prevents fish from jumping out of the aquarium. 

Design aquarium with two-
colour Sunrise LED lighting 
(white and blue) simulates a 
natural sunrise. When switched 
on, the light slowly gets 
brighter, after 30 seconds it 
burns at full strength

The built-in Aqua-Flow 
filter is easy to use and 
maintain. A clever cable 
duct behind a hood of the 
Home 30, 65, and 85 keeps 
the cables of the filter and 
optional heater out of sight.

Capacity 80 litres, suitable 
shrimps and small fish, 
thanks to integrated 
space for optional heater. 
available in white and black, 
replacement cartridges are 
available from your dealer.

SUPERFISH HOME 85 AQUARIUM WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4051590
£154.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbedfd!

A SuperFish Home design aquarium is an eye-catcher in 
any room, from the living room or kitchen to the office. 
These plug-and-play aquariums are easy to install and 
maintain. Home aquaria come complete with dimmable 
LED lighting, an integrated internal filter with an easily 
changeable filter cartridge and a stylish cover plate 
which prevents fish from jumping out of the aquarium. 

Design aquarium with two-
colour Sunrise LED lighting 
(white and blue) simulates a 
natural sunrise. When switched 
on, the light slowly gets 
brighter, after 30 seconds it 
burns at full strength

The built-in Aqua-Flow filter 
is easy to use and maintain. 
A clever cable duct behind a 
hood of the Home Home 30, 
65, and 85 keeps the cables 
of the filter and optional 
heater out of sight.

Capacity 60 litres, suitable 
shrimps and small fish, 
thanks to integrated 
space for optional heater. 
available in white and black, 
replacement cartridges are 
available from your dealer.

SUPERFISH HOME 65 AQUARIUM WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4051580
£125.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbedbf!

A SuperFish Home design aquarium is an eye-catcher in 
any room, from the living room or kitchen to the office. 
These plug-and-play aquariums are easy to install and 
maintain. Home aquaria come complete with dimmable 
LED lighting, an integrated internal filter with an easily 
changeable filter cartridge and a stylish cover plate 
which prevents fish from jumping out of the aquarium. 

Design aquarium with two-
colour Sunrise LED lighting 
(white and blue) simulates a 
natural sunrise. When switched 
on, the light slowly gets 
brighter, after 30 seconds it 
burns at full strength

The built-in Aqua-Flow filter 
is easy to use and maintain. 
A clever cable duct behind a 
hood of the Home 30, 65, and 
85 keeps the cables of the 
filter and optional heater out 
of sight.

Capacity 25 litres, suitable 
shrimps and small fish, 
thanks to integrated 
space for optional heater. 
available in white and black, 
replacement cartridges are 
available from your dealer.

SUPERFISH HOME 30 AQUARIUM WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4051560
£85.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbecda!

Perfect for Aquascaping

Perfect for Aquascaping

Perfect for Aquascaping

Home series.
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Model Home 30 Home 65 Home 85

Content 25 Litre 60 Litre 80 Litre

Size 46,5 x 25 x 28,5 cm 58,5 x 32 x 42,5 cm 65 x 31 x 53 cm

Lighting 12 W LED - 247 PAR 25 W LED - 247 PAR 25 W LED - 247 PAR

Remote control No Yes Yes

Filter Aqua-Flow 100 Aqua-Flow 200 Aqua-Flow 300

Heater advice SF ECO Heater 50W (not included) PRO Heater 100W (not included) PRO Heater 200W (not included)

Art. No. White: A4051560 Black: A4051565 White: A4051580 Black: A4051585 White: A4051590 Black: A4051595
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Model Home 8

Content 8 Litre

Size 20,5 x 20,5 x 25,7 cm 

Lighting 1W LED

Remote control No

Filter Integrated + pump

Heater advice SF ECO Heater 50W (not included)

Art. No. Black: A4051255  White: A4051250

Lighting

Acrylic.

Filter cartridge.
The aquarium has energy-efficient 
LED lighting. Ultra safe due to 12-
volt lighting.

Made of Acrylic: brighter, stronger, safer and 48% lighter than glass.

Contains active filter carbon that 
absorbs harmful substances from 
the water. Replace the cartridge on a 
monthly basis.

Integrated filter.
The aquarium has an integrated filter and pump.

Home 8.
Mini aquarium with LED lighting and 
built-in filter, 8 litres.

Safe for

Shrimp

«
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Home 8.
The Home 8 is a plug-and-play mini aquarium 
and an eye-catcher in any room, from the living 
room or kitchen to the office. The Home 8 comes 
complete with lighting, built-in filter and pump 
and is easy to install and maintain. 

Plug and Play mini 
aquarium, equipped with 
safe LED lighting

The activated carbon 
cartridge filter ensures 
clean, healthy water 
and is easy to replace. 
Replacement cartridges 
are available from your 
dealer.

Capacity 8 litres, suitable for 
Betta or shrimps, space for 
optional heater in the filter. 
available in white and black,

SUPERFISH HOME 8 AQUARIUM WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4051250
£39.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccbhib!

SUPERFISH HOME 8 AQUARIUM BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4051255
£39.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccbhji!
SF HOME 8 CARTRIDGE 1X. 

Art. no.: A4051265
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccbiae!

Colour.
Available in Black and White.
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«
INDEX

BASKET HOME 60/65/80/85 START 70. 

Art. no.: A4051093
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcegf!

Cabinet baskets.

BASKET HOME 25/30/40/45 START 50. 

Art. no.: A4051091
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcefi!

Home 
Stands.
Specifically designed for Home 
aquariums. Available in black and 
white.

STAND SUPERFISH HOME 60/65/80/85 BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4051143
£74.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbeacf!

STAND SUPERFISH HOME 25/30/40/45 BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4051139
£59.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbeaab!

STAND SUPERFISH HOME 60/65/80/85 WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4051141
£74.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbeabi!

STAND SUPERFISH HOME 25/30/40/45 WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4051137
£59.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdjji!

Handy storage baskets for your aquarium 
accessories, suitable for the Home and Start 
aquarium furniture 

Model Home 25/30/40/45 Stand Home 60/65/80/85 Stand Home 110 Stand

Material MDF MDF MDF

Size 47 x 25 x 74 cm 65 x 31 x 74 cm 77,5 x 36 x 74 cm

Art. No. White: A4051137  
Black: A4051139

White: A4051141   
Black: A4051143

White: A4051145  
Black: A4051147
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Start 20, 30 = 40 PAR
Start 50 = 50 PAR

Start 70, 100, 150 = 167 PAR

Easy H

Average HH

Colour.

PAR value of the lighting?

Available in Black and White.

Filter Cartridge or Crystal Clear Cartridge?
The standard cartridge of the Aqua-Flow filter removes organic dirt, chemicals and 
dyes from the water.  
 
The Crystal Clear cartridge also removes ammonia and limited high Nitrate and 
Phosphate levels. The result is crystal clear, healthy water and less algae growth.

The table on the right shows the PAR value of the 
lighting unit of the aquarium. The Start 20, 30 and 
50 aquariums are equipped with lighting units 
suitable for Easy H plants. The Start 70, 100 and 
150 aquariums are equipped with lighting units 
suitable for Average HH plants.  
 
The plant’s label indicates what the plant’s 
light needs are.

Filter.Complete kits.

Lamp 
dark.

60 - 100 
PAR

Lamp 
half.

100 - 180 
PAR

Lamp 
full.
>180 
PAR

Feeding.Lighting.
The Start aquariums are equipped 
with an Aqua Flow filter. The 
perfect filter for tropical and cold 
water aquariums.

SuperFish Start are complete 
affordable starter kits with 
handy accessories to start the 
aquarium hobby.

The aquarium lid has a flap to 
make feeding your fish easy.

The Start Kits are equipped with 
energy-efficient and safe LED 
lighting. 
 
The Start 70, 100 and 150 have 
Retro LED Bright lighting. The 
bright white light is perfect for 
plant growth.

Start.
SuperFish Start Kits, complete with energy 
efficient LED lighting, internal filter, water 
supplements, fish net, thermometer and 
heater  
 
Available in 6 sizes from 16 to 153 litres. 
The tropical kits are supplied with an 
aquarium heater!
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Model Start 20 Start 30 Start 50

Content 16 Litre 27 Litre 39 Litre

Size 32,0 x 19,0 x 26,0 cm 36,0 x 23,0 x 37,4 cm 44,2 x 26,7 x 37,4 cm

Lighting - PAR 12 Volt, 3 Watt LED - 40 PAR 12 Volt, 3 Watt LED - 40 PAR 12 Volt, 4 Watt LED - 50 PAR

Filter Aqua-Flow 50 Aqua-Flow 50 Aqua-Flow 100

Heater - Start Heater 50 Watt Start Heater 100 Watt

Art. No. White: A4050269   Black: A4050267 White: A4050277   Black: A4050275 White: A4050279   Black: A4050281

Suitable for LED 
Controller.

Start 20 Aquarium Kit.

SUPERFISH START 20 AQUARIUM KIT WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4050269
£41.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bjahhd!

SuperFish Start, inexpensive complete starter 
kits for starting the aquarium hobby. The Start 20 
comes complete with energy-efficient LED lighting, 
internal filter, thermometer, water conditioners 
and a landing net. The aquarium cover has a flap 
to make feeding the fish easy. 

Complete aquarium set, available in 5 sizes 
from 20 to 146 litres, as a goldfish or tropical 
aquarium

Aqua-Flow filter with activated carbon 
cartridge for clean and healthy water, the 
click cardridge is convenient to use, spare 
cartridges are available from your dealer, 
for best results use the Superfish Crystal 
Clear cartridge!

Capacity 16 litres, suitable for shrimps and small 
fish. Available in white and black.

SUPERFISH START 20 AQUARIUM KIT BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4050267
£41.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bjahgg!

Complete 16 litre aquarium with LED 
lighting and internal filter

Start series.

Start 30 Tropical Kit.

SUPERFISH START 30 TROPICAL KIT WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4050277
£58.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfigd!

SuperFish Start, inexpensive complete starter 
kits to start the aquarium hobby. This Start 
kit comes complete with energy-efficient LED 
lighting, internal filter, heater, thermometer, water 
conditioners and a landing net. The aquarium lid 
has a flap to make feeding the fish easy. 

Complete aquarium set with heater, 
available in various sizes from 30 to 146 
litres, as a goldfish or tropical aquarium, the 
latter coming with an aquarium heater!

Aqua-Flow filter with activated carbon 
cartridge for clean and healthy water, the 
click cardridge is convenient to use, spare 
cartridges are available from your dealer, 
for best results use the Superfish Crystal 
Clear cartridge!

Capacity 25 litres, suitable for shrimps and 
small fish. Available in white and black.

SUPERFISH START 30 TROPICAL KIT BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4050275
£58.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bfigfa!

SUPERFISH START 50 TROPICAL KIT WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4050279
£75.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfiih!

Start 50 Tropical Kit.
Complete 25 litre aquarium with LED 
lighting and internal filter

SuperFish Start, inexpensive complete starter kits 
to start the aquarium hobby. This Start kit comes 
complete with energy-efficient LED lighting, internal 
filter, heater, thermometer, water conditioners and 
a landing net. The aquarium lid has a flap to make 
feeding the fish easy. 

Complete aquarium set with heater, 
available in various sizes from 30 to 146 
litres, as a goldfish or tropical aquarium, the 
latter coming with an aquarium heater!

Aqua-Flow filter with activated carbon 
cartridge for clean and healthy water, the 
click cardridge is convenient to use, spare 
cartridges are available from your dealer, 
for best results use the Superfish Crystal 
Clear cartridge!

Capacity 40 litres, suitable for tropical and 
coldwater fish. Available in white and black.

SUPERFISH START 50 TROPICAL KIT BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4050281
£75.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfije!

Complete 40 litre aquarium with LED 
lighting and internal filter

Included. Included. Included.
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Start Series.

Start 70 Tropical Kit.

SUPERFISH START 70 TROPICAL KIT WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4050287
£99.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfjce!

SuperFish Start, inexpensive complete starter kits 
to start the aquarium hobby. This Start kit comes 
complete with energy-efficient LED lighting, inter-
nal filter, heater, thermometer, water conditioners 
and a landing net. The aquarium lid has a flap to 
make feeding the fish easy. 

Complete aquarium set with heater, 
available in various sizes from 30 to 146 
litres, as a goldfish or tropical aquarium, the 
latter coming with an aquarium heater!

Aqua-Flow filter with activated carbon 
cartridge for clean and healthy water, the 
click cardridge is convenient to use, spare 
cartridges are available from your dealer, 
for best results use the Superfish Crystal 
Clear cartridge!

Capacity 60 litres, suitable for tropical and 
coldwater fish. Available in white and black.

SUPERFISH START 70 TROPICAL KIT BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4050285
£99.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfjbh!

Complete 60 litre aquarium with LED 
lighting and internal filter

Start 100 Tropical Kit.

SUPERFISH START 100 TROPICAL KIT WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4050297
£134.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bggcae!

SuperFish Start, inexpensive complete starter 
kits to start the aquarium hobby. This Start 
kit comes complete with energy-efficient LED 
lighting, internal filter, heater, thermometer, water 
conditioners and a landing net. The aquarium lid 
has a flap to make feeding the fish easy. 

Complete aquarium set with heater, 
available in various sizes from 30 to 146 
litres, as a goldfish or tropical aquarium, the 
latter coming with an aquarium heater!

Aqua-Flow filter with activated carbon 
cartridge for clean and healthy water, the 
click cardridge is convenient to use, spare 
cartridges are available from your dealer, 
for best results use the Superfish Crystal 
Clear cartridge!

Capacity 90 litres, suitable for tropical and 
coldwater fish. Available in white and black.

SUPERFISH START 100 TROPICAL KIT BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4050295
£134.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfjhj!

SF START 150 TROPICAL KIT WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4050383
£174.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbceeb!

Start 150 Tropical Kit.
Complete 90 litre aquarium with LED 
lighting and internal filter

SuperFish Start, inexpensive complete starter kits 
to start the aquarium hobby. This Start kit comes 
complete with energy-efficient LED lighting, internal 
filter, heater, thermometer, water conditioners and 
a landing net. The aquarium lid has a flap to make 
feeding the fish easy. 

Complete aquarium set with heater, 
available in various sizes from 30 to 146 
litres, as a goldfish or tropical aquarium, the 
latter coming with an aquarium heater!

Aqua-Flow filter with activated carbon 
cartridge for clean and healthy water, the 
click cardridge is convenient to use, spare 
cartridges are available from your dealer, 
for best results use the Superfish Crystal 
Clear cartridge!

Capacity 146 litres, suitable for tropical and 
coldwater fish. Available in white and black.

SF START 150 TROPICAL KIT BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4050381
£174.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcede!

Complete 153 litre aquarium with LED 
lighting and internal filter

Model Start 70 Start 100 Start 150

Content 73 Litre 93 Litre 153 Litre

Size 58,8 x 31,0 x 44,1 cm 68,7 x 34,0 x 46,5 cm 78,7 x 39,7 x 55,4 cm

Lighting - PAR Retro LED Bright 12 Volt, 12 Watt - 167 PAR Retro LED Bright 12 Volt, 15 Watt - 167 PAR Retro LED Bright 12 Volt, 18 Watt - 167 PAR

Filter Aqua-Flow 200 Aqua-Flow 300 Aqua-Flow XL

Heater Start Heater 100 Watt Start Heater 200 Watt Start Heater 300 Watt

Art. No. White: A4050287   Black: A4050285 White: A4050297   Black: A4050295 White: A4050383   Black: A4050381

Suitable for LED 
Controller.

Included. Included. Included.
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BASKET HOME 60/65/80/85 START 70. 

Art. no.: A4051093
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcegf!

BASKET HOME 110 START 100-150. 

Art. no.: A4051097
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcehc!

Model Start 20/30 Stand Start 50 Stand Start 70 Stand Start 100 Stand Start 150 Stand

Material MDF MDF MDF MDF MDF

Size 36 x 23 x 74 cm 44,2 x 28,8 x 74 cm 59 x 31 x 74 cm 68,8 x 35,8 x 74 cm 79 x 40 x 74 cm 

Art. No. White: A4051012  
Black: A4051010

White: A4051017   
Black: A4051015

White: A4051022  
Black: A4051020

White: A4051027  
Black: A4051025

White: A4051032   
Black: A4051030

Cabinet baskets.

BASKET HOME 25/30/40/45 START 50. 

Art. no.: A4051091
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcefi!

Start Series 
Stand.
Specifically designed for Start 
aquariums. Available in black and 
White.

STAND SUPERFISH START 50 BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4051015
£59.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aibdfe!

STAND SUPERFISH START 100 BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4051025
£79.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aibdhi!

STAND SUPERFISH START 150 BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4051030
£85.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcjfd!

STAND SUPERFISH START 20/30 BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4051010
£49.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aibdeh!

STAND SUPERFISH START 70 BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4051020
£69.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aibdgb!

STAND SUPERFISH START 50 WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4051017
£59.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cadijd!

STAND SUPERFISH START 100 WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4051027
£79.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cadjbg!

STAND SUPERFISH START 150 WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4051032
£85.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcjga!

STAND SUPERFISH START 20/30 WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4051012
£49.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cadiig!

STAND SUPERFISH START 70 WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4051022
£69.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cadjaj!

Handy storage baskets for your aquarium 
accessories, suitable for the Home and Start 
aquarium furniture 

«
INDEX
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The waterproof LED lighting 
fits perfectly in the top 
filter tray

The Filter pump 320 L / h - 5.5 
Watt fits perfectly in the filter 
tray.

Aquarium background 
poster

A complete set of a 2 layer filter mat (coarse + fine) 
and a Crystal Clear cartridge for the top filter of the 
Panorama LED Aquarium. Replace the cartridge 
once a month for best results.

Panorama.
Modern aquarium with panoramic curved 
glass, complete with energy efficient LED 
lighting. The Panorama has a top filter 
with a large biological filter capacity for 
easy maintenance. And is suitable all fish 
keepers.

Pump.LED-lighting.

Free.Suitable for LED Controller.

Panorama filter cartridges. «
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Panorama 20 LED.

Modern aquarium made of curved glass creating 
a stunning panoramic effect. The aquarium comes 
with energy-efficient LED lighting, pump, biological 
filter with a coarse and a fine filter mat and an 
aquarium background poster. 

Panoramic aquarium with safe waterproof 
(IPX8) LED lighting, filter and free aquarium 
background poster

The handy top filter with large biological 
filter capacity is easy to keep clean, the 
replaceable CrystalClear media cartridge 
ensures clean and clear water.

Capacity 17 litres, available in white, suitable for 
coldwater and tropical fish. Replace filter media 
monthly, replacement cartridges are available 
from your dealer.

SUPERFISH PANORAMA 20 WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4052005
£52.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chbbag!

With Panorama view

Panorama Series.

Panorama 35 LED.

Modern aquarium made of curved glass creating 
a stunning panoramic effect. The aquarium comes 
with energy-efficient LED lighting, pump, biological 
filter with a coarse and a fine filter mat and an 
aquarium background poster. 

Panoramic aquarium with safe waterproof 
(IPX8) LED lighting, filter and free aquarium 
background poster

The handy top filter with large biological 
filter capacity is easy to keep clean, the 
replaceable CrystalClear media cartridge 
ensures clean and clear water.

Capacity 30 litres, available in white, suitable for 
coldwater and tropical fish. Replace filter media 
monthly, replacement cartridges are available 
from your dealer.

SUPERFISH PANORAMA 35 WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4052010
£66.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chbbbd!

Panorama 50 LED.
With Panorama view

Modern aquarium made of curved glass creating 
a stunning panoramic effect. The aquarium comes 
with energy-efficient LED lighting, pump, biological 
filter with a coarse and a fine filter mat and an 
aquarium background poster. 

Panoramic aquarium with safe waterproof 
(IPX8) LED lighting, filter and free aquarium 
background poster

The handy top filter with large biological 
filter capacity is easy to keep clean, the 
replaceable CrystalClear media cartridge 
ensures clean and clear water.

Capacity 49 litres, available in white, suitable 
for coldwater and tropical fish. Replace filter 
media monthly, replacement cartridges are 
available from your dealer.

SUPERFISH PANORAMA 50 WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4052015
£92.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chbbca!

With Panorama view

Model Panorama 20 Panorama 35 Panorama 50

Content 17 Litre 30 Litre 49 Litre

Size B x D x H 32 x 20 x 32 cm 38 x 25 x 38 cm 45 x 30 x 44 cm

Lighting AquaLED 4, 12 Volt, 5 Watt LED-Lighting AquaLED 5, 12 Volt, 6 Watt LED-Lighting AquaLED 7, 12 Volt, 7 Watt LED-Lighting

Filter Top filter with Panorama pump 320 l/h Top filter with Panorama pump 320 l/h Top filter with Panorama pump 320 l/h

Heater advice Eco Heater 50W (not included) Eco Heater 50W (not included) Eco Heater 100W (not included)

Art. No. A4052005 A4052010 A4052015

Replacement cartridge for 
Panorama 20 aquarium

Biological filter.

SUPERFISH PANORAMA 20 CARTRIDGE. 

Art. no.: A4052050
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chbddf!

SUPERFISH PANORAMA 35 CARTRIDGE. 

Art. no.: A4052055
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chbdec!

SUPERFISH PANORAMA 50 CARTRIDGE. 

Art. no.: A4052060
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chbdfj!

Complete set 
with 2 layers of 
filter mat (coarse 
+ fine) and media 
cartridge

Contains crystal 
clear filter 
media for a clear 
and healthy 
aquarium

Contents 1 
complete set 1 
month aquarium 
maintenance

Suitable 
for LED 

Controller.

Suitable 
for LED 

Controller.

Suitable 
for LED 

Controller.
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Scaper LED-lighting.
The Scaper LED lighting is tailor-made for the Scaper Aquariums. With a high light 
output for optimal plant growth. Suitable for Advanced HHH plants.

FloraGrow. FloraGrow Carbo. EVA Foam.Hang-on Filter.

Background poster.

Leaf fertiliser. The alternative to CO2 The perfect hanging filter for aquascape 
aquariums.

A safe EVA foam pad and a 
background poster with a black 
and white side.

The Scaper comes with a back-
ground poster with white and 
black sides.

Scaper.
SuperFish Scaper aquariums are made 
of Crystal Clear glass, which ensures 
a crystal-clear underwater scene. The 
5 models are specially designed for 
Aquascaping, so the dimensions are 
perfect for creating beautifully planted 
underwater landscapes.

Crystal Clear Gla

ss

Scaper LED = 269 PAR Advanced HHH

Included. Included. Included. Included.

Suitable for LED 
Controller.

Included.Included.
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Scaper 45. Scaper 60.

Scaper 70.

Scaper 90. Scaper 140.

Crystal Clear glass aquarium, capacity 90 litres, replace filter media in the 
hang on filter monthly, replacement cartridges are available from your 
dealer.

SUPERFISH SCAPER 90. 

Art. no.: A4051810
£139.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcfac!

Model Scaper 45 Aquarium Scaper 60 Aquarium Scaper 70 Aquarium Scaper 90 Aquarium Scaper 140 Aquarium

Content 45 Litre 60 Litre 67 Litre 90 Litre 138 Litre

Size B x D x H 45 x 32 x 32 cm 50 x 35 x 35 cm 60 x 40 x 28 cm 60 x 40 x 38 cm 77 x 45 x  40 cm

Lighting Scaper LED 45 Scaper LED 64 Scaper LED 74 Scaper LED 74 Scaper LED 93

Filter Hang on Filter 100 
(6W) 

Hang on Filter 100 
(6W) 

Hang on Filter 100 
(6W) 

Hang on Filter 200 
(6W ) 

Eco-Flow 240 ( 14W)

Heater advice Pro Heater 100W 
(not included)

Pro Heater 100W 
(not included)

Pro Heater 200W 
(not included)

Pro Heater 200W 
(not included)

Pro Heater 300W 
(not included)

Art. No. A4051800 A4051805 A4051815 A4051810 A4051820

SuperFish Scaper Crystal Clear aquariums are designed for Aquascaping, the size is perfect for creating 
beautifully planted underwater landscapes and the sleek design fits into any interior. The Scapers aquariums 
come complete with biological Filter, LED lighting, safe EVA foam pad, a background poster with a black and 
white side and Colombo Flora Grow plant food and Flora Grow Carbo, the liquid alternative to CO2. 

Suitable 
for LED 

Controller.

Suitable 
for LED 

Controller.

Suitable 
for LED 

Controller.

The Scaper LED lighting is of high quality and has a PAR of 269 which 
guarantees optimal plant growth.

Includes space-saving Hang-on Filter, which is very easy to maintain 
with linkable and replaceable filter cartridges

Crystal Clear glass aquarium, capacity 140 litres, Eco Flow 240 flow 800L/h, 
14W.  Replacement sponges are available from your dealer.

SUPERFISH SCAPER 140. 

Art. no.: A4051820
£249.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debhdb!

The Scaper LED lighting is of high quality and has a PAR of 269 which 
guarantees optimal plant growth.

Includes Superfish Eco Flow 240 external filter, for optimal filtration, as 
the pump is placed outside the filter, the filter capacity is maximised.

New.

New.

Crystal Clear glass aquarium, capacity 45 
litres, replace filter media in the hang on filter 
monthly, replacement cartridges are available 
from your dealer.

SUPERFISH SCAPER 45. 

Art. no.: A4051800
£89.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbceij!

The Scaper LED lighting is of high quality and 
has a PAR of 269 which guarantees optimal 
plant growth.

Includes space-saving Hang-on Filter, 
which is very easy to maintain with linkable 
and replaceable filter cartridges

Crystal Clear glass aquarium, capacity 60 
litres, replace filter media in the hang on filter 
monthly, replacement cartridges are available 
from your dealer.

SUPERFISH SCAPER 60. 

Art. no.: A4051805
£104.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcejg!

The Scaper LED lighting is of high quality and 
has a PAR of 269 which guarantees optimal 
plant growth.

Includes space-saving Hang-on Filter, 
which is very easy to maintain with linkable 
and replaceable filter cartridges

Crystal Clear glass aquarium, capacity 70 
litres, replace filter media in the hang on filter 
monthly, replacement cartridges are available 
from your dealer.

SUPERFISH SCAPER 70. 

Art. no.: A4051815
£149.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debhce!

The Scaper 70 is a new low design for a 
modern scape and comes with space-
saving Hang-on Filter, it is very easy 
to maintain with interconnectable and 
replaceable filter cartridges.

Includes LED lighting with a PAR of 269 for 
optimal plant growth. Optionally, longer 
lamp supports are available from your 
dealer to position the lamp higher above the 
aquarium to create space for tall scapes or 
plants.

Shallow Tank

Including
Eco Flow .

«
INDEX
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Scaper Qube LED lighting.
The Scaper LED lighting is tailor-made for the Scaper Aquariums. With a 
high light output for optimal plant growth. Suitable for Advanced HHH 
plants.

FloraGrow. Hang-on Filter.
Leaf fertiliser. The perfect hanging filter for aquascape 

aquariums.

Scaper Qube.
The SuperFish Scaper Qube is made 
of special Crystal Clear glass for the 
clearest underwater view. Designed 
for Aquascaping, the dimensions are 
perfect for creating a beautiful planted 
landscape.

Crystal Clear Gla

ss

Background poster.
The Scaper comes with a back-
ground poster with white and 
black sides.

Included.Included.Included.

Included.

Included. «
INDEX
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Scaper Qube LED = 269 PAR Advanced HHH

EVA Foam.
A safe EVA foam pad and a 
background poster with a black 
and white side.
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Scaper Cube 15.

SuperFish Scaper Crystal Clear aquariums are 
designed for Aquascaping, the size is perfect for 
creating beautifully planted underwater lands-
capes and the sleek design fits into any interior. 
The Scapers aquariums come complete with 
biological Filter, LED lighting, safe EVA foam pad, 
a background poster with a black and white side 
and Colombo Flora Grow plant food. 

The Scaper LED lighting is of high quality and 
has a PAR of 269 which guarantees optimal 
plant growth.

Includes space-saving Hang-on Filter, 
which is very easy to maintain with linkable 
and replaceable filter cartridges

Crystal Clear glass aquarium, capacity 15 
litres, replace filter media in the hang on filter 
monthly, replacement cartridges are available 
from your dealer.

The smallest version of the aquarium is 
suitable for keeping shrimps.

Scaper Cube series.

Scaper Cube 25.

SuperFish Scaper Crystal Clear aquariums are 
designed for Aquascaping, the size is perfect for 
creating beautifully planted underwater landscapes 
and the sleek design fits into any interior. 
The Scapers aquariums come complete with 
biological Filter, LED lighting, safe EVA foam pad, a 
background poster with a black and white side and 
Colombo Flora Grow plant food. 

The Scaper LED lighting is of high quality and 
has a PAR of 269 which guarantees optimal 
plant growth.

Includes space-saving Hang-on Filter, 
which is very easy to maintain with linkable 
and replaceable filter cartridges

Crystal Clear glass aquarium, capacity 25 
litres, replace filter media in the hang on filter 
monthly, replacement cartridges are available 
from your dealer.

SUPERFISH SCAPER QUBE 25. 

Art. no.: A4051705
£84.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgffd!

Scaper Qube 60.
Suitable for keeping fish.

SuperFish Scaper Crystal Clear aquariums are 
designed for Aquascaping, the size is perfect for 
creating beautifully planted underwater lands-
capes and the sleek design fits into any interior. 
The Scapers aquariums come complete with 
biological Filter, LED lighting, safe EVA foam pad, a 
background poster with a black and white side and 
Colombo Flora Grow plant food. 

The Scaper LED lighting is of high quality and 
has a PAR of 269 which guarantees optimal 
plant growth.

Includes space-saving Hang-on Filter, 
which is very easy to maintain with linkable 
and replaceable filter cartridges

Crystal Clear glass aquarium, capacity 60 
litres, replace filter media in the hang on filter 
monthly, replacement cartridges are available 
from your dealer.

SUPERFISH SCAPER QUBE 60. 

Art. no.: A4051710
£109.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgfga!

Suitable for keeping fish.

Suitable for LED Controller.

Model Scaper Qube 15 Aquarium Scaper Qube 25 Aquarium Scaper Qube 60 Aquarium

Content 15 Litre 25 Litre 60 Litre

Size B x D x H 25 x 25 x 25 cm 30 x 30 x 30 cm 40 x 40 x 40 cm

Lighting Scaper Qube LED 15, 12 Watt, PAR 269 Scaper Qube LED 25, 15 Watt, PAR 269 Scaper Qube LED 60, 18 Watt, PAR 269

Filter Hang on Filter 50 (6 Watt) Hang on Filter 50 (6 Watt) Hang on Filter 100 (6 Watt) 

Heater advice Pro Heater 50W (not included) Pro Heater 50W (not included) Pro Heater 100W (not included)

Art. No. A4051700 A4051705 A4051710

SUPERFISH SCAPER QUBE 15. 

Art. no.: A4051700
£71.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgfeg!
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Design 
Stands.

Design Stand 45 x 32 cm.Design Stand 30 x 30 cm. Design Stand 40 x 40 cm.
Modern aquarium cabinet suitable for Scaper 45, 
and other aquariums 

Upper size 45X32 CM

SF DESIGN STAND 45X32 GREY/COCO. 

Art. no.: A4053005
£107.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debhei!

Modern aquarium cabinet suitable for Scaper 
Qube 15 and 25, QubiQ 30 and other aquariums 

Upper size 30X30 CM

SF DESIGN STAND 30X30 GREY/COCO. 

Art. no.: A4053045
£85.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debicd!

Modern aquarium cabinet suitable for Scaper 
Qube 60, QubiQ 60 and other aquariums 

Upper size 40X40 CM

SF DESIGN STAND 40X40 GREY/COCO. 

Art. no.: A4053055
£106.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debieh!

SF DESIGN STAND 45X32 BLACK/PASA. 

Art. no.: A4053010
£107.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debhff!

SF DESIGN STAND 30X30 BLACK/PASA. 

Art. no.: A4053050
£85.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debida!

SF DESIGN STAND 40X40 BLACK/PASA. 

Art. no.: A4053060
£106.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debife!

UK built quality furniture suitable for various 
size Aquariums

On our In-store poster or at www.aquadistri.
com you can see which furniture is suitable 
for which aquarium.

New. New.

1 Door

1 Door

1 Door

1 Door

1 Door

1 Door

New.

87
cm

87
cm

87
cm

87
cm

87
cm

87
cm

New.

Qubiq 30.
32 x 32cm

Scaper 
Qube 15.
25 x 25cm

Scaper 
Qube 25.
30 x 30cm

New.

QubiQ 60.
40 x 40cm

Scaper 
Qube 60.
40 x 40cm

New.

Scaper 45.
45 x 32cm

«
INDEX
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UK built quality furniture suitable for various 
size Aquariums

On our In-store poster or at www.aquadistri.
com you can see which furniture is suitable 
for which aquarium.

Design Stand 50 x 35 cm. Design Stand 60 x 40 cm. Design Stand 77 x 45 cm.
Modern aquarium cabinet suitable for Scaper 60, 
Quadro 40 and other aquariums 

Size of the top 50X35 CM

SF DESIGN STAND 50X35 GREY/COCO. 

Art. no.: A4053015
£114.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debhgc!

Modern aquarium cabinet suitable for Scaper 70, 
90 and other aquariums 

Upper size 60X40 CM

SF DESIGN STAND 60X40 GREY/COCO. 

Art. no.: A4053025
£141.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debhig!

Modern aquarium cabinet suitable for Scaper 140 
and other aquariums 

Upper size 77X45 CM

SF DESIGN STAND 77X45 GREY/COCO. 

Art. no.: A4053035
£176.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debiaj!

SF DESIGN STAND 50X35 BLACK/PASA. 

Art. no.: A4053020
£114.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debhhj!

SF DESIGN STAND 60X40 BLACK/PASA. 

Art. no.: A4053030
£141.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debhjd!

SF DESIGN STAND 77X45 BLACK/PASA. 

Art. no.: A4053040
£176.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debibg!

New. New.

1 Door

1 Door

2 Doors
2 Doors

2 Doors
2 Doors

New.

87
cm

87
cm

87
cm

87
cm

87
cm

87
cm

New.

Scaper 140.
77 x 45 cm

New.

Scaper 60.
50 x 35 cm

Quadro 40.
45 x 25 cm

New.

Scaper 90.
60 x 40 cm

Scaper 70.
60 x 40 cm

«
INDEX
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Scaper LED.
LED lighting for excellent plant 
growth. Designed for open and 
closed aquariums.

E
xcellent Plant Grow

th

269
PAR

• Automatically switches the light on and off at the times of your choice. Factory setting: light on at 7 
a.m. and off at 9 p.m. 

• Time setting is easy to personalise
• The controller simulates the natural sunrise and sunset, the light starts slowly in 30 sec. or 10 min. 

from off to full strength and vice versa at sunset. 
 
Our new LED controller with dimmer function can also be used for: Start aquariums, Panorama 
aquariums, Slim LEDs and the Aqua LED Spot

Controller with dimming, sunrise and sunset function

Supplied with brackets for an open aquarium Supplied with brackets for a closed aquarium. Waterproof IP68 = Can be immersed in 1 metre 
of freshwater for up to 30 minutes

Open Aquarium. Closed aquarium. Waterproof.

Scaper LED-lighting.
The High-Power LED-Lighting with a high PAR of 269, ensures excellent plant 
growth and is suitable for Easy H, Average HH and Advanced HHH types of 
aquarium plants.

Lamp dark.

60 - 100 PAR

Easy 
H

Lamp half.

100 - 180 PAR

Average  
HH

Lamp full.

>180 PAR

Advanced  
HHH

E
xcellent Plant Grow

th

269
PAR

Scaper LED = 269 PAR Advanced HHH
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SF SCAPER LED BRACKET 16 CM 2X. 

Art. no.: A4020097
£15.59
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debigb!
1 pack contains 2 brackets 16 cm long for the 
Scaper LED lighting

Scaper LED Support.
16 cm long supports to raise the Scaper LED light 
higher above the aquarium, this is especially desirable 
in open aquariums where plants grow out of the water. 

16
cm

«
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Scaper LED Lighting.

Model Scaper LED 64 Scaper LED 74 Scaper LED 93 Scaper LED 112 Scaper LED 131

Lengte 44,5 cm 54,5 cm 73,5 cm 92,5 cm 111,5 cm

Min. aquarium size 45 cm 55 cm 74 cm 93 cm 112 cm

Max. aquarium size 64 cm 74 cm 93 cm 112 cm 131 cm

Wattage 24 W 28 W 35 W 44 W 48 W

Number of  LED’s 48 54 78 102 126

Art. No. A4020045 A4020050 A4020055 A4020060 A4020065

Scaper LED 64.

Scaper LED. Lighting for open and closed aquariums.

Scaper LED 74. Scaper LED 93. Scaper LED 112. Scaper LED 131.

The Scaper LED lighting has been developed for 
optimal plant growth & aquascaping. This modern 
lighting in aluminium housing has a very high light 
output. The sleek design is made for open aquari-
ums, but the clips provided also allow the Scaper 
LED to be used in hooded aquariums. 

The Scaper LED lighting is of high quality and 
has a PAR of 269 which guarantees optimal 
plant growth.

48W LED, length 111.5 cm, 
suitable for aquariums 
112-131 cm wide, number of 
LEDs 126.

44W LED, length 92.5 cm, 
suitable for aquariums 
93-112 cm wide, number of 
LEDs 102.

35W LED, length 73.5 cm, 
suitable for aquariums 
74-93 cm wide, number of 
LEDs 78.

28W LED, length 54.5 cm, 
suitable for aquariums 
55-74 cm wide, number of 
LEDs 54.

24W LED, length 44.5 cm, 
suitable for aquariums 
45-64 cm wide, number of 
LEDs 48.

SF SCAPER LED 
64CM/24W. 

Art. no.:

A4020045£70.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcbhhb!

SF SCAPER LED 
74CM/28W. 

Art. no.:

A4020050£83.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcbhii!

SF SCAPER LED 
93CM/35W. 

Art. no.:

A4020055£99.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcbhjf!

SF SCAPER LED 
112CM/44W. 

Art. no.:

A4020060£124.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcbiab!

SF SCAPER LED 
131CM/50W. 

Art. no.:

A4020065£144.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcbibi!

• Designed for perfect plant growth and Aquascaping 
Complete set including 200 cm cable, switch, adapter, extendable supports for an open 
aquarium and clips for a closed aquarium 
Maximum glass thickness of 10 mm 
Safe: low voltage (20 Volts DC) and watertight (IP68) 
Can be operated by the LED Controller (dimming + switching on/off) or a timer 
2-year warranty

«
INDEX
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Retro LED.
Simply replace your existing 
fluorescent lighting by this energy-
efficient LED lighting!

Advantages of Retro LED lighting:
• Plug and play, seamless upgrade.
• Fits T8 and T5 hoods seamlessly without any modification 

of the aquarium.
• Also suitable as J-Line T5 replacement.
• Complete kit including ballast and waterproof end caps.
• Safe with low voltage. 

Available in 2 colours, Bright (daylight) and Combi.
• Save up to 50% on your electricity costs.
• Long life span, 30,000 burning hours.

Traditional T5 
armature

Retro LED with T5 
End cap

Traditional T8 
armature

Retro LED with T8 
End cap

«
INDEX
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Technical information Retro LED Bright Bright white light for plant growth

Art. No. Model Replacement for PAR Lux Kelvin Power Savings Light properties*

A4020300 Retro LED Bright 45 cm 15 W (T8 & JT-5) 167 10290 12390 12 W 20%

A4020440 Retro LED Bright 55 cm 24 W (T5) 167 10290 12390 15 W 37%

A4020305 Retro LED Bright 60 cm 18 W (T8 & JT-5) 167 10290 12390 16 W 11%

A4020310 Retro LED Bright 75 cm 25 W (T8 & JT-5) 167 10290 12390 18 W 28%

A4020445 Retro LED Bright 85 cm 39 W (T5) 167 10290 12390 21 W 46%

A4020315 Retro LED Bright 90 cm 30 W (T8 & JT-5) 167 10290 12390 23 W 23%

A4020320 Retro LED Bright 100 cm 38 W (T8 & JT-5) 167 10290 12390 26 W 32%

A4020450 Retro LED Bright 115 cm 54 W (T5) 167 10290 12390 28 W 48%

A4020325 Retro LED Bright 120 cm 36 W (T8 & JT-5) 167 10290 12390 29 W 20%

A4020330 Retro LED Bright 150 cm 58 W (T8 & JT-5) 167 10290 12390 36 W 38%
Wavelength (nm)
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Technical information Retro LED Combi Combination for both fish and plants

Art. No. Model Replacement for PAR Lux Kelvin Power Savings Light properties*

A4020370 Retro LED Combi 45 cm 15 W (T8 & JT-5) 100 3781 7680 9 W 40%

A4020470 Retro LED Combi 55 cm 24 W (T5) 100 3781 7680 15 W 38%

A4020375 Retro LED Combi 60 cm 18 W (T8 & JT-5) 100 3781 7680 12 W 33%

A4020380 Retro LED Combi 75 cm 25 W (T8 & JT-5) 100 3781 7680 13 W 48%

A4020475 Retro LED Combi 85 cm 39 W (T5) 100 3781 7680 24 W 39%

A4020385 Retro LED Combi 90 cm 30 W (T8 & JT-5) 100 3781 7680 17 W 43%

A4020390 Retro LED Combi 100 cm 38 W (T8 & JT-5) 100 3781 7680 25 W 34%

A4020395 Retro LED Combi 120 cm 36 W (T8 & JT-5) 100 3781 7680 19 W 47%

A4020400 Retro LED Combi 150 cm 58 W (T8 & JT-5) 100 3781 7680 40 W 31%
Wavelength (nm)

0.0
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780380 430 480 530 580 630 680 730

Sepc (mW/m2):41.981
Wavelength (nm):580.0
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* These readings are an average for all tube lengths, measured on a depth of 20 cm.
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Retro LED Lighting.

Retro LED.
Energy-saving Retro LED lamps for replacing T8 or T5 
lamps in aquariums. These safe, waterproof lamps can 
also be used as additional lighting or above self-built 
aquariums. Complete with ballast and waterproof moun-
ting caps. 

Bright bulbs for optimal 
plant growth, saves up to 
50% on electricity costs 
with a long lifespan of 
at least 30,000 Burning 
Hours.

Combi lamps are a combination of Bright white and Colour 
enhancing Led’s for good plant growth and beautiful looking 
fish, saves up to 50% on electricity costs with a long lifespan 
of at least 30,000 Hours.

BRIGHT LED for the replacement of T8&JT5 
45CM/15W fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED BRIGHT T8&JT5 45CM/15W. 

Art. no.: A4020300
£37.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfifgf!

COMBI LED for replacing T8&JT5 45CM/15W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED COMBI T8&JT5 45CM/15W. 

Art. no.: A4020370
£37.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfihab!

BRIGHT LED for replacing T8&JT5 75CM/25W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED BRIGHT T8&JT5 75CM/25W. 

Art. no.: A4020310
£51.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfifij!

COMBI LED for replacing T8&JT5 90CM/30W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED COMBI T8&JT5 90CM/30W. 

Art. no.: A4020385
£57.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfihdc!

BRIGHT LED to replace T8&JT5 120CM/36W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED BRIGHT T8&JT5 120CM/36W. 

Art. no.: A4020325
£69.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfigbj!

BRIGHT LED for replacing T5 85CM/39W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED BRIGHT T5 85CM/39W. 

Art. no.: A4020445
£61.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfiice!

COMBI LED for replacing T8&JT5 150CM/58W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED COMBI T8&JT5 150CM/58W. 

Art. no.: A4020400
£79.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfihgd!

BRIGHT LED for the replacement of T8&JT5 
90CM/30W fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED BRIGHT T8&JT5 90CM/30W. 

Art. no.: A4020315
£57.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfifjg!

COMBI LED for replacing T8&JT5 100CM/38W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED COMBI T8&JT5 100CM/38W. 

Art. no.: A4020390
£64.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfihej!

BRIGHT LED for replacing T8&JT5 150CM/58W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED BRIGHT T8&JT5 150CM/58W. 

Art. no.: A4020330
£74.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfigcg!

BRIGHT LED for replacing T5 115CM/54W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED BRIGHT T5 115CM/54W. 

Art. no.: A4020450
£74.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfiidb!

COMBI LED for replacing T5 55CM/24W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED COMBI T5 55CM/24W. 

Art. no.: A4020470
£36.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfiihj!

BRIGHT LED for the replacement of T8&JT5 
60CM/18W fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED BRIGHT T8&JT5 60CM/18W. 

Art. no.: A4020305
£42.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfifhc!

COMBI LED for replacing T8&JT5 60CM/18W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED COMBI T8&JT5 60CM/18W. 

Art. no.: A4020375
£42.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfihbi!

BRIGHT LED for replacing T5 55CM/24W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED BRIGHT T5 55CM/24W. 

Art. no.: A4020440
£42.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfiibh!

COMBI LED for replacing T5 85CM/39W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED COMBI T5 85CM/39W. 

Art. no.: A4020475
£52.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfiiig!

COMBI LED for replacing T8&JT5 75CM/25W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED COMBI T8&JT5 75CM/25W. 

Art. no.: A4020380
£52.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfihcf!

BRIGHT LED to replace T8&JT5 100CM/38W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED BRIGHT T8&JT5 100CM/38W. 

Art. no.: A4020320
£64.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfigac!

COMBI LED for replacing T8&JT5 120CM/36W 
fluorescent lamps

SF RETRO LED COMBI T8&JT5 120CM/36W. 

Art. no.: A4020395
£69.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfihfg!

Bright white light for plant growthRETRO LED   Bright.

Colour enhancing light for fishRETRO LED   Combi.

«
INDEX
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Retro LED 
Accessories.

Retro LED + Controller.

Retro LED T8 and T5 End 
caps.

Retro LED Hanging clips.

Controller for the Superfish Retro LED lights, automatically switches the lights 
on and off at your preferred times, convenient mounting between the cord of 
the LED. 

SF RETRO LED PLUS CONTROLLER. 

Art. no.: A4020605
£34.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbjfb!

SF WATER PROOF END CAPS T8 2X. 

Art. no.: A4020615
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfijeh!
SF RETRO LED HANGING CLIPS 2X. 

Art. no.: A4020620
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfijfe!

SF WATER PROOF END CAPS T5 2X. 

Art. no.: A4020617
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbeci!

The Retro LED+ controller is suitable for all Retro LED lights.

The Retro LED+ Controller simulates both sunrise and sunset, you have 
the choice of having this run over 30 seconds or 10 minutes.

Can also be used for Start, Panorama and Quadro Aquaria, and for Scapers 
LED, Slim Led and the Aqua Led Spots

Waterproof end caps for fitting the retroled 
lamps in an existing T8 luminaire 

Simple assembly without tools

Suitable for Superfish retroled lamps

All Superfish Retroled lamps can be easily 
clicked in here

Handy clips for mounting Retro LED T8 and T5 
lighting 

Mounting clips for those who do not have 
or do not want to use an existing T5 or T8 
luminaire

Easy to mount, secures with a bolt

«
INDEX
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Slim LED.
Smart design LED lighting for open and closed aquariums, desig-
ned for perfect plant growth and Aqua Scaping. Ultra-safe due to 
low voltage and IP67 waterproof design. Long lifespan of at least 
30,000 burning hours. 

High PAR (light output) for perfect plant growth and 
aquascaping. PAR means Photo Synthetic Radiation, this 
is the light radiation that causes aquarium plants to grow, 
the higher the PAR, the better the growth.

Can be mounted in various ways, with the brackets on the 
aquarium, with clips in the light hood, or suspended with 
the supplied cables above the aquarium!

Slim LED Lighting.

Slim LED-Lighting.
The Slim LED lighting is designed for perfect plant growth and Aqua Scaping. 
With a high light output for optimal plant growth. Suitable for Advanced 
HHH plants.

Lamp dark.
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Open aquarium. Closed aquarium. Waterproof.
Supplied with brackets for an open aquarium Supplied with brackets for a closed aquarium. Waterproof IP67 = Can be immersed in 1metre of 

freshwater for up to 30 minutes.

Length 45 cm, suitable for 
aquariums 48-66 cm wide, 
24W. PAR 230 (µmol/m²/s), 
Kelvin 7300 , Lumen 1492, 
CRI 96 measured at 20 cm 
distance.

SF SLIM LED 45CM/28W. 
Art. no.:

A4020175£54.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafhbj!

Length 55 cm, suitable for 
aquariums 58-78 cm wide, 
24W. PAR 230 (µmol/m²/s), 
Kelvin 7300 , Lumen 1492, 
CRI 96 measured at 20 cm 
distance.

SF SLIM LED 55CM/34W. 
Art. no.:

A4020180£69.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafhcg!

Length 74 cm, suitable for 
aquariums 77-95 cm wide, 
24W. PAR 230 (µmol/m²/s), 
Kelvin 7300 , Lumen 1492, 
CRI 96 measured at 20 cm 
distance.

SF SLIM LED 74CM/46W. 
Art. no.:

A4020185£79.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafhdd!

Length 93 cm, suitable for 
aquariums 96-114 cm wide, 
24W. PAR 230 (µmol/m²/s), 
Kelvin 7300 , Lumen 1492, 
CRI 96 measured at 20 cm 
distance.

SF SLIM LED 93CM/59W. 
Art. no.:

A4020190£102.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafhea!

SF LED CONTROLLER. 
Art. no.:

A4020200£34.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafdfb!

This smart LED controller 
can be used for Superfish 
Start aquariums, 
Panorama aquariums, 
Quadro aquariums, 
Scapers LEDs, Slim LEDs 
and the Superfish Aqua 
LED Spot, among others.

The controller simulates 
natural sunrise and 
sunset, the light starts up 
slowly in 30 sec or 10 min 
from off to full strength 
and vice versa at sunset.

Default setting, light on at 
07:00 and off at 21:00. Time 
setting easily customisable.

LED Controller with timer 
and dimming, sunrise and 
sunset function. Automatically 
switches the light on and off at 
your desired times, if required 
you can dim the LED bulbs. 

«
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Nano LED. Aqua LED Spot 10W. Aqua LED Spot 14W.

SUPERFISH NANO LED WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4020035
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chgfcb!

LED spotlight 0.6W, suitable for a glass 
thickness of up to 4 mm

LED spotlight for open Nano aquaria with a 
maximum glass thickness of 4 mm. 

Very low power consumption (0.6 W)

Available in white and black.

SUPERFISH AQUA LED SPOT 10W. 

Art. no.: A4020250
£38.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdagg!

LED spotlight 10W, High PAR 
of 183, suitable for a glass 
thickness of up to 10mm

LED Spot for open aquariums with high light 
output for excellent plant growth, safe and 
energy-efficient. 

Led spotlight for open aquariums with 
high PAR (light output) for excellent plant 
growth

Hinged luminaire for easy 
maintenance, waterproof 
IP67 and easy to install

SUPERFISH AQUA LED SPOT 14W. 

Art. no.: A4020255
£46.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdahd!

LED spotlight 14W, High PAR 
of 230, suitable for a glass 
thickness of up to 10mm

LED Spot for open aquariums with high light 
output for excellent plant growth, safe and 
energy-efficient. 

Led spotlight for open aquariums with 
high PAR (light output) for excellent plant 
growth

Hinged luminaire for easy 
maintenance, waterproof 
IP67 and easy to install

SUPERFISH NANO LED BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4020040
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chgfdi!

Slim line design. Articulated 
light fixture.For open Nano aquaria.

for easy maintenance.

AquaLED 10W = 183 PAR
AquaLED 14W = 230 PAR
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Scaper Accessories.

Plant Scissors 
Straight.

SF STAINLESS PLANT SCISSORS 
25CM STRAIGHT. 

Art. no.: A4060105
£13.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddggbe!

Plant scissors are made of stainless 
steel for cutting, trimming and scaping 
aquarium plants 

length 25 cm

Plant Scissors 
Curved.

SF STAINLESS STEEL PLANT 
SCISSORS 25CM CURVED. 

Art. no.: A4060110
£13.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddggcb!

Plant scissors are made of stainless 
steel for cutting, trimming and scaping 
aquarium plants 

length 25 cm

The curved tip makes it easy to 
trim low plants!

Plant Scissors Wave.

SF STAINLESS STEEL PLANT 
SCISSORS 25CM WAVE. 

Art. no.: A4060115
£19.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddggdi!

Plant scissors are made of stainless 
steel for cutting, trimming and scaping 
aquarium plants 

length 25 cm

The wave shape makes it 
convenient to use!

Scapers Tool Support.

SF SCAPERS TOOL SUPPORT. 

Art. no.: A4060560
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjghj!

Handy acrylic holder for hanging 
scaper tools on the edge of the 
aquarium. This holder keeps your 
scaper tools well organised and easily 
to hand. 

Mounting on the edge of the 
aquarium, suitable for aquariums 
with a glass thickness of 5 to 16 mm

The strong acrylic holder has 
space for 3 scissors, 2 tweezers 
and 2 spatulas.

«
INDEX
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Scaper Accessories.

Gravel Flattener.

Plant Tweezers 
Straight.

SF STAINLESS STEEL GRAVEL 
FLATTENER 32CM. 

Art. no.: A4060150
£7.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddghag!

Handy spatula for levelling, shaping 
and raising the aquarium floor 

length 32 cm

SF STAINLESS STEEL PLANT 
TWEEZERS 27CM STRAIGHT. 

Art. no.: A4060120
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddggef!

Handy tweezers made of stainless 
steel for planting, maintaining and 
removing aquarium plants and all 
kinds of aquarium maintenance. 

length 27 cm

Window Scraper.

Plant Tweezers 
Curved.

SF STAINLESS STEEL WINDOW 
SCRAPER 46-65CM. 

Art. no.: A4060155
£22.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddghbd!

Handy algae scraper made of stainless 
steel for cleaning aquarium glass, 
adjustable in length 

Length adjustable from 46 to 65 cm

Cleaning blades are supplied 
separately, these can be bought per 
10 pack from your dealer (A4060160)

SF STAINLESS STEEL PLANT 
TWEEZERS 27CM CURVED. 

Art. no.: A4060125
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddggfc!

Handy tweezers made of stainless 
steel for planting, maintaining and 
removing aquarium plants and all 
kinds of aquarium maintenance. 

length 27 cm

The curved tip makes it easy to 
trim low plants!

SF SCRAPER SPARE BLADES 10X. 

Art. no.: A4060160
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddheee!

Blades for the Superfish stainless steel 
window scraper 

SF STAINLESS STEEL PLANT 
TWEEZERS 37CM STRAIGHT. 

Art. no.: A4060130
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgggj!

SF STAINLESS STEEL PLANT 
TWEEZERS 48CM STRAIGHT. 

Art. no.: A4060140
£14.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddggid!

length 37 cm

length 48 cm

SF STAINLESS STEEL PLANT 
TWEEZERS 37CM CURVED. 

Art. no.: A4060135
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgghg!

SF STAINLESS STEEL PLANT 
TWEEZERS 48CM CURVED. 

Art. no.: A4060145
£14.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddggja!

length 48 cm

length 37 cm

«
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Plant pot S. Plant pot L.

Feeding Plate.

Feeding Tube.

SF SCAPERS FEEDING TUBE 
45CM. 

Art. no.: A4060210
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddhbif!

SF SCAPERS FEEDING TUBE 
30CM. 

Art. no.: A4060207
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddhefb!

Glass tube with bowl for target feeding. 
The food falls through the glass tube 
straight into the bowl. 

Direct feeding without the food 
swirling through the water and 
being eaten by the other fish.

Ideal for feeding shrimps and 
bottom fish that require sinking 
food. also available with a 
45-centimetre-long tube for 
larger aquariums.

30 cm long Glass tube complete with 
bowl, including 2 suction cups for 
easy mounting

45 cm long Glass tube complete 
with bowl, including 2 suction cups 
for easy mounting

SF SCAPERS PLANT POT SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4060195
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddhcbf!

Acrylic plant pot with sucker for mounting on the aquarium wall, this allows 
you to create most beautiful floating plant decorations in the aquarium. 

Fill the plant pot with soil or 
gravel, and put a plant 
of your choice in the pot.

For optimal results, use 
Colombo Flora Base Pro scapers 
soil, made in Japan

Acrylic plant pot with sucker (2x), 
size 4 cm x 4 cm.

SF SCAPERS PLANT POT LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4060200
£7.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddghca!

Glass plant pot with piston for mounting on the aquarium wall, to create the 
most beautiful floating plant decorations in the aquarium. 

Fill the plant pot with soil or 
gravel, and put a plant 
of your choice in the pot.

For optimal results, use 
Colombo Flora Base Pro scapers 
soil, made in Japan

Glass plant pot with plunger, size 
9 cm x 6 cm

SF SCAPERS FEEDING PLATE. 

Art. no.: A4060205
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddghdh!

By feeding on this plate, you can target feed Shrimps and Fish, preventing 
food residue throughout the water aquarium. You will also prevent other 
aquarium inhabitants from eating food before Shrimps and specific species 
can reach it. 

Attach the feeding plate to the 
aquarium wall with the suction 
cup provided, a little above the 
bottom, perfect for shrimps and 
fish that need specific feeding.

«
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Scaper Accessories.

Scapers Moss Tray.

Aquarium Glue.

Scapers Stainless Steel in & outlet kit.

SF SCAPERS MOSS TRAY. 

Art. no.: A4060215
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decaec!

Ceramic base with stainless steel grid 
to grow moss and other carpet plants 
on. 

Due to its weight, the Moss Tray 
sinks easily to the bottom

The stainless steel grid keeps the 
young plants in place

Size 5 x 10 cm

SF AQUARIUM GLUE 2X BLISTER. 

Art. no.: A4060590
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chfcfi!

Instant glue for Aquascaping, for gluing plants, coral, driftwood, stone, 
ceramics plus many more. 

Aquarium glue

Safe for fish, plants and water 
quality

2 tubes of 4 g in blister pack

SF AQUARIUM GLUE POT 25X. 

Art. no.: A4060595
£66.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chfcgf!

Aquarium glue

Safe for fish, plants and water 
quality

25 4-gram tubes in handy storage 
jar

SF SCAPERS STAINLESS STEEL 
IN&OUTLET KIT 12 MM. 

Art. no.: A4060300
£51.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decafj!

Stainless steel intake and outlet pipe (lily pipe)for the aquarium, stylish, robust 
and unbreakable and therefore much more convenient to use than glass lily 
pipes. The wide sieve at the bottom of the inlet pipe allows water to be drawn 
in over a large surface area and discharged to the external filter. The outlet 
pipe ensures good distribution and circulation of the return water to the 
aquarium. Supplied complete with mounting clips. 

Scapers filter inlet and outlet 
pipes, made of shiny stainless 
steel for a luxurious look and 
finish

This stainless steel set is easy 
to clean, unlike glassware pipes 
which are continuously dirty due 
to fouling in the pipe. In addition, 
stainless steel is unbreakable.

Inlet and outlet pipe, length 40 cm, 
diameter 12 mm for aquarium hose 
12/16 mm

Inlet and outlet pipe, length 40 cm, 
diameter 16 mm for aquarium hose 
16/22 mm

SF SCAPERS STAINLESS STEEL 
IN&OUTLET KIT 16 MM. 

Art. no.: A4060305
£54.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decagg!

Scapers Stainless Steel CO2 Diffuser.

Scapers Stainless 
Steel CO2 Diffuser 
Spare Disk.

SF SCAPERS STAINLESS STEEL 
DIFFUSER 35 CM. 

Art. no.: A4060325
£23.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decbba!

SF SCAPERS STAINLESS STEEL 
DIFFUSER 25 CM. 

Art. no.: A4060320
£17.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decbad!

Professional stainless steel CO2 Diffuser, perfect for Aquascaping. Length 25 cm, 
the diffuser should be placed as deep as possible in the aquarium. Check the 
height of your aquarium and choose the right model. 

Made of stainless steel easy to 
clean and unbreakable

Available in 25 and 35 cm, with 
catchable diffuser available as an 
accessory from your dealer .

For aquaria from 25 to 35 cm high

For aquaria from 30 to 50 cm high

SF SCAPERS STAINLESS STEEL 
DIFFUSER SPARE DISK 20MM. 

Art. no.: A4060330
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decbch!

Ceramic replacement disc for the 
stainless steel Scapers Diffuser 

Diameter 20 mm for the Scapers 
stainless steel CO2 diffuser 25 cm

SF SCAPERS STAINLESS STEEL 
DIFFUSER SPARE DISK 31MM. 

Art. no.: A4060335
£3.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decfhi!

Diameter 31 mm for the Scapers 
stainless steel CO2 diffuser 35 cm

New.

New.

New.
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AquaFlow.
The perfect filter for tropical and 
cold water aquariums

Aquaflow 100 Filter. Aquaflow 200 Filter.Aquaflow 150 Filter.Aquaflow 50 Filter.

SF AQUAFLOW 50 FILTER 100 
L/H. 

Art. no.: A7030800
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aebheh!

Handy internal filter for small 
tropical and coldwater aquariums. 
The Dual Action filter cartridge 
consists of filter foam with 100% 
open structure for optimal filtration 
and activated carbon. 

Compact internal filter for 
tropical or coldwater aquarium, 
the filter cartridge contains 
activated carbon that removes 
organic dirt, chemicals and 
dyes from the water.

Replacement cassettes make 
maintenance very easy you 
replace the filter cassette in no 
time.

Power consumption 3W, flow rate 
25 to 100 L/h for aquariums up to 50 
litres. Change filter cartridge once 
a month for optimal operation.

SF AQUAFLOW 100 FILTER 200 
L/H. 

Art. no.: A7030805
£16.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aebhda!

Handy internal filter for tropical 
and coldwater aquariums. The Easy 
Clean click system makes cleaning 
the filter easy; you replace the filter 
cartridge in no time. The Dual Action 
filter cartridge consists of filter 
foam with 100% open structure 
for optimal filtration and activated 
carbon. 

Compact internal filter for 
tropical or coldwater aquarium, 
the filter cartridge contains 
activated carbon that removes 
organic dirt, chemicals and 
dyes from the water.

Easy click replacement 
cassettes make maintenance 
very easy you replace the 
filter cassette in no time. Use 
the Superfish Crystal Clear 
cassettes for even better 
results.

Power consumption 3.5W, flow 
rate 50-200 L/h for aquariums 
up to 100 litres. Change filter 
cartridge once a month for optimal 
operation.

SF AQUAFLOW 200 FILTER 
500 L/H. 

Art. no.: A7030810
£23.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aebhfe!

Handy internal filter for tropical 
and coldwater aquariums. The Easy 
Clean click system makes cleaning 
the filter easy; you replace the filter 
cartridge in no time. The Dual Action 
filter cartridge consists of filter 
foam with 100% open structure 
for optimal filtration and activated 
carbon. 

Compact internal filter for 
tropical or coldwater aquarium, 
the filter cartridge contains 
activated carbon that removes 
organic dirt, chemicals and 
dyes from the water.

Easy click replacement 
cassettes make maintenance 
very easy you replace the 
filter cassette in no time. Use 
the Superfish Crystal Clear 
cassettes for even better 
results.

Consumption 6W, flow rate 200-
400 L/h for aquariums up to 400 
litres. Change filter cartridge once 
a month for optimal operation.

SF AQUAFLOW 150 FILTER 200 
L/H. 

Art. no.: A7030807
£18.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgidg!

Handy internal filter for tropical 
and coldwater aquariums. The Easy 
Clean click system makes cleaning 
the filter easy; you replace the filter 
cartridge in no time. The Dual Action 
filter cartridge consists of filter 
foam with 100% open structure 
for optimal filtration and activated 
carbon. 

Compact internal filter for 
tropical or coldwater aquarium; 
equipped with additional filter 
chamber with Crystal Max 
media for optimal biological 
filtration!

Easy click replacement 
cassettes make maintenance 
very easy you replace the 
filter cassette in no time. Use 
the Superfish Crystal Clear 
cassettes for even better 
results.

Power consumption 3.5W, flow 
rate 50-200 L/h for aquariums 
up to 150 litres. Change filter 
cartridge once a month for optimal 
operation.
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Aquaflow Internal filters.

Easy Clean Click.
The Easy-Click system makes 
filter cleaning easy, you can 
replace the filter cartridge in 
a snap.

CRYSTAL
CLEAR

Aquaflow XL.

SF AQUAFLOW XL FOAM 2X. 

Art. no.: A7030849
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ajiige!

Replacement sponge for Aqua-Flow 
XL filter. The cartridge contains 
filter foam with open structure and 
activated Carbon, which removes 
organic dirt, chemicals and dyes 
from the water. 

Replacement cassette with 
activated carbon.

Easy to replace

2 replacement sponges for the 
Aquaflow 400 indoor filter, for 
2 months of aquarium filter 
maintenance.

Zeolite

Activated Carbon

Aquaflow 400 Filter. Aquaflow XL  
Biofilter.

Aquaflow 300 Filter.

SF AQUAFLOW 300 FILTER 
540 L/H. 

Art. no.: A7030813
£25.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfhhec!

Handy internal filter for tropical 
and coldwater aquariums. The Easy 
Clean click system makes cleaning 
the filter easy; you replace the filter 
cartridge in no time. The Dual Action 
filter cartridge consists of filter 
foam with 100% open structure 
for optimal filtration and activated 
carbon. 

Compact internal filter for 
tropical or coldwater aquarium; 
equipped with additional filter 
chamber with Crystal Max 
media for optimal biological 
filtration!

Easy click replacement 
cassettes make maintenance 
very easy you replace the 
filter cassette in no time. Use 
the Superfish Crystal Clear 
cassettes for even better 
results.

Consumption 7W, flow 300-450 
L/h for aquariums up to 540 litres. 
Change filter cartridge once a 
month for optimal operation.

SF AQUAFLOW 400 FILTER 
800 L/H. 

Art. no.: A7030815
£34.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aebhgb!

Handy internal filter for tropical 
and coldwater aquariums. The Easy 
Clean click system makes cleaning 
the filter easy; you replace the filter 
cartridge in no time. The Dual Action 
filter cartridge consists of filter 
foam with 100% open structure 
for optimal filtration and activated 
carbon. 

Compact internal filter for 
tropical or coldwater aquarium, 
the filter cartridge contains 
activated carbon that removes 
organic dirt, chemicals and 
dyes from the water.

Easy click replacement 
cassettes make maintenance 
very easy you replace the 
filter cassette in no time. Use 
the Superfish Crystal Clear 
cassettes for even better 
results.

Consumption 17W, flow rate 200-
800 L/h for aquariums up to 800 
litres. Change filter cartridge once 
a month for optimal operation.

SF AQUAFLOW XL BIO FILTER 
500 L/H. 

Art. no.: A7030820
£34.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-agihbd!

Handy internal filter for tropical 
and coldwater aquariums. The Easy 
Clean click system makes cleaning 
the filter easy; you replace the filter 
cartridge in no time. The Dual Action 
filter cartridge consists of filter 
foam with 100% open structure 
for optimal filtration and activated 
carbon. 

internal biological filter for 
aquariums with many fish; 
equipped with additional media 
and a filter chamber with 
Crystal Max media for optimum 
biological filtration!

Easy click replacement 
cassettes make maintenance 
very easy you replace the filter 
cassette in no time.

Power consumption 6.5W, flow 
250-500 L/h for aquariums up to 
200 litres with many fish. Change 
filter cartridge once a month for 
optimal operation.
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AquaFlow Filter Cartridge.

Aquaflow 200/300 
Cartridge.

Aquaflow 100/150 
Cartridge.

Aquaflow 50 
Cartridge.

Aquaflow 50 
Crystal Cartridge.

Aquaflow 100/150 
Crystal Cartridge.

Aquaflow 200/300 
Crystal Cartridge.

Aquaflow 400 
Crystal Cartridge.

Aquaflow 400 
Cartridge.

SF AQUAFLOW 200/300 EASY 
CLICK CARTRIDGE 1X. 

Art. no.: A7030840
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aebhjc!

Replacement cassette for Aqua-Flow 
200 and 300 filter. The cassette 
contains filter foam with open 
structure and activated Carbon, 
which removes organic dirt, 
chemicals and dyes from the water. 

The Easy-Click system makes 
cleaning the filter easy, you 
replace the filter cassette in no 
time.

1 replacement cartridge for the 
Aquaflow 200/300 indoor filters, 
for 1 month of aquarium filter 
maintenance.

SF AQUAFLOW 100/150 CRYSTAL 
CLEAR CARTRIDGE 2X. 

Art. no.: A7030920
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chaige!

Crystal Clear replacement cartridge 
for Aqua-Flow 100 and 150 filter, the 
special filter media contains zeolite 
in addition to activated carbon and 
ensures crystal-clear, healthy water 
and less algae growth. 

Removes dyes, contaminants 
and ammonia from water 
and limits high Nitrate and 
Phosphate levels.

2 Crystal Clear replacement 
cassettes for the Aquaflow 
100/150 indoor filters, for 2 months 
aquarium filter maintenance.

SF AQUAFLOW 100/150 EASY 
CLICK CARTRIDGE 2X. 

Art. no.: A7030835
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aebhif!

Replacement cassette for Aqua-Flow 
100 and 150 filter. The cassette 
contains filter foam with open 
structure and activated Carbon, 
which removes organic dirt, 
chemicals and dyes from the water. 

The Easy-Click system makes 
cleaning the filter easy, you 
replace the filter cassette in no 
time.

2 replacement cassettes for 
Aquaflow 100/150 indoor filters, 
for 2 months aquarium filter 
maintenance.

SF AQUAFLOW 50 CRYSTAL 
CLEAR CARTRIDGE 3X. 

Art. no.: A7030915
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chaifh!

Crystal Clear replacement cartridge 
for Aqua-Flow 50 filter, the special 
filter media contains zeolite in 
addition to activated carbon and 
ensures crystal-clear, healthy water 
and less algae growth. 

Removes dyes, contaminants 
and ammonia from water 
and limits high Nitrate and 
Phosphate levels.

3 Crystal Clear replacement 
cassettes for the Aquaflow 50 
indoor filters, for 3 months of 
aquarium filter maintenance.

SF AQUAFLOW 50 EASY CLICK 
CARTRIDGE 3X. 

Art. no.: A7030830
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aebhhi!

Replacement cassette for Aqua-Flow 
50 filter. The cassette contains 
filter foam with open structure and 
activated Carbon, which removes 
organic dirt, chemicals and dyes 
from the water. 

Replacement cassette with 
activated carbon.

3 replacement cassettes for 
the Aquaflow 50 indoor filters, 
for 3 months of aquarium filter 
maintenance.

SF AQUAFLOW 400 EASY 
CLICK CARTRIDGE 1X. 

Art. no.: A7030845
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aebiai!

Replacement cassette for Aqua-Flow 
400 filter. The cassette contains 
filter foam with open structure and 
activated Carbon, which removes 
organic dirt, chemicals and dyes 
from the water. 

Replacement cassette with 
activated carbon.

1 replacement cartridge for 
the Aquaflow 400 indoor filter, 
for 1 month of aquarium filter 
maintenance.

SF AQUAFLOW 200/300 CRYSTAL 
CLEAR CARTRIDGE 1X. 

Art. no.: A7030925
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chaihb!

Crystal Clear replacement cartridge 
for Aqua-Flow 200 and 300 filter, the 
special filter media contains zeolite 
in addition to activated carbon and 
ensures crystal-clear, healthy water 
and less algae growth. 

Removes dyes, contaminants 
and ammonia from water 
and limits high Nitrate and 
Phosphate levels.

1 Crystal Clear replacement 
cartridge for Aquaflow 200/300 
indoor filters, for 1 month aquarium 
filter maintenance.

SF AQUAFLOW 400 CRYSTAL 
CLEAR CARTRIDGE 1X. 

Art. no.: A7030930
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chaiii!

Crystal Clear replacement cartridge 
for Aqua-Flow 400 filter, the special 
filter media contains zeolite in 
addition to activated carbon and 
ensures crystal-clear, healthy water 
and less algae growth. 

Removes dyes, contaminants 
and ammonia from water 
and limits high Nitrate and 
Phosphate levels.

1 Crystal Clear replacement 
cartridge for the Aquaflow 
400 indoor filter, for 1 month of 
aquarium filter maintenance.

Filter Cartridge or Crystal Clear Cartridge?
The standard cartridge of the Aqua-Flow filter removes organic dirt, chemicals and dyes 
from the water.  
The Crystal Clear cartridge also removes ammonia and limited high Nitrate and 
Phosphate levels. The result is crystal clear, healthy water and less algae growth.

CRYSTAL
CLEAR

Prevents
Algae
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Aqua-Power circulation pumps are ideal for boosting or circulating water in aquariums, biological filters, 
etc. Aqua-Power circulation pumps are made to be used fully submerged. 

Water pump with adjustable water flow, for boosting and circulating water

Aqua-Power Circulation pumps.

SF AQUAPOWER 450 - 450 L/H. 

Art. no.: A7030955
£16.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafebc!

Power consumption 6W, pump capacity 450 L/h 
with a head of 0.75m

Hose connection 9-12 mm

SF AQUAPOWER 690 - 690 L/H. 

Art. no.: A7030960
£21.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafecj!

Power consumption 8W, pump capacity 650 L/h 
with a head of 1.2m

Hose connection 16-20 mm

SF AQUAPOWER 900 - 920 L/H. 

Art. no.: A7030965
£23.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafedg!

Power consumption 13W, pump capacity 920 L/h 
with a head of 1.2m

Hose connection 16-20 mm

SF AQUAPOWER 200 - 200 L/H. 

Art. no.: A7030873
£12.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bihdjb!

Power consumption 3W, pump capacity 200 L/h 
with a head of 0.60m

Hose connection 9-12 mm

MultiPower 2500.

MultiPower 1000.

Power consumption 40W, pump capacity 
2500 L/h, maximum head 2.3 metres, hose 
connection 12/16/20 mm

SF MULTIPOWER 2500 L/H. 

Art. no.: A7031085
£29.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgifa!

Power consumption 15W, pump capacity 
1000 L/h, maximum head 1.40 metres, hose 
connection 12 mm

Multifunctional pump for water change, draining 
and water circulation, this handy pump is suitable 
for submerged use. 

The Multipower pump can empty 
aquariums, basins and filters down to a 
water level of 1 cm. This is possible because 
the inlet of the pump is located at the 
bottom.

Available as Multipower 1000 l/h and 
Multipower 2500 l/h.

SF MULTIPOWER 1000 L/H. 

Art. no.: A7031080
£17.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgied!

AquaPower & MultiPower.
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Hang on Filter.
Space-saving external aquarium filter for cold-water and tropical aquariums. Suspended mounting of the biological filter at 
the back of the aquarium saves space in the aquarium.  This filter ensures optimal water circulation by drawing in water at 
the bottom of the aquarium and returning it above the water level after cleaning, this waterfall outlet also ensures oxygen-
rich water. 

External hang on filter for 
superior water quality through 
mechanical, chemical and 
biological filtration. The 
integrated skimmer also ensures 
a clean water surface.

Consumption 5W, pump capacity 350 L/h, for aquariums up to 50 litres 
capacity. Change filter cartridge once a month for optimal operation.

The Hang on Filter 50 contains 1 Dual-Action filter cartridge with Micro-
Filter Mats and Activated Carbon for clear water. Easy cleaning thanks 
to the easy-to-remove replaceable filter cartridges.

SF HANG ON FILTER 50. 

Art. no.: A4051870
£23.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddggah!

Power consumption 5W, pump capacity 450 L/h, for aquariums up to 200 
litres. Change filter cartridge once a month for optimal operation.

The Hang on Filter 200 contains 3 Dual-Action filter cartridges with 
Micro-Filter Mats and Activated Carbon for clear water. Easy cleaning 
thanks to the easy-to-remove replaceable filter cartridges.

SF HANG ON FILTER 200. 

Art. no.: A4051880
£28.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbddfg!

Power consumption 5W, pump capacity 450 L/h, for aquariums up to 100 litres. 
Change filter cartridge once a month for optimal operation.

The Hang on Filter 100 contains 2 Dual-Action filter cartridges with 
Micro-Filter Mats and Activated Carbon for clear water. Easy cleaning 
thanks to the easy-to-remove replaceable filter cartridges.

SF HANG ON FILTER 100. 

Art. no.: A4051875
£24.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbddej!

Hang on Filter.

SF HANG ON CARDRIDGE 2X. 

Art. no.: A4051885
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbddgd!

Dual-Action replacement filter 
cartridge for the Superfish Hang On 
filters. The pack contains 2 Dual-
Action filter cartridges with Micro-
Filter Mats and Activated Carbon for 
clear water. 

Easy cleaning thanks to easily 
removable replaceable filter 
cartridges.

The activated carbon absorbs 
colour and toxic substances 
from the water while keeping 
the pH level neutral. The result is 
crystal-clear, healthy water.

2 cartridges, our advice is to 
replace 1 cartridge every month, 
this way the bacterial life in 
the remaining cartridges is 
maintained.

Skimmer.

Filterfoam with activated 
Carbon.

Micro Filterpad.

Maintenance.

In addition to removing dirt from 
the bottom, the Hang on filter is 
equipped with a skimmer that 
removes the surface dirt.

Easy cleaning with easy to remove 
replaceable filter cartridge.
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EcoFlow External Filter.
EcoFlow 120 and 240 compact external filters for aquariums up to 120 and 240 litres respectfully. The filter is easy to use 
and maintain, and comes complete with pump, hoses, connections and all the necessary accessories. 

Economical external filter, as 
the pump is located outside 
the filter, maintenance is easy 
and the space inside the filter is 
optimally utilised, for maximum 
biological performance

Consumption 6W; flow 400 L/h; Filter capacity: 2.3 litres; hose connection: 9/12 
mm diameter.

Supplied with filter media, three different sponges (blue/coarse, yellow/
medium, black/fine) and white filter wadding.

SUPERFISH ECO FLOW 120. 

Art. no.: A7031275
£54.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chajfg!

Consumption 14W; flow 800 L/h; Filter capacity: 4.5 litres; hose connection: 
9/12 mm diameter.

Supplied with filter media, three different sponges (blue/coarse, yellow/
medium, black/fine) and white filter wadding.

SUPERFISH ECO FLOW 240. 

Art. no.: A7031350
£84.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjgdb!

EcoFlow foam set.
Complete filter foam set for the EcoFlow 120 and 240 filters. Replace the 
foam set every 2-3 months for the best filter performance

Accessories included.

SUPERFISH ECO FLOW 240 
FOAMS. 

Art. no.: A7031355
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjgei!

SUPERFISH ECO FLOW 120 
FOAMS. 

Art. no.: A7031277
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chdhae!

Surface Skimmer 300.

Effective skimming of the water 
surface

Adjustable flow by 
oxygen intake

Float height is 
easy to adjust

EcoFlow & Surface skimmer.

Power consumption 5W, adjustable pump capacity up to 300 L/h, for 
aquariums up to 350 litres capacity

Superfish Surface Skimmer 300, for a clean water surface. On the water surface 
of the aquarium, dirt, fats, proteins and micro-organisms form an oily layer, with 
this surface skimmer, the dirt is continuously extracted and the water surface 
remains clean and clear. 

Easy-to-install surface skimmer for all types of aquariums, the float 
height is easy to adjust and the sponge is easy to clean.

A clean water surface is not only beautiful to look at, this also ensures 
better oxygen exchange and aquarium light can penetrate deeper into 
the aquarium for better plant growth!

SUPERFISH SURFACE SKIMMER 
300. 

Art. no.: A7031310
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgcjhf!

SUPERFISH SURFACE SKIMMER 
300 FOAM 2X. 

Art. no.: A7031313
£1.19
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjcbab!
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Flexible aquarium hose for 
aquarium pumps and filters. 

Aquarium hose.

Filter Accessories.

Hose diameter 9/12 mm

SF AQUARIUM HOSE 12/16MM 
MM 5 MTR. 

Art. no.: A8060007
£13.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjdabg!

Hose diameter 9/12 mm

SF AQUARIUM HOSE 9/12MM 
5 MTR. 

Art. no.: A8060003
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjdaaj!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE Y PIECE 
9/12 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060165
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debjai!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE T PIECE 
9/12 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060150
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debihi!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE 
CONNECTOR 9/12 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060195
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debjhh!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE ELBOW 
9/12 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060180
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debjdj!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE Y PIECE 
12/16 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060170
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debjbf!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE T PIECE 
12/16 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060155
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debiif!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE 
CONNECTOR 12/16 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060200
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debjie!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE ELBOW 
12/16 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060185
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debjfd!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE Y PIECE 
16/22 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060175
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debjcc!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE T PIECE 
16/22 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060160
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debijc!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE 
CONNECTOR 16/22 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060205
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debjjb!

SF AQUARIUM HOSE ELBOW 
16/22 MM. 

Art. no.: A8060190
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-debjga!

Quick connector with double tap for 
easy connection and disconnection 
of aquarium hoses. Adjust the water 
flow or shut off the water flow for 
maintenance with the two taps. 

SF QUICK RELEASE DOUBLE 
VALVE 9/12. 

Art. no.: A8060125
£15.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcgih!

Contents 1 tap for hose diameter 
9/12 mm, suitable for freshwater 
and marine aquariums.

SF QUICK RELEASE DOUBLE 
VALVE 12/16. 

Art. no.: A8060130
£16.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcgje!

Contents 1 tap for hose diameter 
12/16 mm, suitable for freshwater 
and marine aquariums.

SF QUICK RELEASE DOUBLE 
VALVE 16/22. 

Art. no.: A8060135
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbchaa!

Contents 1 tap for hose diameter 
16/22 mm, suitable for freshwater 
and marine aquariums.

Available for hose diameters of 
9/12, 12/16 and 16/22 mm.

Different sizes of Quick Release 
valves can be connected 
together to use as reducers for 
different hose diameters.

Quick Release 
Double Valve.

Hose diameter 16/22 mm

SF AQUARIUM HOSE 16/22MM 
25 MTR. 

Art. no.: A8060015
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aafbhg!
p/m

Hose diameter 9/12 mm

SF AQUARIUM HOSE 9/12MM 
50 MTR. 

Art. no.: A8060005
£1.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aafbfc!
p/m

Hose diameter 12/16 mm

SF AQUARIUM HOSE 12/16MM 
BOX 50 MTR. 

Art. no.: A8060010
£2.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aafbgj!
p/m

New.

New.

New.

New.
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Dosing Pump One.

SUPERFISH DOSING PUMP ONE. 

Art. no.: A7031210
£62.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgiib!

With adjustable dosing interval (between 1 and 72 hours) and dosing quantity 
setting (1-9999 ml).

The Superfish Dosing pump One allows you to accurately and automatically add 
liquids to your aquarium or pond at desired times up to 24 times a day. Easy 
to install and set up through simple programming and calibration. The many 
options make this a very convenient and affordable dosing device. 

Alarm function, should there be insufficient liquid, you will automatically 
receive a signal/alarm so you can refill in time.

Acid and alkali-resistant, suitable for fresh and sea water, ponds and 
terrariums, supplied complete with hose coupling, non-return valve and 
dosing tube,

IN
OUT

Dosing Pump One.
Automatic and precise 
dosing of liquids

«
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Digi Test PH. Digi test PH Calibration 
Powder.

Digi Test EC-TDS.

SUPERFISH DIGI TEST PH. 

Art. no.: A4030600
£13.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddhbjc!

Accurate digital pH meter for aquarium and 
pond water, supplied complete with calibration 
liquid. 

Thanks to the sensor’s special storage 
liquid, this pH meter can be used for 12 
months after which it must be replaced.

The Digi test pH comes complete with 
calibration liquids, these can also be 
reordered from your dealer.

SF DIGI TEST PH CALIBRATION POWDER. 

Art. no.: A4030610
£0.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddhedh!

Set of calibration powder for the Superfish Digi 
pH test. 

SUPERFISH DIGI TEST EC-TDS. 

Art. no.: A4030605
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddhcai!

Accurate 3-in-1 TDS meter for aquarium and 
pond water. Measures 3 different values: 
Conductivity (EC), Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) 
and Temperature in Celsius (°C) and Fahrenheit 
(°F). 

Calibration is not required, the meter has 
an automatic temperature compensation 
function and automatic switch-off after 5 
minutes

Test your water.
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SF SUPER ACTIVATED CARBON 
2000 ML. 

Art. no.: A8040610
£23.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbfba!

Contents 2000 ML, with free media 
bag, for easy use and replacement 
of the Super Activated Carbon.

SF SUPER ACTIVATED CARBON 
1000 ML. 

Art. no.: A8040605
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbfad!

Contents 1000 ML, with free media 
bag, for easy use and replacement 
of the Super Activated Carbon.

SF SUPER ACTIVATED CARBON 
500 ML. 

Art. no.: A8040600
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbejh!

Contents 500 ML, with free media 
bag, for easy use and replacement 
of the Super Activated Carbon.

SF CRYSTAL MAX MEDIA 500 
ML. 

Art. no.: A8040615
£7.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbfch!

Capacity 500 ML, with free media 
bag, for easy use and replacement 
of Crystal Max.

SF CRYSTAL CLEAR MEDIA 500 
ML. 

Art. no.: A8040630
£7.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbffi!

Contents 500 ML, with free media 
bag, for easy use and replacement 
of Crystal Clear.

SF CRYSTAL MAX MEDIA 1000 
ML. 

Art. no.: A8040620
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbfde!

Capacity 1000 ML, with free media 
bag, for easy use and replacement 
of Crystal Max.

SF CRYSTAL CLEAR MEDIA 1000 
ML. 

Art. no.: A8040635
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbfgf!

Contents 1000 ML, with free media 
bag, for easy use and replacement 
of Crystal Clear.

SF CRYSTAL MAX MEDIA 2000 
ML. 

Art. no.: A8040625
£22.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbfeb!

Capacity 2000 ML, with free media 
bag, for easy use and replacement 
of Crystal Max.

SF CRYSTAL CLEAR MEDIA 2000 
ML. 

Art. no.: A8040640
£23.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbfhc!

Contents 2000 ML, with free media 
bag, for easy use and replacement 
of Crystal Clear.

Super Activated Carbon is the best 
quality filter carbon, it is phosphate 
free and it guarantees optimal 
results. Super Activated Filter 
Carbon absorbs tannins and toxins 
from the water in a short time while 
maintaining a neutral pH. 

Crystal Max is an extremely porous filter 
media made of glass with unique properties 
and an extremely large surface area for 
micro-organisms (275m2 per litre capacity). 
Crystalmax comes with a free media bag, for 
easy use and replacement of Crystal Max. 

This unique filter medium consists of a 
combination of SuperFish Super Activated 
Carbon and Zeolite. It removes dyes, pollutants 
and ammonia from the aquarium or pond water 
and helps reduce high Nitrate and Phosphate 
levels. With free media bag, for easy use and 
replacement of Crystal Clear. 

Super Activated Carbon is 
the best quality filter carbon, 
it is phosphate-free and it 
guarantees optimal results.

Crystal Max ensures optimum 
bacterial growth per litre of 
filter volume

Crystal Clear media ensures 
crystal-clear and healthy 
water without algae.

Super Activated Carbon is 
highly suitable for freshwater 
and marine aquariums and 
ponds, providing crystal-clear 
and healthy water.

Due to its fast adhesion, this 
medium acts as a sponge for 
micro-organisms and a filter 
with CrystalMax has a short 
start-up time and maximum 
performance.

Removes dyes, contaminants 
and ammonia from aquarium 
or pond water and helps reduce 
high Nitrate and Phosphate 
levels

CrystalMax, biological filter media.

Super Activated Carbon, biological filter media.

Crystal Clear, biological filter media.

+ Free Media Bag!

+ Free Media Bag!

+ Free Media Bag!

Filter media.
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Pro Media Bio Bead 
1000 ml.

Pro Media Activated 
Zeolite 1000 ml.

Pro Media 3D 1000 ml.

Filter media bags.

SUPERFISH PRO MEDIA BIO BEAD 1000 ML. 

Art. no.: A8040655
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgjae!

Contents 1000 ml, suitable for freshwater and 
saltwater aquariums.

The patented design of the Pro Media Bio Beads 
provides double filtration, both oxygenated 
and deoxygenated. The ceramic filter ball has a 
biological cavity inside, in this cavity there is little 
oxygen and anaerobic bacteria can live. 

Anaerobic bacteria grow in the hollow of 
the flterbead, these bacteria only grow in 
an oxygen-poor environment and break 
down nitrate.

Double filtration with areobe and anearobe 
filter bacteria reduces ammonia, nitrite 
and nitrate levels.

SUPERFISH PRO MEDIA ACTIF ZEO 1000 ML. 

Art. no.: A8040660
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgjbb!

Contents 1000 ml, media diameter 3-5mm, 
suitable for freshwater aquariums.

Pro Media Actif Zeo is made of activated zeolite 
and removes 90% of toxic ammonia from 
aquarium water within 5 hours. 

Use Actif Zeo as soon as you measure high 
ammonia levels in your aquarium, and in 
new aquariums, this will prevent poisoning 
of your fish.

Actif Zeo media has neutral pH of 7.5 and 
works organically.

SUPERFISH PRO MEDIA 3D 1000 ML. 

Art. no.: A8040650
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgiji!

Contents 1000 ml, suitable for freshwater and 
saltwater aquariums.

The design of the ceramic 3D filter media 
provides a hugely effective biological bacteria 
surface area of 1850 m² per litre of filter volume, 
while maintaining a high water flow rate. 

3D Pro Media ensures the highest possible 
filter performance per litre of filter volume!

Removes dyes, contaminants and 
ammonia from aquarium or pond water 
and helps reduce high Nitrate and 
Phosphate levels

Convenient bag for placing filter media 
Fine-mesh net for fine filter media

FILTER MEDIA BAG 35X52 CM COARSE. 

Art. no.: C8040131
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adachh!

Contents 1 piece, size 35x52cm

FILTER MEDIA BAG 15X25CM FINE 2X. 

Art. no.: C8040057
£2.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgehji!

Contents 2 pieces, size 15x25cm

FILTER MEDIA BAG 50X85 CM COARSE. 

Art. no.: C8040232
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adacie!

Contents 1 piece, size 50x85cm

FILTER MEDIA BAG 35X52 CM FINE. 

Art. no.: C8040059
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adiajj!

Contents 2 pieces, size 35x52cm
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Nitrate Pad.

Carbon Pad.

Phos Pad.

Micro Pad.

Ammonia Pad.

SF MICRO PAD 120X30CM. 

Art. no.: A8040525
£7.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafeed!

Contents 1 piece, size 120x30 cm, suitable for 
freshwater and seawater aquariums.

SF NITRATE 45x25 CM. 

Art. no.: A8040515
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbgdd!

Contents 1 piece, size 45x25 cm, suitable for 
freshwater and seawater aquariums.

Nitrate mat, absorbs nitrite (NO2) and nitrate 
(NO3) from aquarium water, preventing fish 
death and algae growth. 

Use this mat as soon as you measure high 
ammonia levels in your aquarium, and in 
new aquariums, you will prevent poisoning 
of your fish.

Handy pad to cut to size yourself

SF CARBON PAD 45x25 CM. 

Art. no.: A8040505
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbgbj!

Contents 1 piece, size 45x25 cm, suitable for 
freshwater and seawater aquariums.

Activated carbon mat, Absorbs tannins and toxic 
substances from the water while maintaining 
neutral pH. The result: clear and healthy water. 

Impregnated with Active Carbon, absorbs 
colour and toxic substances from the 
water in a short time while maintaining a 
neutral pH.

Handy pad to cut to size yourself

SF PHOS PAD 45x25 CM. 

Art. no.: A8040520
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbgea!

Contents 1 piece, size 45x25 cm, suitable for 
freshwater and seawater aquariums.

Phosphate pad, absorbs phosphate (PO4) from 
aquarium water, reducing algae growth! 

Use this mat as soon as you measure high 
phosphate levels and in aquariums with 
high algae growth, high phosphate levels 
stimulate algae growth.

Handy pad to cut to size yourself

SF MICRO PAD 45x25 CM. 

Art. no.: A8040500
£5.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbgac!

Contents 1 piece, size 45x25 cm, suitable for 
freshwater and seawater aquariums.

Micro-filter mat, removes fine dirt particles, ideal 
as a pre-filter, this mat improves water quality. 

Removes micropollutants from aquarium 
water, very suitable as a pre-filter.

Handy pad to cut to size yourself

SF AMMONIA PAD 45x25 CM. 

Art. no.: A8040510
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgbgcg!

Contents 1 piece, size 45x25 cm, suitable for 
freshwater and seawater aquariums.

Ammonia mat, absorbs ammonium and other 
toxins from aquarium water, promoting fish 
health and preventing fish death. 

Use this mat as soon as you measure high 
ammonia levels in your aquarium, and in 
new aquariums, you will prevent poisoning 
of your fish.

Handy pad to cut to size yourself

Filter mats & Filter foam.
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Filter foam is an ideal filter and pre-
filter material, Superfish filter foam 
is available in different sizes and 
thicknesses for all types of aquarium 
and pond filters. 

The white cotton wool is fine-textured, 
ideal for removing dirt particles and 
organic contamination. 

Easy to cut to the right size for 
your filter

Filter
foam.

Filter
wool.

FILTER FOAM 50X50X2 CM 
FINE. 

Art. no.: C8020065
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjdbeg!

FILTER FOAM 50X50X2 CM 
MEDIUM. 

Art. no.: C8020070
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjdbfd!

Medium-sized foam mat PPI 20, 
large effective filter surface of 
500M3 per 1M3 Foam

Size 50x50x2 cm, high flow rate of 
95%, replace foam annually.

FILTER FOAM 50X50X5 FINE. 

Art. no.: C8020035
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aaegbc!

Fine foam mat PPI 30, large 
effective filter area of 500M3 per 
1M3 Foam

Size 50x50x5 cm, high flow rate of 
95%, replace foam annually.

FILTER FOAM 50X50X2 CM 
COARSE. 

Art. no.: C8020075
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjdbga!

Coarse foam mat PPI 10, large 
effective filter surface of 500M3 
per 1M3 Foam

Size 50x50x2 cm, high flow rate of 
95%, replace foam annually.

FILTER FOAM 50X50X5 
COARSE. 

Art. no.: C8020040
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aaegcj!

Coarse foam mat PPI 10, large 
effective filter surface of 500M3 
per 1M3 Foam

Size 50x50x5 cm, high flow rate of 
95%, replace foam annually.

SUPERFISH CLEAN BALL. 

Art. no.: A8040495
£5.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cafhfa!

SF FILTER COTTON WHITE 100 
GRAM. 

Art. no.: C8040006
£2.79
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adafib!

Contents 100 grams filter wadding

SF FILTER COTTON WHITE 250 
GRAM. 

Art. no.: C8040011
£5.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adafji!

Contents 250 grams filter wadding

SF FILTER COTTON WHITE 500 
GRAM. 

Art. no.: C8040016
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adagae!

Contents 500 grams filter wadding

Applicable in almost any filter.

Ideal as a pre-filter, removes 
even the smallest dust particles

Clean Ball.
The Superfish Clean Ball removes 
nitrate, ammonia and reduces algae 
growth in small aquariums. Place this 
decorative ball in your aquarium and it 
will make green and cloudy water nice 
and clear again. 

Contains Crystal Clear Media, which 
absorbs dyes, nitrate and Ammonia 
and reduces algae growth.

Decorative filter ball for small 
aquariums, ideal tool for 
maintaining healthy water quality

Use 1 ball per up to 25 litres of water, 
the Clean Ball works for 1 month and 
should be replaced after that period.
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SUPERFISH AIRFLOW MINI. 

Art. no.: A7010018
£11.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adbjbf!

The Air-Flow air pumps are specially designed for the aquarium, inexpensive 
to buy and economical to use. Available in 4 models with 1, 2 or 4 outlets and 
adjustable air flow for all sizes of aquarium. 

Safe to use Aquarium air pump 
with GS approval, for oxygen-
enriched water, air filters and 
bubble decorations

A free spare diaphragm is 
included with each pump, 
ensuring long-lasting use.

Air pump with 1 outlet, 
consumption 1.8W, air output 78 
L/h, 0.015 MPA, for Aquariums up 
to 50 litres

SUPERFISH AIRFLOW 1 WAY. 

Art. no.: A7010020
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-abicjj!

Air pump with 1 outlet, 
consumption 2W, air output 96 
L/h, 0.015 MPA, for aquariums up 
to 100 litres

SUPERFISH AIRFLOW 2 WAY. 

Art. no.: A7010025
£21.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aaggif!

Air pump with 2 outlets, 
consumption 4W, air output 240 
L/h, 0.020 MPA, for aquariums up 
to 240 litres

SUPERFISH AIRFLOW 4 WAY. 

Art. no.: A7010030
£42.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aafdaf!

Air pump with 4 outlets, 
consumption 8W, air output 600 
L/h, 0.012 MPA, for aquariums up to 
600 litres

SUPERFISH SMARTAIR 2. 

Art. no.: A7010005
£31.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chdeah!

Smart Air with 2 outlet, 
consumption only 1W, airflow 
38 L/h, 0.011 MPA suitable for 
aquariums up to 100 litres

SUPERFISH SMARTAIR 1. 

Art. no.: A7010000
£21.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chddjb!

The Smart-Air is the world’s most innovative and quiet air pump. Now you can 
enjoy your aquarium hobby without annoying noise as the noise level is only 
38 dB. The Smart-Air 1 has one outlet, the Smart-Air 2 has two outlets. Both air 
pumps are particularly energy-efficient.  
 

The world’s quietest air pump, maintenance-free and energy-efficient,

The Smart-Air is easy to install on the aquarium due to the integrated 
suction cup. Due to its construction, the membrane cannot be replaced 
(lifespan approx. 1 year).

Smart Air with 1 outlet, 
consumption only 1W, airflow 
19 L/h, 0.011 MPA suitable for 
aquariums up to 50 litres

Smart-Air, the quiet air pump.

Air-Pad Silencer.

Air-Flow Air pumps.

SF AIR PAD 1(SILENCER). 

Art. no.: A7010090
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cadghb!

Suitable for Airflow mini and Airflow 1 and 
other brands of small air pumps

Silencer for air pumps. An air pump works with 
a diaphragm that is vibrated, this vibration is 
accompanied by a soft humming sound. Despite 
damping rubber feet, an annoying resonance 
can occur. The Air Pad prevents this resonance 
and is sound-insulating. 

Sound-absorbing foam housing, prevents 
annoying resonances

Available in 2 sizes: the Air Pad 1 is suitable 
for the Air-Flow mini and 1, the Air Pad 2 is 
custom-made for the Air-Flow 2.

SF AIR PAD 2(SILENCER). 

Art. no.: A7010095
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cadgii!

Suitable for Airflow 2, and other brands of 
medium-sized air pumps

Air pumps.
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SF BIO AIR DISK S. 

Art. no.: A7010050
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcgcf!

Compact, innovative air filter for aquariums, you connect the Bio Air Disk to 
an air pump, the high-quality filter media cleans the water and the air stone in 
the filter provides additional oxygen and enhances the siphoning effect. 

Handy air filter with 2 types of 
media, ceramic bio beads for 
biological filtration and filter 
sponge for mechanical filtration

Excrement and suspended 
particles are filtered out of the 
water by the sponge and the 
aerobic bacteria in the ceramic 
filter media convert the harmful 
ammonia (NH3) into nitrite 
(NO2) and nitrate (NO3).

Bio Air Disk S, suitable for 
aquariums up to 30 litres, air 
pump recommendation Superfish 
Airflow 1

SF BIO AIR FILTER S. 

Art. no.: A7010060
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcgej!

Handy air filter with sponges and a media chamber for biological filter media, 
ideal for small aquariums and breeding tanks. 
 

Convenient air filter with 
integrated space for biological 
filter media (filter media not 
included) for advanced filtration 
performance.

Very suitable for breeding tanks 
and shrimps

Bio Air S, suitable for aquariums 
up to 50 litres, air pump 
recommendation Superfish 
Airflow 1

SF BIO AIR DISK L. 

Art. no.: A7010055
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcgdc!

SF BIO AIR FILTER L. 

Art. no.: A7010065
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcgfg!

Bio Air Disk L, suitable for 
aquariums up to 60 litres, air 
pump recommendation Superfish 
Airflow 1

Bio Air L, suitable for aquariums 
up to 100 litres, air pump 
recommendation Superfish 
Airflow 1

Bio Air Disk. Bio Air Filter.

Onze keuze!

Safe for

Shrimp

Safe for

Shrimp

Filter media. Filter media space.

Air pump.

Ceramic media for biological 
filtration. Integrated biological filter media 

compartment (filter media not 
included) for advanced filter 
performance.

An air pump is required and we 
recommend the SuperFish Air-
Flow 1 with an output of 100 L/h. 
Always place the air pump above 
the water level or use a non-
return valve to prevent the water 
from entering the air pump

Filter sponge mechanical 
filtration

Air Sponge Filter.
Simple but highly effective biological 
filter, you connect the filter to an 
air pump. Useful bacteria attach to 
the sponge and provide biological 
filtration. 

Very suitable for breeding tanks 
and shrimps

Easy to connect to an air pump

For small aquariums up to 50 litres

SF AIR SPONGE FILTER. 

Art. no.: A7010040
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cacaha!

Aquarium filtration.
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Aquarium filtration.

SF MOVING BED FILTER S. 

Art. no.: A7010070
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcggd!

Moving Bed Filter S, flow rate 100 L/h air pump recommendation Superfish 
Airflow 1

Moving bed filter, works on an air filter, provides highly effective filtration and 
oxygenation in the aquarium. with the highest efficiency of aerobic bacteria, 
ensures clean and healthy aquarium water! No mechanical parts, making it 
100% safe for the smallest aquarium inhabitants. Easy to connect to an air 
pump. 
 

Self-cleaning moving bed filter for optimum filtration, resulting in 
clean and oxygen-rich aquarium water

Ideal as an additional filter in densely populated aquariums, the high 
oxygen levels enhance the growth of aerobic bacteria, which attach 
to the micro filter media and convert the harmful ammonia (NH3) into 
nitrite (NO2) and nitrate (NO3).

SF MOVING BED FILTER L. 

Art. no.: A7010075
£22.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcgha!

Moving Bed Filter L, flow rate 100 L/h air pump recommendation Superfish 
Airflow 1

Moving bed filter, works on an air filter, provides highly effective filtration and 
oxygenation in the aquarium. with the highest efficiency of aerobic bacteria, 
ensures clean and healthy aquarium water! No mechanical parts, making it 
100% safe for the smallest aquarium inhabitants. Easy to connect to an air 
pump. 
 

Self-cleaning moving bed filter for optimum filtration, resulting in 
clean and oxygen-rich aquarium water

Ideal as an additional filter in densely populated aquariums, the high 
oxygen levels enhance the growth of aerobic bacteria, which attach 
to the micro filter media and convert the harmful ammonia (NH3) into 
nitrite (NO2) and nitrate (NO3).

Moving Bed Filters S. Moving Bed Filters L.

Onze keuze!

Air pump.
An air pump is required and we 
recommend the SuperFish Air-
Flow 1 with an output of 100 L/h. 
Always place the air pump above 
the water level or use a non-
return valve to prevent the water 
from entering the air pump

sponge

air and water
outlet

micro
filter media

air pump

air stone

water level

Filter media space.

Micro floating bed media 
included

Included.
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Air-Stones.

SuperFish air stones connect to an 
air pump, these air stones create 
tiny bubbles of air that add oxygen 
to the aquarium water. Superfish air 
stones are available in various sizes, 
shapes and types for small to large 
aquariums. 

Air stones clog up over time with 
dirt and deposits, causing your 
air pump to malfunction. You 
should therefore replace the air 
stones every year.

Connect to an air hose size 
4/6mm, recommended 
Superfish airflow mini or airflow 
1 air pump

Flexible porous air hose, you can wrap this 
hose around driftwood, stones, and bend it 
into any shape, for effective fine air bubbles 
anywhere you want in the aquarium. 

Small air stone round, 2 pieces

SF AIRSTONE ROUND 2X. 

Art. no.: C8010010
£1.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-abihab!

Long air stone 10 cm, 1 piece

SF AIRSTONE TRIANGLE 10 CM. 

Art. no.: C8010030
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-abihcf!

Long air stone 20 cm, 1 piece

SF AIRSTONE TRIANGLE 20 CM. 

Art. no.: C8010040
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-abihdc!

Long air stone 30 cm, 1 piece

SF AIRSTONE TRIANGLE 30 CM. 

Art. no.: C8010047
£3.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adacai!

Flexible diffuser, length 12.5 cm, 
1 piece

SF FLEXI DIFFUSER 12,5 CM. 

Art. no.: C8010160
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chfief!

Flexible diffuser, length 60 cm, 1 
piece

SF FLEXI DIFFUSER 60 CM. 

Art. no.: C8010164
£5.79
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chfigj!

Flexible diffuser, length 30 cm, 1 
piece

SF FLEXI DIFFUSER 30 CM. 

Art. no.: C8010162
£3.79
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chfifc!

Small air stone cylinder, 2 pieces

SF AIRSTONE CYLINDRICAL 2X. 

Art. no.: C8010020
£1.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-abihbi!

Shell air stone, 1 piece

SF AIRSTONE SHELL MODEL. 

Art. no.: C8010022
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adbdbb!

Star air stone, 1 piece

SF AIRSTONE STAR MODEL. 

Art. no.: C8010023
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adbdci!

Round air ball, diameter 50 mm, 
1 piece

SF AIRSTONE XXL 50 MM. 

Art. no.: C8010055
£2.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-abihfg!

Air-Stones.
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Connection materials.

Size small, 2 pieces

SF STAR SUCKER SMALL 2X. 

Art. no.: A4060005
£2.79
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aaahic!

Powerful suction cup for attaching 
various sizes of hose to the 
aquarium 

For hose size 9/12 mm, 2 pieces

SF SUCKER 9/12 MM 2X. 

Art. no.: A4060025
£1.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aaaicj!

Powerful suction cup for attaching 
various sizes of hose to the 
aquarium 

For hose size 16/22 mm, 2 pieces

SF SUCKER 16/22 MM 2X. 

Art. no.: A4060035
£1.69
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aaaied!

Powerful suction cup for attaching 
various sizes of hose to the 
aquarium 

Size large, 2 pieces

SF STAR SUCKER LARGE 2X. 

Art. no.: A4060010
£2.79
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aaahjj!

Powerful suction cup for attaching 
various sizes of hose to the 
aquarium 

For hose size 12/16 mm, 2 pieces

SF SUCKER 12/16 MM 2X. 

Art. no.: A4060030
£1.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aaaidg!

Powerful suction cup for attaching 
various sizes of hose to the 
aquarium 

Diameter 35 mm, 2 pieces

SF DOUBLE SUCTION CUP 35MM 
2X. 

Art. no.: A4060040
£1.89
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccgfjf!

Powerful suction cup for fixing 
glass plates, partitions in the 
aquarium 

Packed per 2 pieces

SF AIR TUBE VALVE 2X. 

Art. no.: C8010056
£2.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-acgdce!

SuperFish tap for 
air hose 4/6 mm, 
for air volume 
regulation 

Packed per 2 pieces

SF AIR TUBE CLAMP 2X. 

Art. no.: C8010060
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgjci!

SuperFish clamp 
for air hose 4/6 
mm, for regulating 
the amount of air 

Packed per 2 pieces

SF AIR TUBE Y-PIECE 2X. 

Art. no.: C8010057
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-acgddb!

SuperFish 
connection piece 
for air hose 
4/6mm. 

Packed per 2 pieces

SF AIR TUBE ELBOW 2X. 

Art. no.: C8010058
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-acgdei!

SuperFish 
connection piece 
for air hose 
4/6mm. 

Packed per 2 pieces

SF AIR TUBE CONNECTOR 2X. 

Art. no.: C8010059
£1.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-acgdff!

SuperFish 
connector for air 
hose 4/6mm. 

Packed per 2 pieces

SF AIR NON RETURN VALVE 4-6 
MM 2X. 

Art. no.: C8010062
£2.89
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-acaigf!

Superfish check 
valve for air hose 
4/6mm to safely 
place the air 
pump below the 
water level. 

Packed per 2 pieces

SF AIR TUBE SUCTION CUP 4X. 

Art. no.: C8010063
£2.89
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chfidi!

SuperFish piston 
for air hose 
4/6mm. 
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Connection materials.

SF AIR TUBE 2,5 METER. 

Art. no.: C8060023
£6.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aeagjg!

Flexible transparent air hose with a diameter of 
4/6mm 

Roll of 2.5 metres

SF AIR TUBE GREEN ROLL 200 MTR. 

Art. no.: C8060095
£0.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-acajfh!

Flexible green air hose with a diameter of 4/6mm 

Roll of 200 metres

SF AIR TUBE TRANSPARANT ROLL 200 M. 

Art. no.: C8060100
£0.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-acajge!

Flexible transparent air hose with a diameter of 4/6mm 

Roll of 200 metres

SF SILICONE AIR TUBE 5 MTR. 

Art. no.: A8060030
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-caacib!

Flexible transparent slicone hose with a 
diameter of 4/6mm. Silicone hose does not 
dry out and therefore lasts much longer and is 
ozone resistant. 

Roll of 5 metres

SF AIR TUBE 25 METER ROLL. 

Art. no.: C8060025
£12.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aafbja!

Flexible transparent air hose with a diameter of 
4/6mm 

Roll of 25 metres

Air-Set.
Handy set with everything you need to connect your air pump to the 
aquarium. Hose, connectors, taps and a check valve to safely connect the air 
pump. 

Contents 2.5 metres of air hose 4/6 mm, 3 hose connectors (Y-L-T), 
two air valves, 1 non-return valve.

SF AIR TUBE & ACCESSORIES KIT. 

Art. no.: C8010066
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cebcie!

p/m p/m
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Aquarium heaters.
Tropical fish live in water with tropical 
temperatures. With a submersible aquarium 
heater you can heat the aquarium water to 
the correct temperature.

Protector for PRO 
Heater.

SF HEATER PROTECTOR 50-100 W. 

Art. no.: A4030450
£2.79
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdbeb!

Handy protection sleeve for aquarium heaters, 
protected against breakage, the protector is 
made of durable plastic and looks decorative. 

Optional protector for Superfish Pro heater 
50 & 100 watt

Also suitable for other brands of heaters 
with a glass length of up to 175mm and a 
thickness of 24mm

SF HEATER PROTECTOR 200-300 W. 

Art. no.: A4030455
£3.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdgbf!

Eco Heater 50W. Eco Heater 100W.

SF ECO HEATER 50W 0-30L (17CM). 

Art. no.: A4030405
£15.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdaia!

Power 50W, length 17 cm, for aquariums up to 
30 litres

The Eco 50 heater is very compact and designed 
for use in small aquariums. The Eco Heaters 
have a reliable thermostat for precise heating, 
Superfish recommends 1.5W per litre of water 
volume, so you are assured of the correct water 
temperature. 

Compact heater only 17 centimetres long, 
space-saving for small aquariums.

The Eco Heaters have a long cable for 
convenient mounting

SF ECO HEATER 100W 20-60L(21CM). 

Art. no.: A4030410
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdajh!

Power 100W, length 21 cm, for aquariums up 
to 60 litres

The Eco 100 heater is very compact and 
designed for use in small aquariums. The Eco 
Heaters have a reliable thermostat for precise 
heating, Superfish recommends 1.5W per litre of 
water volume, so you are assured of the correct 
water temperature. 

Compact heater only 21 centimetres long, 
space-saving for small aquariums.

The Eco Heaters have a long cable for 
convenient mounting
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Pro Heaters.
Professional aquarium heater 
with thermal shock-resistant borosilicate 
safety glass.

PRO Heater 50W. PRO Heater 100W. PRO Heater 200W. PRO Heater 300W.

SF PRO HEATER 50W 0-30L 
(17CM). 

Art. no.: A4030425
£18.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdbad!

Professional aquarium heater with 
GS quality mark, made of thermal 
shock-resistant borosilicate safety 
glass. Superfish recommends 1.5W 
per litre of water volume, so you 
are guaranteed the correct water 
temperature. 

Compact heater only 17 
centimetres long, space-saving 
for small aquariums.

The Eco Heaters have a long 
cable for convenient mounting

Power 50W, length 17 cm, for 
aquariums up to 30 litres

SF PRO HEATER 100W 20-60L 
(21CM). 

Art. no.: A4030430
£21.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdbba!

Professional aquarium heater with 
GS quality mark, made of thermal 
shock-resistant borosilicate safety 
glass. Superfish recommends 1.5W 
per litre of water volume, so you 
are guaranteed the correct water 
temperature. 

Compact heater only 21 
centimetres long, space-saving 
for small aquariums.

The Eco Heaters have a long 
cable for convenient mounting

Power 100W, length 21 cm, for 
aquariums up to 60 litres

SF PRO HEATER 200W 60-125L 
(35CM). 

Art. no.: A4030435
£22.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdbch!

Professional aquarium heater with 
GS quality mark, made of thermal 
shock-resistant borosilicate safety 
glass. Superfish recommends 1.5W 
per litre of water volume, so you 
are guaranteed the correct water 
temperature. 

High-quality professional 
heater

Fitted with thermal shock-
resistant borosilicate safety 
glass

Power 200W, length 35 cm, for 
aquariums up to 125 litres

SF PRO HEATER 300W 125-
200L (35CM). 

Art. no.: A4030440
£23.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdbde!

Professional aquarium heater with 
GS quality mark, made of thermal 
shock-resistant borosilicate safety 
glass. Superfish recommends 1.5W 
per litre of water volume, so you 
are guaranteed the correct water 
temperature. 

High-quality professional 
heater

Fitted with thermal shock-
resistant borosilicate safety 
glass

Power 200W, length 35 cm, for 
aquariums up to 200 litres
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Aquarium heaters.

Smart Mini Heater 55W.

Heater Cover.

SF SMART HEATER 55 WATT. 

Art. no.: A4030165
£24.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cdjjeg!

Power 55W, for aquariums up to 30 litres

Digital Smart Heater, efficient 55-watt mini 
underwater heater with built-in thermometer 
and suitable for small aquariums up to 30 litres. 
The sensitive and reliable thermostat ensures a 
constant temperature. 

The decorative oval shape ensures perfect 
mounting in small aquariums.

With the switch in the cord you easily 
set the water temperature, after setting 
temperature the display shows the water 
temperature.

SF HEATER COVER S 21CM (ECO 50&100W). 

Art. no.: A4030285
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbigj!

The SuperFish Heater Cover makes it easy to 
hide an aquarium heater inside the aquarium. 
Attach the Heater Cover in the corner of the 
aquarium and place a heater invisibly in the 
rock. The Heater Cover is made of ceramic, 
which ensures the best heat transfer and offers 
extra protection. 
 

Size S is suitable for heaters up to 21 cm 
such as the Superfish Nano/Eco Heater 50 
and 100 Watts and other brands of heaters 
up to 21 cm long.

Size L is suitable for heaters up to 35 cm 
such as the Superfish Eco and Pro Heaters 
of 200 and 300 watts, and other brands of 
heaters up to 35 cm long.

SF HEATER COVER L 35CM (150-300W). 

Art. no.: A4030295
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbiid!

Size M is suitable for heaters up to 29 cm 
such as Superfish Eco and Pro Heaters of 
50, 75 and 100 Watts and other brands of 
heaters up to 29 cm long.

SF HEATER COVER M 29CM (25 TO 100W). 

Art. no.: A4030290
£13.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbihg!

Suitable for 
heaters up to 
35 cm

Suitable for 
heaters up to 
29 cm

Suitable for 
heaters up to 
21 cm
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Aquarium 
Thermometer 6 cm.

Aquarium 
Thermometer 11 cm.

Aquarium 
Thermometer 15 cm.

Thermo Label.

SF AQUARIUM THERMOMETER 
6 CM. 

Art. no.: A4060512
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgebab!

Clearly readable, accurate aquarium 
thermometers. 

Super compact, ideal in nano 
aquariums

Easy to attach with supplied 
suction cup

Suitable for freshwater and marine 
aquariums

SF AQUARIUM THERMOMETER 
11 CM. 

Art. no.: A4060501
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adbcfa!

Clearly readable, accurate aquarium 
thermometers. 

Clearly readable and marked for 
ideal temperature

Easy to attach with supplied 
suction cup

Suitable for freshwater and marine 
aquariums

SF AQUARIUM THERMOMETER 
15 CM. 

Art. no.: A4060503
£1.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbddih!

Clearly readable, accurate aquarium 
thermometers. 

Clearly readable and marked for 
ideal temperature

Easy to attach with supplied 
suction cup

Suitable for freshwater and marine 
aquariums

SF AQUARIUM THERMO 
LABEL 20-34°C.. 

Art. no.: A4060504
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bfifbd!

Clearly readable aquarium 
thermometers to stick on the 
aquarium. 

Easy to stick on the glass of your 
aquarium

Suitable for freshwater and 
marine aquariums

Aquarium  
thermometers.
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Smart Thermo Alarm.

Digi thermo.

Smart Thermo Min-Max.

Hang on 
Thermometer.

SF SMART THERMO ALARM. 

Art. no.: A4060485
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decabb!

Digital aquarium thermometer with alarm function, you set the minimum and 
maximum temperature yourself, if the temperature deviates, a flashing alarm 
follows so you can immediately see the temperature is incorrect. 

For mounting on the windscreen of the aquarium, battery included

Suitable for freshwater and marine aquariums

SF DIGI THERMO. 

Art. no.: A4060508
£11.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adgdeh!

Digital underwater aquarium thermometer, for mounting in the aquarium, 
clearly readable. 

Supplied with battery

Suitable for freshwater and marine aquariums

SF SMART THERMO MIN-MAX. 

Art. no.: A4060480
£11.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decaae!

Digital minimum, maximum aquarium thermometer, records the minimum 
and maximum temperature over the past 24 hours, so you know exactly what 
is happening in your aquarium. 

For mounting on the windscreen of the aquarium, battery included

Suitable for freshwater and marine aquariums

SF HANG ON THERMOMETER. 

Art. no.: A4060525
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-biicfb!

Glass thermometer to hang over 
the edge of the aquarium, accurate, 
clearly readable and decorative. 

Suitable for freshwater and marine 
aquariums

Aquarium  thermometers.

New. New.
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SUPERFISH AQUAVAC. 

Art. no.: A4040075
£20.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adfhfd!

This handy aquarium hoover 
removes dirt from the bottom of 
your aquarium, comes complete 
with vacuum bag, spare bags are 
available from your dealer. 
 

Includes hose to easily drain 
water to a bucket

Can also be used in a Nano 
aquarium (>20 cm water level)

For aquariums from 50 to 1000 
litres capacity, runs on 2 batteries 
(C/LR14), not included.

SUPERFISH AQUA SYPHON 
SET. 

Art. no.: A4040085
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adhigd!

Handy siphon set with hand pump 
for aquarium maintenance without 
batteries, you can use the extracted 
aquarium water for indoor plants. 

With the hand pump, this siphon 
easily draws water by itself by 
squeezing a few times

Ideal for changing water 
and removing dirt from the 
aquarium bed

For aquaria from 50 to 1000 litres

Aquarium Maintenance.
Useful accessories for easy maintenance of your aquarium. SuperFish 
develops various tools to help you clean your aquarium. With these tools you 
can enjoy a successful aquarium hobby.

AquaVac. Aqua Siphon.

SUPERFISH AQUAVAC SPARE 
BAG 2X. 

Art. no.: A4040080
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adebja!

SUPERFISH GRAVEL CLEAN L. 

Art. no.: A4040010
£12.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bjaaha!

2 in 1 aquarium cleaner. For changing water, 
cleaning gravel and aquarium glass. 

The handy auto-start feature makes this 
gravel cleaner convenient to use.

Ideal for changing water and removing dirt 
from the aquarium bed

For aquaria from 100 to 1000 litres

SUPERFISH GRAVEL CLEAN S. 

Art. no.: A4040005
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bjaagd!

2 in 1 aquarium cleaner. For changing water, 
cleaning gravel and aquarium glass. 

The handy auto-start feature makes this 
gravel cleaner convenient to use.

Ideal for changing water and removing dirt 
from the aquarium bed

For aquaria from 50 to 200 litres

SUPERFISH NANO SYPHON SET. 

Art. no.: A4040087
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccgabe!

The Nano Siphon is ideal for small aquariums up 
to 30 litres and has an auto start system. 

Gravel Clean L.Gravel Clean S.Nano Siphon Set.
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Aquarium Maintenance.

Aqua-Tools.Nano Aqua-Tools.

SUPERFISH AQUATOOL. 

Art. no.: A4040090
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aabadb!

Complete 5 piece aquarium 
accessory kit, includes a scoop net, 
window sponge, plant fork, gravel 
rake and algae cutters.  
 

Inexpensive 5-in-1 set, 
everything you need in 1 box

For convenient aquarium 
maintenance without wet 
hands!

SUPERFISH NANO AQUATOOL. 

Art. no.: A4040095
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bfifag!

Complete 4-in-1 set for small 
aquariums, includes a scoop net, 
window sponge, plant fork, gravel 
rake. 

Handy 4-in-1 maintenance set 
for small aquariums

For convenient aquarium 
maintenance without wet 
hands!

Aqua-Tools XL. Aqua Brush.

Window Scraper.

Algae Sponge.

SUPERFISH AQUATOOL XL. 

Art. no.: A4040097
£23.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cdicjb!

Complete 4-in-1 set with telescopic 
handle 50/74cm for large 
aquariums, includes a window 
sponge and algae sticks and a short 
handle to apply more force where 
needed.  
 

Includes short handle to apply 
more force where needed.

For convenient aquarium 
maintenance without wet 
hands!

A fishing net, spare blades and 
spare sponges are optionally 
available from your dealer

SUPERFISH AQUABRUSH. 

Art. no.: A4040083
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgcha!

Cleans your aquarium glass easily, 
without scratching. The long 
ergonomic handle and arrow-
shaped scrubbing pad make it 
easy to reach every corner of the 
aquarium. Two easy-to-change 
scrubbing pads (fine and coarse). 

Replacement pads for the 
Superfish Aqua Brush, 2 pieces, 
1 x fine and 1 x coarse are 
available from your dealer.

SUPERFISH WINDOW 
SCRAPER. 

Art. no.: A4040021
£7.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddhebd!

Removes even the most stubborn 
algae deposits and dirt from your 
aquarium windows. The handy 
handle allows you to apply sufficient 
force. 

Replacement blades for the 
Superfish Window Cleaner are 
available from your dealer.

SF ALGAE SPONGE. 

Art. no.: A4040025
£1.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdgcc!

Very soft cleaning sponge with nano 
structure. Effortlessly removes 
algae and limescale deposits from 
aquarium panes. 

SUPERFISH AQUATOOL XL FISH 
NET 20CM. 

Art. no.: A4040099
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cdidah!

SUPERFISH AQUATOOL XL 
SPARE SCRAPER. 

Art. no.: A4040091
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cejjbe!

SUPERFISH AQUATOOL XL 
SPARE SPONGE. 

Art. no.: A4040093
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cejjcb!

SF AQUABRUSH SPARE PADS 
2X. 

Art. no.: A4040089
£3.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddhbhi!

SF WINDOW SCRAPER BLADES 
10X. 

Art. no.: A4040023
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddheca!
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SF SNAIL CATCHER. 

Art. no.: A4030530
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-caaaah!

The easiest and safest way to catch 
snails from the aquarium. With bait, 
the snails are lured into the trap and 
can then be easily removed. 

Supplied complete, including 
bait to lure the snails

Aquarium Maintenance.

Gravel Scoop.

Snail trap.

SF GRAVEL SCOOP S. 

Art. no.: A4040015
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfjfjd!

Handy scoop for setting up and 
cleaning aquarium gravel and 
nutrient media in your aquarium. 

The use of plasic prevents 
scratches on the aquarium

Water flows out of the gravel 
through the holes in the scoop

Hose Brush 
Cleaner.

Power Glass Clean.

SF POWER GLASS CLEAN. 

Art. no.: A4040035
£29.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aedibj!

Power aquarium cleaner, effortlessly 
removes algae scale and dirt from 
aquarium glass, also suitable for 
cleaning decorations. 

Rotating cleaning brush to clean 
your aquarium

Supplied with 3 attachments 
(brush, hard and soft sponge)

Runs on 4x AA batteries (batteries 
not included).

SF HOSE BRUSH CLEANER. 

Art. no.: A4040020
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafhge!

155 cm stainless steel cleaning 
brush for cleaning aquarium hose 
and tubes. 

The 2 sizes of nylon brushes (ø 
9 and 30 mm) make this front 
brush suitable for many hose 
diameters

SF POWER GLASS CLEAN 
SPARE KIT. 

Art. no.: A4040040
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dagffg!

SF AUTO TOP UP SYSTEM. 

Art. no.: A4040175
£15.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbceba!

With this aquarium top-up you can 
easily maintain the water level of 
the aquarium. You use a clean PET 
bottle as water reservoir, which you 
screw onto the unit after filling it 
with clean tap water. 

Suitable for glass thicknesses 
from 3 to 10 mm

Low water 
level.

High water 
level.

Auto Top-Up.
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Mag-Clean.

SUPERFISH MAG CLEAN MINI. 

Art. no.: A4040045
£13.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adfjjj!

Size mini for small aquariums with a glass thickness of up to 3 mm

SUPERFISH MAG CLEAN LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4040060
£44.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-acajea!

Size large for aquariums with a glass thickness of up to 10 mm

SUPERFISH MAG CLEAN SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4040050
£16.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-acajcg!

Size small for smaller aquariums with a glass thickness of up to 5 mm

SUPERFISH MAG CLEAN MIDDLE. 

Art. no.: A4040055
£31.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-acajdd!

Medium-sized for aquariums with a glass thickness of up to 10 mm

An aquarium glass cleaner is indispensable for easily 
cleaning the glass of your aquarium without getting 
your hands in the water. The magnetic part in the 
aquarium contains a scrubber that cleans the glass 
thoroughly. 

This handy Mag-Clean stays afloat when 
the magnet is released and does not sink 
to the bottom!

As the magnet does not fall to the ground, 
no sand or gravel can get between the 
magnet and you avoid scratching the 
glass

Aquarium Maintenance.
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Fish Net.

Fish Net 20 cm.

Fish Net 10 cm.

Fish Net 15 cm.

Fish Net 8 cm.

Fish Net 12 cm.

Triangle Shrimp 
net.

SF AQUARIUM FISH NET 20 
CM. 

Art. no.: A9050045
£2.59
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aabghd!

SuperFish fish net for catching fish 
or removing floating debris from the 
aquarium. 

This aquarium net is 20cm wide

SF AQUARIUM FISH NET 10 CM. 

Art. no.: A9050030
£1.59
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aabgec!

SuperFish fish net for catching fish 
or removing floating debris from the 
aquarium. 

This aquarium net is 10cm wide

SF AQUARIUM FISH NET 15 CM. 

Art. no.: A9050020
£1.79
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aabgci!

SuperFish fish net for catching fish 
or removing floating debris from the 
aquarium. 

This aquarium net is 15cm wide

SF AQUARIUM FISH NET 8 CM. 

Art. no.: A9050005
£1.39
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aabfji!

SuperFish fish net for catching fish 
or removing floating debris from the 
aquarium. 

This aquarium net is 8cm wide

SF AQUARIUM FISH NET 12 CM. 

Art. no.: A9050015
£1.69
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-aabgbb!

SuperFish fish net for catching fish 
or removing floating debris from the 
aquarium. 

This aquarium net is 12cm wide

SF TRIANGLE SHRIMP NET. 

Art. no.: A4040207
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbifc!

SuperFish shrimp net is made for 
catching shrimp in the aquarium. 

Compact size and shape make it 
easy to use in small aquariums

Fish Catch Bowl.

New.

Plastic sticky trap for easy and 
gentle catching of fish, shrimps and 
invertebrates in the aquarium. 

Catching fish with a net 
can damage the animals, 
with the catch clock the fish 
is constantly transported 
underwater and the sensitive 
scales, fins and protrusions 
do not come into contact with 
the net.

The transparent bell is inserted 
into the water, pushing the air 
up through the hollow handle. 
After catching it, close the 
opening at the end of the handle 
so the water cannot drain.

Dimensions: length approx. 40 cm, 
Ø approx. 12 cm

SUPERFISH CATCH BOWL. 

Art. no.: A9050200
£18.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dedbgc!
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Aquarium Accessories.

Breeding Box.

Breeding Net.

SF FLOATING BREEDING BOX. 

Art. no.: A4040120
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bjahec!

Floating Breeding Box for the aquarium. A breeding tank ensures that eggs 
and/or newborn fish are safely separated from other aquarium inhabitants. 

Breeding box for placement in the aquarium, to protect eggs or newborn 
fish

Also suitable for isolating sick, weakened or aggressive fish.

SF BREEDING NET (163X130X125MM). 

Art. no.: A4040130
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafefa!

Breeding nets ensure that eggs and/or newborn fish are safely separated 
from other aquarium inhabitants. Also suitable for isolating sick, weakened or 
aggressive fish. 

Breeding box for placement in the aquarium, to protect eggs or newborn 
fish

Also suitable for isolating sick, weakened or aggressive fish.

Frozen food. Dry food.

10ml

30ml

50ml

70ml

90ml

110ml

130ml

150ml

170ml

190ml

210ml

230ml

Defrost. Measuring 
cup.

Aquarium Divider.
Spawning Cone.

Easy Feeder Kit.

SF AQUARIUM TANK DIVIDER 
2X. 

Art. no.: A4040155
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccfhch!

Two clips with suction cups to divide 
the aquarium in two with a glass or 
perspex plate. 

By using suction cups, a glass 
or plastic partition is easily 
attached to glass without glue 
or damage

Contents; a set of 2 clips

SF SPAWNING CONE. 

Art. no.: A4040122
£13.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccgaah!

Ceramic outlet cone for breeding 
Discus and Angelfish. The cone is 
so stable that it will stay put even 
during the most intensive settling 
periods. 

With a collecting rim to catch 
fallen eggs

SUPERFISH EASY FEEDER KIT. 

Art. no.: A4030520
£11.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bijief!

Includes measuring cup, useful for dosing feed and additives in the aquarium

Complete set for cleaning, rinsing, thawing and dosed feeding of live and 
frozen food, including measuring cup. 

Defrost Frozen fish food in this handy set before feeding

Includes floating feeding cone for metered feeding, convenient 
mounting by suction cup on aquarium wall

«
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Weekend food. Artemia Breeding Kit.Holiday food. Artemia Eggs.

SUPERFISH HOLIDAY FOOD 1 X. 

Art. no.: A3060010
£2.79
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cdjjcc!

These feed blocks dissolve slowly in 
the water, releasing food particles. 
The Weekend Food is sufficient food 
for about 15 fish, for two weeks 

Dissolves slowly and evenly

SF BRINE SHRIMP BREEDING 
KIT. 

Art. no.: A4040185
£19.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcech!

Complete culture kit, contains 
everything you need to grow your 
own Artemia 

You must provide your own 
artemia eggs, a clean PET bottle, 
water, aquarium salt and an air 
pump

SUPERFISH WEEKEND FOOD 
4X. 

Art. no.: A3060005
£2.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cdjjbf!

These feed blocks dissolve slowly in 
the water, releasing food particles. 
The Weekend Food is sufficient food 
for about 15 fish, for 3 to 4 days 

Dissolves slowly and evenly

SF BRINE SHRIMP EGGS 50 
GRAMM. 

Art. no.: A4040190
£18.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbdbfi!

50 grams of high-quality Artemia 
eggs for breeding your own artemia. 

New. New.

1200 ml

1000 ml

800 ml

600 ml

3cm
1.5 L
PET



Aqua Fish Feeder. Pro Aqua Fish Feeder.

Grazing Pod Feeder.

SUPERFISH AQUA FISH FEEDER. 

Art. no.: A4030535
£16.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decaci!

Easy to programme to feed once or twice a 
day.

Clock-controlled feeder, the easiest way to feed 
your fish every day, even when you are not at 
home. 

Affordable feeder suitable for flake and 
pellet feed

The feeder comes with 2 feed containers: 1 
for small feed and 1 for larger feed

SUPERFISH PRO AQUA FEEDER. 

Art. no.: A4030540
£32.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decadf!

The amount of feed is adjustable over a very 
wide range from ±0.15 to 10 grams per day, 
depending on the specific gravity of the feed

Professional computer-controlled feeder with 
unique screw wheel construction. Feed your 
fish several times a day for optimal growth. even 
when you are not at home. 

Suitable for all pellet feeders up to 3 mm, 
the screw wheel construction ensures a 
precise and constant amount of feed.

Programmable for automatic feeding 1 to 3 
times a day.

SUPERFISH GRAZING POD FEEDER. 

Art. no.: A4040160
£18.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccfhde!

Suitable for live, frozen and sinking pellet food.

The Grazing Pod Feeder encourages the natural 
behaviour of fish to “hunt” for food. 

The Grazing Pod floats in the aquarium, 
your fish push against it to release feed

Supplied with transparent nylon wire to 
position the feeder at the desired height in 
the aquarium

«
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Fix & Seal Black.

Aqua Silico 
Transparent.

Aqua Silico Black.

Scaping Foam.

SUPERFISH FIX & SEAL 290ML 
BLACK. 

Art. no.: C6080530
£19.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddigej!

High-quality adhesive sealant based 
on MS polymer technology, suitable 
for bonding and sealing virtually 
all materials and substrates (both 
porous and non-porous): including 
EPDM, PVC, glass, natural stone, 
concrete, wood, metals, tiles, etc. 

Elastic adhesive for pond, 
garden and aquarium, easily 
seals everything, also sticks 
underwater, replaces and 
combines assembly adhesive, 
wood adhesive, PU adhesive, 
silicone sealant, acrylic sealant, 
butylene sealant, etc.

Permanently elastic, UV- and 
weather-resistant, temperature 
resistant from -40 to +90°C, 
excellent adhesion without 
primer, paintable.

Black Sealant, contents 290ML, 
processable between 5 and 40°C. 
Limited shelf life after opening. Not 
suitable for PE, PP and bitumen.

SUPERFISH AQUA SILICO 300ML 
TRANSPARENT. 

Art. no.: A6080510
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decfda!

Silicone sealant for bonding 
aquariums, terrariums and glass 
display cases, permanently elastic, 
UV-, weather-, colour- and water-
resistant. 

Excellent adhesion to glass. 
solvent and anti-mould 
chemicals free, 100% silicone.

Safe, contains no harmful 
substances for fish and reptiles.

Transparent Kit, contents 300ML, 
rinse aquariums with water several 
times after curing, as if before 
using.

SUPERFISH AQUA SILICO 300ML 
BLACK. 

Art. no.: A6080515
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decfeh!

Silicone sealant for bonding 
aquariums, terrariums and glass 
display cases, permanently elastic, 
UV-, weather-, colour- and water-
resistant. 

Excellent adhesion to glass. 
solvent and anti-mould 
chemicals free, 100% silicone.

Safe, contains no harmful 
substances for fish and reptiles.

Black Kit, contents 300ML, rinse 
aquariums with water several 
times after curing, as if before use.

SUPERFISH SCAPING FOAM 
375ML. 

Art. no.: C6080535
£18.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddigfg!

Superfish Scaping Foam is non-
toxic, tough polyurethane foam. 
This special PUR foam is great for 
building waterfalls and streams, 
creating 3D back walls in aquariums 
and paludariums. Superfish Scaping 
Foam dries dark, giving it a natural 
look. 

For indoor and outdoor use, high 
adhesion to almost all materials 
and substrates (porous and non-
porous): e.g. polyester, natural 
stone, concrete, wood, metals, 
many plastics, etc.

Scaping foam is safe for plants 
and animals once the foam 
has cured for 24 hours after 
spraying and does not contain 
isocyanate!

Colour black, capacity 375ML

Aquarium Accessories.

New.

New.

New.

New.
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SF BUBBLE DECO TOILET. 

Art. no.: A4021565
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-deccdd!

Dimensions 6x9,5x8,5cm

SF BUBBLE DECO FRIDGE. 

Art. no.: A4021580
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-deccge!

Dimensions 7,5x9,5x10cm

SF BUBBLE DECO BATHTUB. 

Art. no.: A4021570
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-deccea!

Dimensions 11,7x7x6,8cm

SF BUBBLE DECO COOKER. 

Art. no.: A4021585
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decchb!

Dimensions 8,5x6x9cm

SF BUBBLE DECO VACUUM. 

Art. no.: A4021575
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-deccfh!

Dimensions 9x9x9,5cm

SF BUBBLE DECO WASH MACHINE. 

Art. no.: A4021590
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-deccii!

Dimensions 8,5x8x9,5cm

Decorative Bubble decoration for the aquarium, 
you connect this decoration to an air pump (not 
included), the bubbles are decorative and also enrich 
the oxygen level in the aquarium. Recommended air 
pump Superfish airflow mini or airflow 1. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. 
Before placing in the aquarium, rinse 
thoroughly with tap water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean 
with chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, 
only clean with fresh tap water.

New.

New.

New.

New.

New.

New.

Onze keuze!

Air pump.
An air pump is required and we recommend 
the SuperFish Air-Flow 1 with an output of 
100 L/h. Always place the air pump above 
the water level or use a non-return valve 
to prevent the water from entering the air 
pump

«
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DecoLED ornaments.

Decorative ornaments for the 
aquarium, hand-painted. These 
decorations have a space for the 
DecoLED Spot and Bubble Kit. 

Combine with the Decoled Multi-
Colour underwater LED spotlight, 
for colourful lighting in 7 colours 
and 9 lighting effects in your 
aquarium

Combine with a Decoled Bubble 
kit, and allow bubbles to flow 
through the ornament into the 
aquarium.

SF DECO LED AIR PLANE. 

Art. no.: A4021190
£11.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfhffb!

Dimensions 17,7x12x9cm

SF DECO LED LIGHT HOUSE. 

Art. no.: A4021155
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccfjfg!

Dimensions 10,5x9,3x16,4cm

SF DECO LED VW VAN. 

Art. no.: A4021185
£11.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfhfee!

Dimensions 14,6x7,7x8cm

SF DECO LED BEETLE CAR. 

Art. no.: A4021120
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccfiii!

Dimensions 16,3x8,3x10cm

SF DECO LED CASTLE. 

Art. no.: A4021150
£11.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccfjej!

Dimensions 11,4x11,4x19cm

SF DECO LED TREASURE BOX. 

Art. no.: A4021135
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccfjbi!

Dimensions 9,9x9,4x7,5cm

SF DECO SHIP WRECK SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4021170
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cdjjhh!

Dimensions 17,3x8,4x10cm

SF DECO LED SUB MARINE. 

Art. no.: A4021145
£11.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccfjdc!

Dimensions 11,5x15,2x8cm

«
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SF DECO LED 2CV - 2 
CHEVAUX. 

Art. no.: A4021183
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcbhf!

Dimensions 13,5x9x7,5cm

SF DECO LED MONSTER 
CANNIBAL POT. 

Art. no.: A4021237
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcbjj!

Dimensions 12,9x9,4x11cm

SF DECO LED TREE MONSTER. 

Art. no.: A4021245
£15.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decbde!

Dimensions 17x13x14cm

SF DECO LED VESPA. 

Art. no.: A4021187
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcbic!

Dimensions 14x7,5x11cm

SF DECO LED MONSTER FIRE 
SKULL. 

Art. no.: A4021239
£11.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbccaf!

Dimensions 12,4x9,4x11cm

SF DECO LED VOLCANO. 

Art. no.: A4021235
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dagefh!

Dimensions 13,9x13,4x11,5cm

SF DECO LED MONSTER FISH. 

Art. no.: A4021243
£15.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcccj!

Dimensions 19,5x11,3x13,3cm

SF DECO LED SKULL PIRATE. 

Art. no.: A4021225
£12.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafbfd!

Dimensions 12,1x10,4x14cm

SF DECO LED MONSTER 
ZOMBIE. 

Art. no.: A4021241
£11.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbccbc!

Dimensions 12,9x9,6x11cm

Deco LED Bubble Kit. DecoLED Multi-Colour Spot.

SF DECO LED BUBBLE KIT. 

Art. no.: A4021158
£3.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccifdh!

This air stone with air hose fits perfectly at the bottom of 
your Deco Led Ornament, you connect the air hose to an 
air pump and decorative and useful air bubbles flow out 
of your Deco Led Ornament into the aquarium. 

Includes air hose, the air bubbles provide additional 
oxygen in the aquarium water

Connect to an air pump (not included) we 
recommend the Superfish Air Flow mini or Air Flow 1

SF DECO LED MULTICOLOR SPOT. 

Art. no.: A4021160
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccfjgd!

Underwater LED spotlight for a colourful atmosphere in 
your aquarium, developed for the Deco LED ornaments, 
easy to install at the bottom of the Deco LED ornament.
The spotlight emits 7 different colours of light (red, green, 
dark blue, yellow, purple, light blue and white). 

Specially developed for the DecoLed ornaments but 
can also be used separately as mood lighting in the 
aquarium!

7 colours and 9 light effects create a unique 
atmosphere in your aquarium

Underwater lighting, wattage 10W

New.

«
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© Wayletta Productions. 
All Rights Reserved.

Weird Waters BZ. Weird Waters Jam. Weird Waters IM 
Tiger.

Weird Waters 
Sheriff.

Weird Waters is a series full of 
adventure and magic for little 
fish that are eager to grow up. 
With this decoration line from 
SuperFish, bring the imaginative 
story of BZ, I.M. Tiger and Jam 
close by letting them stay in your 
aquarium.

Safe for your fish and aquarium 
ecosystem. Before placing in 
the aquarium, rinse thoroughly 
with tap water. Never clean with 
chemicals, this will harm your 
fish, only clean with fresh tap 
water.

WEIRD WATERS BZ. 

Art. no.: A4041200
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgebg!

Weird Waters character BZ is a born 
adventurer who always lives in the 
moment. BZ is always looking for 
fun experiences and prefers not to 
be alone with his own thoughts, so 
he always surrounds himself with 
his BFFFs. The Magic Pond is better 
than anything BZ ever dreamed of. 

Dimensions 4,5x9,6x9,4 cm

WEIRD WATERS JAM. 

Art. no.: A4041205
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgecd!

Weird Waters character Jam is 
the rebellious youngest sister of 
the three Tetras and challenges 
authority more than any other 
fish at the Blue Zoo. Jam is always 
looking ahead and can’t wait to grow 
up. so she gets her powers and is 
taken seriously. The Magic Pond 
is all she has ever known, but the 
knows everything about the place. 

Dimensions 8x5,1x 9,3 cm

WEIRD WATERS IM TIGER. 

Art. no.: A4041210
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgeda!

Weird Waters character I.M. Tiger, 
full name: Ichabod Maximus Tiger. 
Tiger is a nervous nelly who is always 
looking back. He certainly managed 
to end up a children’s aquarium. 
Now he is in the Magic Pond and 
everything scares him. Won’t you 
give him a chance to have a nice 
children’s aquarium as a second 
home too? 

Dimensions 9,1x4,2x9 cm

WEIRD WATERS SHERIFF. 

Art. no.: A4041215
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgeeh!

Weird Waters character Sheriff 
Alpha is the Blue Zoo’s own aquatic 
Javert. He may look pretty, but 
he is a strong, but overconfident, 
defender of peace. He has the 
power to create unlimited duplicates 
of himself, which he calls ’’Deputies!’’. 
He has very little tolerance for 
pranksters, which makes him a 
target, or two. 

Dimensions 5,8x3,9x8,6cm

Big adventures, little fish.
Weird Waters is a CGI animated fantasy series about three BFFFs (best fish friends forever) on the freshwater adventure of a lifetime. Follow 
BZ and I.M. Tiger, two tropical fish who accidentally land in the deep end of a magical pond. They soon meet Jam, a new friend who sweeps 
them away on a series of unbelievable adventures full of hidden realms, crazy monsters, and ancient mysteries. Along the way, these friends 
will learn that growing up is the wildest ride of all! Weird Waters will be showing on the European TV networks in 2023, more information can 
be found at weirdwaters.com

«
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Weird Waters 3 Best 
Fish.

Weird Waters 
Sheriff Large.

Weird Waters 3 Best 
Fish Large.

Weird Waters 
Stump.

WEIRD WATERS 3 BEST FISH. 

Art. no.: A4041220
£11.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgefe!

Weird Waters 3 Best Fish shows 
the three BFFFs (Best Fish Friends 
Forever) about to go on an 
adventure together in the depths of 
the Magic Pond! I.M Tiger , Jam and 
BZ swim around an orange aquatic 
plant, bringing some colour to your 
underwater environment. 

Dimensions 9,1x6,7x12cm

WEIRD WATERS SHERIFF 
LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4041240
£16.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgejc!

Weird Waters character Sheriff 
Alpha is the Blue Zoo’s own aquatic 
Javert. He may look pretty, but 
he is a strong, but overconfident, 
defender of peace. He has the 
power to create unlimited duplicates 
of himself, which he calls ‘’Deputies!’’. 
He has very little tolerance for 
pranksters, which makes him a 
target, or two. 

Dimensions 9,7x10,4x18cm

WEIRD WATERS SPRATS 3 
BEST FISH LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4041245
£16.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgfai!

Weird Waters 3 Best Fish shows 
the three BFFFs (Best Fish Friends 
Forever) about to go on an 
adventure together in the depths of 
the Magic Pond! I.M Tiger , Jam and 
BZ swim around an orange aquatic 
plant, bringing some colour to your 
underwater environment. 

Dimensions 8x8x20.5cm

WEIRD WATERS STUMP 
MELLOWS CASTLE M. 

Art. no.: A4041250
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgfbf!

Weird Waters Mellows Castle shows 
the Castle from the Weird Waters 
Movie that you can now also display 
in your aquarium. 

Dimensions 10,2x9,4x15cm

Weird Waters.

© Wayletta Productions. 
All Rights Reserved.
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Decorative prehistoric skulls for an 
archaeological atmosphere in the aquarium. 
These ornaments also provide shelter for 
your fish. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 
placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean 
with fresh tap water.

SF SKULL T REX S. 

Art. no.: A4021305
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbbdf!

Dimensions 4,6x6,9x5,5cm

SF SKULL TRICERATOPS S. 

Art. no.: A4021300
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbbci!

Dimensions 6,2x8x4,2cm

SF SKULL TRICERATOPS M. 

Art. no.: A4021315
£9.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbbfj!

Dimensions 15,7x12,8x11,5cm

SF SKULL T REX M. 

Art. no.: A4021320
£9.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbbgg!

Dimensions 12,4x16,7x9cm

SF SKULL MONKEY. 

Art. no.: A4021310
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbbec!

Dimensions 7,3x5,5x6cm

«
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Decorative prehistoric skulls for an 
archaeological atmosphere in the aquarium. 
These ornaments also provide shelter for 
your fish. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 
placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean 
with fresh tap water.

SF DECO JAR FLAT NR.2. 

Art. no.: A4021340
£9.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbcad!

Dimensions 11,4x11,4x13cm

SF DECO JAR NR.1. 

Art. no.: A4021335
£9.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbbjh!

Dimensions 11,9x11,9x12,5cm

SF DECO JAR NR.3. 

Art. no.: A4021345
£9.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbcba!

Dimensions 11,5x9,9x18cm

«
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Decorative ornaments with marine life for the 
aquarium, hand-painted. Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 

placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean 
with fresh tap water.

SF DECO BARREL DOLPHIN. 

Art. no.: A4021385
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcced!

Dimensions 8,5 x 6,5 x 7,5 cm

SF DECO JAR NEMO. 

Art. no.: A4021400
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcche!

Dimensions 8 x 8 x 9 cm

SF DECO BARREL SHARK. 

Art. no.: A4021390
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbccfa!

Dimensions 11,5 x 7 x 7,5 cm

SF DECO JAR SEA LION. 

Art. no.: A4021405
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbccib!

Dimensions 8 x 7,5 x 10 cm

SF DECO BARREL PRAWN. 

Art. no.: A4021380
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbccdg!

Dimensions 10 x 6,5 x 6,5 cm

SF DECO JAR OCTOPUS. 

Art. no.: A4021395
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbccgh!

Dimensions 9,5 x 6,5 x 8,5 cm

Jar ornaments.
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Aquarium decoration in the shape of pirate 
shipwrecks, hand-painted. Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 

placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean 
with fresh tap water.

SF SHIPWRECK L. 

Art. no.: A4021260
£55.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbceb!

Dimensions 35x14x31 cm

SF SHIPWRECK S. 

Art. no.: A4021250
£12.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbcch!

Dimensions 15x7x14 cm

SF SHIPWRECK XXL. 

Art. no.: A4021265
£159.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbcfi!

Dimensions 70x26x56 cm

SF SHIPWRECK M. 

Art. no.: A4021255
£20.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbcde!

Dimensions 20x8x17 cm

«
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Mix of natural decorative smooth pebbles in 
fun colours for the aquarium 

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before placing in the 
aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with chemicals, this is 
harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

SF ZEN PEBBLE SMALL MIX 300 
GRAM. 

Art. no.: A8050250
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafehe!

Natural stones in size small

SF ZEN PEBBLE MEDIUM WIT 
450 GRAM. 

Art. no.: A8050255
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafeib!

Natural stones in size medium

SF ZEN PEBBLE MEDIUM GEEL 
450 GRAM. 

Art. no.: A8050260
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafeji!

Natural stones in size medium

SF ZEN PEBBLE RED 200 GRAM. 

Art. no.: A4040420
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgcje!

Natural stones in size medium

SF ZEN PEBBLE MEDIUM MIX 
450 GRAM. 

Art. no.: A8050270
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-daffbb!

Natural stones in size medium

SF ZEN PEBBLE JADE 200 
GRAM. 

Art. no.: A4040430
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgdbh!

Natural stones in size medium

SF ZEN PEBBLE MEDIUM 
ZWART 450 GRAM. 

Art. no.: A8050265
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-daffae!

Natural stones in size medium

SF ZEN PEBBLE PURPLE 200 
GRAM. 

Art. no.: A4040425
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgdaa!

Natural stones in size medium

SF ZEN PEBBLE MARBLE 200 
GRAM. 

Art. no.: A4040415
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgcih!

Natural stones in size medium

SF ZEN DECO STONES 500 
GRAM. 

Art. no.: A4040435
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgdce!

Natural stones in size medium
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These decorative glass “ pebbles” add colour 
and atmosphere to any aquarium Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 

placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean 
with fresh tap water.

These Asian figures and ornaments will make 
your aquarium completely ZEN. Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 

placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean 
with fresh tap water.

SF ZEN CRYSTAL STONES 300 
GRAM WHITE. 

Art. no.: A4040610
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cccehe!

300 grams

SF ZEN CRYSTAL STONES 300 
GRAM RED. 

Art. no.: A4040615
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccceib!

300 grams

SF ZEN CRYSTAL STONES 300 
GRAM BLUE. 

Art. no.: A4040620
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccceji!

300 grams

SF ZEN CRYSTAL STONES 300 
GRAM GREEN. 

Art. no.: A4040625
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cccfae!

300 grams

SF ZEN DECO FORTUNE CAT. 

Art. no.: A4041027
£9.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chbaja!

Dimensions 8,5x9,4x17,5cm

SF ZEN DECO BUDDHA. 

Art. no.: A4041010
£9.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccchea!

Dimensions 9,4x9,4x17,5cm

SF ZEN DECO FOO DOG. 

Art. no.: A4041015
£9.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccchfh!

Dimensions 8,9x8,9x17,5cm

SF ZEN DECO LAUGHING BUDDHA. 

Art. no.: A4041020
£9.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccchge!

Dimensions 10,7x11,4x20cm

SF ZEN DECO PAGODA. 

Art. no.: A4041030
£9.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccchii!

Dimensions 11,4x11,4x20,5cm

SF ZEN DECO MINI TEMPLE BLACK. 

Art. no.: A4041045
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cccibi!

Dimensions 8,4x6,9x14,5cm
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Underwater River.

SF DECO UNDERWATER RIVER. 

Art. no.: A4040630
£21.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgddb!

A river in your aquarium, now that’s cool! This Underwater River Deco gives the 
effect of a flowing river and comes with a decorative bridge. You connect the 
Deco Underwater River to an air pump, such as SuperFish Air-Flow 1 way (not 
included), to create air bubbles. The bubbles create the illusion of a flowing 
river. 

The air bubbles create the illusion of a flowing river, and also increase 
oxygen levels in the aquarium water.

Supplied complete with acrylic transparent panel with suction cups, a 
decorative ceramic bridge and Flexi nozzle with 1.5 m air hose, check 
valve and two suction cups.

Dimensions 16,4x8,4x29cm

Underwater 
River.
Create the effect of a flowing river 
in your aquarium.
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Tiki ornaments for the aquarium, 
hand-painted. Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 

placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with 
fresh tap water.

SF DECO TIKI SURFER. 

Art. no.: A4021425
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbccji!

Dimensions 10,5 x 6,5 x 13,5 cm

SF DECO TIKI BOARD. 

Art. no.: A4021430
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcdae!

Dimensions 13 x 7,5 x 15,5 cm

SF DECO TIKI TRIPLE BROWN. 

Art. no.: A4021435
£13.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcdbb!

Dimensions 20 x 6 x 14 cm

SF DECO TIKI SKULL. 

Art. no.: A4021440
£12.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcdci!

Dimensions 17,5 x 9 x 15 cm
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Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 
placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with 
fresh tap water.

This cute ornament is hand-painted 
and huge fun for kids

SF DECO PRINCESS. 

Art. no.: A4021600
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-deccjf!

Dimensions 5,5x5x11cm

SF DECO RAINBOW LOVE. 

Art. no.: A4021625
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decdcf!

Dimensions 9,5x3x5cm

SF DECO MERMAID. 

Art. no.: A4021605
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decdab!

Dimensions 5,5x5x11cm

SF DECO RAINBOW UNICORN. 

Art. no.: A4021630
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decddc!

Dimensions 8,5x3x10cm

SF DECO TREASURE BOX. 

Art. no.: A4021610
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decdbi!

Dimensions 7x6x7cm

SF DECO RAINBOW SKY. 

Art. no.: A4021635
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decdej!

Dimensions 19x5x10cm

New.

New.

New.

New.

New.

New.
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SF DECO ROUND CASTLE S. 

Art. no.: A4021485
£5.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcdhd!

Dimensions 9,5 x 7 x 7,5 cm

SF DECO CASTLE PRINCESS. 

Art. no.: A4021500
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcead!

Dimensions 9,5 x 6,5 x 14,5 cm

SF DECO CHARIOT. 

Art. no.: A4021530
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgcgd!

Dimensions 12,1x11,4x14,5cm

SF DECO ROUND CASTLE M. 

Art. no.: A4021490
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcdia!

Dimensions 11,5 x 8,5 x 10,5 cm

SF DECO UNICORN. 

Art. no.: A4021520
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgcej!

Dimensions 9,8x5,4x10,5cm

SF DECO DRAGON S. 

Art. no.: A4041105
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjgig!

Dimensions 9,2x6,4x13,5cm

SF DECO ROUND CASTLE L. 

Art. no.: A4021495
£14.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcdjh!

Dimensions 17 x 11,5 x 14,5 cm

SF DECO FROG. 

Art. no.: A4021525
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgcfg!

Dimensions 5x10,9x7cm

SF DECO DRAGON L. 

Art. no.: A4041115
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjhaj!

Dimensions 12,9x8,9x17cm

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 
placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with 
fresh tap water.

Kids ornaments.

This cute ornament is hand-painted 
and huge fun for kids
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Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before placing in the 
aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with chemicals, this is 
harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

SF DECO GARDEN DORY. 

Art. no.: A4021450
£16.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcddf!

Dimensions 15 x 20 x 25 cm

Decorative “underwater garden” with the 
famous Dory fish 

SF MUSHROOM HOUSE S. 

Art. no.: A4021505
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjhfe!

Dimensions 7,9x9,1x10cm

SF MUSHROOM HOUSE M. 

Art. no.: A4021510
£16.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjhgb!

Dimensions 19,1x11,9x11,5cm

SF MUSHROOM HOUSE L. 

Art. no.: A4021515
£19.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjhhi!

Dimensions 12,4x17x18cm

SF DECO GARDEN TURTLE. 

Art. no.: A4021460
£16.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcdfj!

Dimensions 21 x 17 x 23 cm

Decorative “underwater garden” with swimming 
turtles 

SF DECO GARDEN NEMO. 

Art. no.: A4021455
£16.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcdec!

Dimensions 16 x 8 x 25 cm

Decorative “underwater garden” with the 
famous Nemo fish 

Decorative mushroom house 
decoration for the aquarium, hand-
painted. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 
placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with 
fresh tap water.

Mushroom ornaments.
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Decorative Temple ornament for the 
aquarium, available in various sizes. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 
placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with 
fresh tap water.

SF DECO TEMPLE 1. 

Art. no.: A4041120
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjhbg!

Dimensions 15x9,9x10,5cm

SF DECO TEMPLE 3. 

Art. no.: A4041130
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjhda!

Dimensions 15,2x12,9x12cm

SF DECO TEMPLE 2. 

Art. no.: A4041125
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjhcd!

Dimensions 14,4x11x15cm

SF DECO TEMPLE 4. 

Art. no.: A4041135
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjheh!

Dimensions 11,8x14,9x17,5cm
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SF BAMBOO HOUSE S. 

Art. no.: A4042550
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafbie!

Dimensions 21 x 17 x 23 cm

SUPERFISH BAMBOO FLAT S. 

Art. no.: A4080225
£13.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafccb!

Dimensions 5,4x8,4x5,5cm

SF BAMBOO HOUSE M. 

Art. no.: A4042555
£12.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafbjb!

Dimensions 9,2x9,9x12cm

SUPERFISH BAMBOO FLAT M. 

Art. no.: A4080230
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafcdi!

Dimensions 10,5x7,3x8,5cm

SF BAMBOO HOUSE L. 

Art. no.: A4042560
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafcah!

Dimensions 14,9x9,9x16cm

SUPERFISH BAMBOO FLAT L. 

Art. no.: A4080235
£20.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafcef!

Dimensions 12,2x9,4x9,5cm

This imitation bamboo house adds 
character to the aquarium and 
provides fun hiding and swim-through 
spots for your fish. Available in various 
sizes. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 
placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with 
fresh tap water.

Natural bamboo glued to pebbles so 
it is stable in the aquarium and sinks. 
Fish and shrimps love this decorative 
and functional decoration 

Made of Bamboo, 100% natural and sustainable 
material

Safe for fish and aquarium ecosystem

«
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Monster 
ornaments.
Monstrously fun 
aquarium decoration, 
available in 3 different 
designs

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before 
placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap 
water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean 
with fresh tap water.

SF MONSTER DECO 2. 

Art. no.: A4041145
£27.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgdjd!

Dimensions 16,2x14,4x17,5cm

SF MONSTER DECO 3. 

Art. no.: A4041150
£27.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgeaj!

Dimensions 19,2x16,8x22,5cm

SF MONSTER DECO 1. 

Art. no.: A4041140
£27.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgdig!

Dimensions 19,9x15,4x22,5cm

«
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Betta Bed.
Under Gravel Fish Cave.

SF BETTA BED 2 LEAVES. 

Art. no.: A4040253
£2.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcaeai!

The Superfish Betta Bed gives your Betta a safe place to relax. Place the Betta 
Bed just below the water surface (2 cm), so the Betta can easily gasp for air. Do 
not place the Betta Bed near the filter outlet or heater. 

100% safe for your fish and ecosystem. Before placing in the aquarium, 
rinse thoroughly with tap water. Clean regularly. Never clean with 
chemicals, as this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

Especially for Betta fish, With the help of a suction cup, easily attach the 
bed to a window.

Dimensions 13,8x3,5x15,4cm

SF BETTA BED 3 LEAVES. 

Art. no.: A4040257
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decdha!

Ceramic decoration, 100% natural material. Safe for your fish and 
aquarium ecosystem. Before placing in the aquarium, rinse thoroughly 
with tap water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with chemicals, this is 
harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

SF UNDERGRAVEL FISH CAVE S. 

Art. no.: A4040493
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decdfg!

Dimensions 15,1x7,1x7,1cm

Unique breeding and hiding place for corydoras and other bottom-dwelling fish, 
you place the fish cave in the bottom of the aquarium against the front, this way 
your fish have a safe place, but you can still see the fish and their spawn. 

SF UNDERGRAVEL FISH CAVE M. 

Art. no.: A4040497
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decdgd!

Dimensions 21,8x9,5x9,5cm

SF FISH HOME BALL. 

Art. no.: A4040235
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-biifba!

Dimensions 12,9x12,9x13cm

Ceramic decoration, 100% natural 
material, provides hiding places 
for fish. 

SF FISH HOME TUBE. 

Art. no.: A4040240
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bijefg!

Dimensions 12,9x12,9x16cm

Ceramic decoration, 100% natural 
material, provides hiding places 
for fish. 

SF FISH HOME TUBE XL. 

Art. no.: A4040243
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbcjg!

Dimensions 14,5x6x6cm

Ceramic decoration, 100% natural 
material, provides hiding places for 
larger fish. 

SF SHRIMP HOME. 

Art. no.: A4040230
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-biifad!

Dimensions 8,4x8,9x11,5cm

Ceramic decoration, 100% natural 
material, provides hiding places for 
shrimps. 

New. New.

«
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Ceramic decoration with artificial moss 
for a natural look, provides hiding 
places for shrimps in the aquarium. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium 
ecosystem. Before placing in the 
aquarium, rinse thoroughly with 
tap water.

Suitable for freshwater 
aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for 
your fish, only clean with fresh 
tap water.

Stone Cave made of synthetic resin, 
provides ideal hiding places for your 
fish. 

Ceramic cave decoration, 100% 
natural, decorative and provides ideal 
hiding places for your fish. 

SF SHRIMP HOME WITH MOSS S. 

Art. no.: A4040480
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-caafcg!

Dimensions 6,6x7,4x4,5cm

SF FISH CAVE 1. 

Art. no.: A4040500
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfhiij!

Dimensions 13,2x8,9x9cm

SF CERAMIC CAVE M. 

Art. no.: A4040520
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfhjcg!

Dimensions 10,8x8,9x8,5cm

SF SHRIMP HOME WITH MOSS 
M. 

Art. no.: A4040485
£5.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-caafdd!

Dimensions 6,9x6,4x6cm

SF FISH CAVE 2. 

Art. no.: A4040505
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfhijg!

Dimensions 15,5x10,4x8,5cm

SF CERAMIC CAVE L. 

Art. no.: A4040525
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafggf!

Dimensions 13,7x12,4x10,5cm

SF SHRIMP HOME WITH MOSS L. 

Art. no.: A4040490
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-caafea!

Dimensions 7,8x6,9x7,5cm

SF FISH CAVE 3. 

Art. no.: A4040510
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfhjac!

Dimensions 17,8x13,3x16cm

SF CERAMIC CAVE XL. 

Art. no.: A4040530
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafghc!

Dimensions 17,7x12,9x9cm

SF FISH HOME WITH MOSS 2 
PCS. 

Art. no.: A4040600
£13.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cccefa!

Dimensions 11,5x8,4x10cm

SF CERAMIC CAVE S. 

Art. no.: A4040515
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfhjbj!

Dimensions 11,4x8,9x9cm

SF CERAMIC CAVE XXL. 

Art. no.: A4040535
£9.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafgij!

Dimensions 17,9x12,4x9,5cm

Shrimp Flat with Moss.

Fish Cave. Ceramic Cave.

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before placing in the 
aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with chemicals, this is 
harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.
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Create a 3-D effect in your aquarium with this floating stone. Press the large 
suction cup firmly onto the aquarium bottom (make sure there is no dirt between 
the suction cup and glass plate). Make the nylon wire to length so that the stone 
floats or appears to float in the aquarium at the desired position. Available in 3 
sizes. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium 
ecosystem. Before placing in the 
aquarium, rinse thoroughly with 
tap water.

Suitable for freshwater 
aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for 
your fish, only clean with fresh 
tap water.

Packed in a handy see-through box

Floating on water floating under water

SF FLOATING STONE S. 

Art. no.: A4040990
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjhif!

Dimensions 10,6x7,4x17cm

SF FLOATING STONE L. 

Art. no.: A4041000
£20.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjiai!

Dimensions 13x18,2x28cm

SF FLOATING STONE M. 

Art. no.: A4040995
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjhjc!

Dimensions 8,4x14,7x21cm
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Mangrove Root.

Tree Root.

Mangrove Root.

Tree Root.

SF MANGROVE ROOT S. 

Art. no.: A4040700
£21.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cccjdb!

Lifelike copies of natural driftwood create a beautiful underwater world, these 
decorations offer many hiding opportunities for aquarium and terrarium 
animals 

Safe for your fish, animals and aquarium ecosystem. Rinse thoroughly 
with tap water before use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

Dimensions 39,3x28,9x21cm

SF TREE ROOT S. 

Art. no.: A4040715
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cccjff!

Lifelike copies of natural driftwood create a beautiful underwater world, these 
decorations offer many hiding opportunities for aquarium and terrarium 
animals 

Safe for your fish, animals and aquarium ecosystem. Rinse thoroughly 
with tap water before use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

Dimensions 21,8x11,9x13,5cm

SF MANGROVE ROOT L. 

Art. no.: A4040710
£29.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cccjei!

Lifelike copies of natural driftwood create a beautiful underwater world, these 
decorations offer many hiding opportunities for aquarium and terrarium 
animals 

Safe for your fish, animals and aquarium ecosystem. Rinse thoroughly 
with tap water before use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

Dimensions 31x24,9x37cm

SF TREE ROOT L. 

Art. no.: A4040725
£31.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cccjgc!

Lifelike copies of natural driftwood create a beautiful underwater world, these 
decorations offer many hiding opportunities for aquarium and terrarium 
animals 

Safe for your fish, animals and aquarium ecosystem. Rinse thoroughly 
with tap water before use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

Dimensions 47,9x24,7x22,9cm

Forest Deco Wood.

«
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Forest Deco Wood.

Lifelike copies of natural driftwood 
create a beautiful underwater world, 
these decorations offer many hiding 
opportunities for aquarium and 
terrarium animals 

Safe for your fish, animals and 
aquarium ecosystem. Rinse 
thoroughly with tap water before 
use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

SF LOG WOOD S. 

Art. no.: A4040730
£4.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cccjhj!

Dimensions 18,5x11,6x9cm

SF STANDING ROOT M. 

Art. no.: A4040775
£13.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccdaee!

Dimensions 18,3x12,9x16cm

SF LOG WOOD L. 

Art. no.: A4040740
£11.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cccjig!

Dimensions 33,4x13,5x13,5cm

SF STANDING ROOT L. 

Art. no.: A4040780
£20.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccdafb!

Dimensions 29,1x21,1x28,5cm

SF DECO TREE XS. 

Art. no.: A4040745
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cccjjd!

Dimensions 16,5x11,9x17,5cm

SF TREE HOME S. 

Art. no.: A4040785
£19.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccdagi!

Dimensions 16,9x16,9x21,9cm

SF DECO TREE S. 

Art. no.: A4040750
£12.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccdaag!

Dimensions 24,4x16,4x17,5cm

SF TREE HOME L. 

Art. no.: A4040795
£24.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccdahf!

Dimensions 29x25,9x41cm

SF DECO TREE XL. 

Art. no.: A4040765
£22.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccdadh!

Dimensions 23,5x17,1x27,5cm

SF DECO TREE M. 

Art. no.: A4040755
£14.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccdabd!

Dimensions 20,1x13,9x18cm

SF DECO TREE L. 

Art. no.: A4040760
£25.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ccdaca!

Dimensions 29,5x20,3x27cm
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Forest Deco Wood.

Lifelike copies of natural driftwood 
create a beautiful underwater world, 
these decorations offer many hiding 
opportunities for aquarium and 
terrarium animals 

Safe for your fish, animals and 
aquarium ecosystem. Rinse 
thoroughly with tap water before 
use.

Suitable for freshwater 
aquariums and terrariums, never 
clean with chemicals, this is 
harmful for your fish, only clean 
with fresh tap water.

SF TREE MONSTER L. 

Art. no.: A4040695
£35.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chgiec!

Dimensions 27,1x22,9x30,5cm

SF TREE MONSTER S. 

Art. no.: A4040685
£15.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chgici!

Dimensions 13,5x12,9x17,5cm

SF TREE MONSTER M. 

Art. no.: A4040690
£23.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-chgidf!

Dimensions 29,6x15,9x19cm

Scapers Wood Planty S. Scapers Wood Planty L.

SF SCAPERS WOOD PLANTY S. 

Art. no.: A4040635
£18.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgdei!

Lifelike copies of natural driftwood create a beautiful underwater world, the 
Scapers Wood Planty S has space for 2 potted plants (ø 5cm) so you plant 
them easily! 

Safe for your fish, animals and aquarium ecosystem. Rinse thoroughly 
with tap water before use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

Dimensions 19x15x19 cm

SF SCAPERS WOOD PLANTY L. 

Art. no.: A4040640
£30.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgdff!

Lifelike copies of natural driftwood create a beautiful underwater world, the 
Scapers Wood Planty L has space for 4 potted plants (ø 5cm) so you plant 
them easily! 

Safe for your fish, animals and aquarium ecosystem. Rinse thoroughly 
with tap water before use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

Dimensions 28x12,5x21 cm.
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Scapers Rock.

SF SCAPERS ROCK 5 BRIDGE L. 

Art. no.: A4040920
£19.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cedccg!

Dimensions 29 x 24 x 11 CM

SF SCAPERS ROCK 13 M. 

Art. no.: A4040960
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbchc!

Dimensions 16 x 14 x 11 cm

SF SCAPERS ROCK SMALL 3PCS COMBI PACK. 

Art. no.: A4040895
£12.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfjfei!

Dimensions 11,7x12,5x8,5cm

SF SCAPERS ROCK 10 M. 

Art. no.: A4040945
£20.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cedchb!

Dimensions 20 x 13,5 x 20 CM

SF SCAPERS ROCK TERRACE S. 

Art. no.: A4040980
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbdac!

Size 15x6x8cm, the terrace can be used on both 
sides

SF SCAPERS ROCK 4 BRIDGE M. 

Art. no.: A4040915
£10.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cedcbj!

Dimensions 21,5 x 12,5 x 8,5 CM

SF SCAPERS ROCK 11 L. 

Art. no.: A4040950
£29.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cedcii!

Dimensions 23 x 13 x 35 CM

SF SCAPERS ROCK TERRACE M. 

Art. no.: A4040985
£19.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbdbj!

Size 30x8x10 cm, the terrace can be used on both sides

These realistic replicas of rocks are 
made of synthetic resin and are ideal 
for aquascaping and decorative in 
aquariums. 

Safe for your fish, animals and 
aquarium ecosystem. Rinse 
thoroughly with tap water before 
use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

This artificial rock ledge conveniently 
creates a terrace, elevation in the 
aquarium for more depth effect and 
beautiful planting. 

Safe for your fish, animals and 
aquarium ecosystem. Rinse 
thoroughly with tap water before 
use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and 
terrariums, never clean with chemicals, 
this is harmful for your fish, only clean 
with fresh tap water.
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Scapers Rock Planty S.

Scapers Floating Planty M.

Scapers Rock Planty L.

Scapers Floating Planty L.

SF SCAPERS ROCK PLANTY S. 

Art. no.: A4040665
£15.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgdgc!

Unique true-to-nature copy of rock made of synthetic resin. The Planty Rock S 
has space for 2 potted plants (ø 5cm), so you can easily plant this rock. 

Safe for your fish, animals and aquarium ecosystem. Rinse thoroughly 
with tap water before use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

Dimensions 16 x 14 x 11 cm

SF SCAPERS ROCK PLANTY L. 

Art. no.: A4040670
£37.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgdhj!

Unique true-to-nature copy of rock made of synthetic resin. The Planty Rock L 
has space for 4 potted plants (ø 5cm), so you can easily plant this rock. 

Safe for your fish, animals and aquarium ecosystem. Rinse thoroughly 
with tap water before use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

Dimensions 29 x 16 x 23 cm

SF SCAPERS FLOATING PLANTY L. 

Art. no.: A4040680
£35.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decdje!

Unique true-to-nature copy of rock with space for 4 potted plants (ø 5cm) for 
easy planting of this rock! Easy installation with suckers on the aquarium wall 
for a floating effect. 

Safe for your fish, animals and aquarium ecosystem. Rinse thoroughly 
with tap water before use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

Dimensions 26x14x22,5cm

Unique true-to-nature copy of rock with space for 2 potted plants (ø 5cm) for 
easy planting of this rock! Easy installation with suckers on the aquarium wall 
for a floating effect. 

Safe for your fish, animals and aquarium ecosystem. Rinse thoroughly 
with tap water before use.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums and terrariums, never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.

Dimensions 18x11x17cm

SF SCAPERS FLOATING PLANTY M. 

Art. no.: A4040675
£17.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decdih!

SF SCAPER FLOATING PLANTY 
SUCTION CUP 4X. 

Art. no.: A4040682
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dedbhj!

New. New.

Suction cups included.
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Driftwood.

Spiderwood.

Natural stray wood from Malaysia, very decorative in the aquarium. 

The golden-brown Azalea has many branches and 
is very decorative in the aquarium. Available in 
different sizes for small and large aquariums. 

DRIFTWOOD X-SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4080005
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adbaja!

Dimensions circa 12-15 cm

DRIFTWOOD SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4080010
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adbbag!

Dimensions circa 15-25 cm

DRIFTWOOD MEDIUM. 

Art. no.: A4080015
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adbbbd!

Dimensions circa 25-35 cm

DRIFTWOOD LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080020
£8.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adbbca!

Dimensions circa 30-40 cm

DRIFTWOOD X-LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080025
£11.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adbbdh!

Dimensions circa 40-55 cm

DRIFTWOOD XX-LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080030
£28.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adeajb!

Dimensions circa 50-70 cm

DRIFTWOOD SUPER LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080035
£48.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-adibdg!

Dimensions circa 70-90 cm

These pieces of wood are a natural product 
and all have a different shape and size may 
vary

These pieces of wood are a natural product 
and all have a different shape and size may 
vary

Wood naturally floats, before use leave it 
submerged in water for at least 4 days so that 
it sinks.

Wood naturally floats, before use leave it 
submerged in water for 4 days so that it sinks.

Natural Wood.

SPIDER WOOD BRANCHES. 

Art. no.: A4080090
£6.69
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafcbe!

This bag consists of about 15 individual sprigs 
that are between 15 and 25 cm long.

SPIDER WOOD SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4080070
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfjjee!

Dimensions circa 20-30 cm

SPIDER WOOD LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080080
£22.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfjjgi!

Dimensions circa 40-50 cm

SPIDER WOOD MEDIUM. 

Art. no.: A4080075
£13.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfjjfb!

Dimensions circa 30-40 cm

SPIDER WOOD X-LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080085
£37.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cfjjhf!

Dimensions circa 50-60 cm
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Black Spiderwood.
Finer and darker branches make it different from traditional Spider wood. The 
delicate branches and brown colour create a more natural environment for 
your fish. Available in different sizes for small and large aquariums. 

These pieces of wood are a natural product and all have a different shape 
and size may vary

Wood naturally floats, before use leave it submerged in water for at least 
4 days so that it sinks.

BLACK SPIDER WOOD SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4080380
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-deceaa!

Dimensions circa 20-30 cm

BLACK SPIDER WOOD LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080390
£23.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decece!

Dimensions circa 40-50 cm

BLACK SPIDER WOOD MEDIUM. 

Art. no.: A4080385
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decebh!

Dimensions circa 30-40 cm

BLACK SPIDER WOOD X-LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080395
£39.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-decedb!

Dimensions circa 50-60 cm

New.

New.

New.

New.
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Mangrove wood.
Natural mangrove wood, beautiful red-brown colour, for decoration of your 
freshwater aquariums. Each piece is unique and has whimsical shapes. 

These pieces of wood are a natural product and all have a different shape 
and size may vary

Wood naturally floats, before use leave it submerged in water for at least 4 
days so that it sinks.

Honeycomb Wood.
Beautiful natural wood with honeycomb structure 
for decoration in your freshwater aquarium. 

These pieces of wood are a natural product and 
all have a different shape and size may vary

Wood naturally floats, before use leave it 
submerged in water for 4 days so that it sinks.

MANGROVE AGED WOOD SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4080335
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddghee!

Approximately 20cm

MANGROVE AGED WOOD LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080345
£24.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddghgi!

Approximately 40cm

MANGROVE AGED WOOD MEDIUM. 

Art. no.: A4080340
£13.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddghfb!

Approximately 30cm

MANGROVE AGED WOOD X LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080350
£45.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddghhf!

Approximately 50cm

Natural Wood.

HONEYCOMB WOOD X LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080375
£32.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgicj!

Approximately 50cm

HONEYCOMB WOOD MINI BAG 1 KG. 

Art. no.: A4080355
£20.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddghic!

This bag contains small pieces of Honey Comb 
wood, total about 1KG

HONEYCOMB WOOD MEDIUM. 

Art. no.: A4080365
£16.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgiaf!

Approximately 30cm

HONEYCOMB WOOD SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4080360
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddghjj!

Approximately 20cm

HONEYCOMB WOOD LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080370
£24.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddgibc!

Approximately 40cm
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Mopani Wood.

Cattapa Tubes.

Beautifully sandblasted Mopani natural wood for decoration in your freshwater 
aquarium. 

These pieces of wood are a natural product and all have a different shape 
and size may vary

Wood naturally floats, before use leave it submerged in water for at least 4 
days so that it sinks.

Superfish Catappa bark tubes lower pH, enhance the colours of fish and 
shrimps, and work preventively against diseases in the aquarium. These 
tubes are also a natural hiding place and will give the aquarium a natural 
look 

In the aquarium, the catappa tubes slowly break down and release 
tannins that turn the water brown, dampening the light and imitating the 
natural habitat of many fish and reducing stress.

Use: 1 tube 50-100l of water. The active ingredients are completely 
released after about 4 months.

CATTAPA TUBE 3 PCS. 

Art. no.: A5010845
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dedcgb!

Contents 3 Catappa tubes approximately 15-20 cm long.

MOPANI WOOD 20KG LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080135
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcfdd!

Size L weight 2.5-4 KG

MOPANI WOOD 20KG X-LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080140
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcfea!

Size XL weight 4KG - 8 KG

MOPANI WOOD 20KG X-SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4080123
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dedecb!

Size XS weight 100 - 500 grams

MOPANI WOOD 20KG MEDIUM. 

Art. no.: A4080130
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcfcg!

Size M weight 1.5-2.5 KG

MOPANI WOOD 20KG SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4080125
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbcfbj!

Size S weight 0.5 - 1.5 KG

New. New.New.

New.

New. New.

p/kg p/kg

p/kgp/kg

p/kg
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Unique miniature trees handmade 
from natural wood, a real eye-catcher 
in your aquarium and very suitable 
for Aquascaping. Available in many 
different models and sizes. 

100% natural wood, the many 
details in the branches give a 
beautiful appearance and your 
fish will love it.

Attach mosses or plants to the bonsai, for example Anubias, Java moss or 
Echinodorus for an even more beautiful underwater world. Use Superfish 
aquarium glue for effortless gluing.

Bonsai Driftwood.

BONSAI DRIFTWOOD M. 

Art. no.: A4080105
£56.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgjfeh!

Dimensions circa 24 x 16 x 20cm

BONSAI DRIFTWOOD L. 

Art. no.: A4080110
£69.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgjffe!

Dimensions circa 30 x 20 x 25 cm

BONSAI DRIFTWOOD XS. 

Art. no.: A4080095
£20.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-daecei!

Dimensions circa 13 x 10 x13 cm

BONSAI DRIFTWOOD S. 

Art. no.: A4080100
£46.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cgjfda!

Dimensions circa 23 x 12 x 15cm

«
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Unique miniature trees handmade 
from natural wood, a real eye-catcher 
in your aquarium and very suitable for 
Aquascaping. 

This handmade Bonsai has an 
oval opening through which the 
fish can swim, the stone base 
makes this decoration sink into 
the aquarium.

Attach mosses or plants to the bonsai, for example Anubias, Java moss or 
Echinodorus for an even more beautiful underwater world. Use Superfish 
aquarium glue for effortless gluing.

Bonsai Rock.

BONSAI ROCK SMALL. 

Art. no.: A4080285
£54.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjibf!

Dimensions 23 x 15 x 12 cm

BONSAI ROCK LARGE. 

Art. no.: A4080295
£76.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjidj!

Dimensions 30 x 20 x 25 cm

BONSAI ROCK MEDIUM. 

Art. no.: A4080290
£63.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjicc!

Dimensions 24 x 20 x 16 cm

«
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Bonsai Deco.

Bonsai Wood.

SF DECO BONSAI XL. 

Art. no.: A4080320
£40.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjiie!

Dimensions 38x17x19cm

SF DECO BONSAI FACE XXL. 

Art. no.: A4080325
£40.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjijb!

Dimensions 32x17x33cm

SF DECO BONSAI L. 

Art. no.: A4080315
£34.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjihh!

Dimensions 23,5x15x22cm

SF DECO BONSAI M. 

Art. no.: A4080310
£24.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjiga!

Dimensions 21x15x22cm

SF DECO BONSAI XS. 

Art. no.: A4080300
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjieg!

Dimensions 12,5x11x11cm

Japanese art bonsai tree for the aquarium, decorative and a fine hiding place for 
fish. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. Before placing in the 
aquarium, rinse thoroughly with tap water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean with chemicals, this is 
harmful for your fish, only clean with fresh tap water.
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SF AQUA PLANTS L (30CM) 6 PCS. 

Art. no.: A4070395
£7.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cdiddi!

Height 30 cm

SF AQUA PLANTS M (20CM) 6 PCS. 

Art. no.: A4070390
£5.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cdidcb!

Height 20 cm

SF AQUA PLANTS S (10CM) 6 PCS. 

Art. no.: A4070385
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cdidbe!

Height 10 cm

Deco Plants.

With this realistic plastic plant on rock, you can easily and maintenance-free 
decorate your aquarium. Press the base of the plant into the aquarium bed, and 
move it back and forth until it is firmly set in the gravel. The plants and rock are 
true to nature and sink due to the weighted base. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium 
ecosystem. Before placing in the 
aquarium, rinse thoroughly with 
tap water.

Suitable for freshwater 
aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for 
your fish, only clean with fresh 
tap water.

This set of 6 cheerfully coloured plastic 
plants will brighten up any aquarium! 

Safe for your fish and aquarium 
ecosystem. Before placing in the 
aquarium, rinse thoroughly with 
tap water.

Suitable for freshwater 
aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for 
your fish, only clean with fresh 
tap water.

SF DECO PLANT S HOTTONIA. 

Art. no.: A4070510
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafchg!

Dimensions 16,6x9x21cm

SF DECO PLANT L 
CERATOPTERIS. 

Art. no.: A4070530
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafdbd!

Dimensions 20,2x11,5x30cm

SF DECO PLANT S LUDWIGIA. 

Art. no.: A4070515
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafcid!

Dimensions 15,5x8,9x21cm

SF DECO PLANT L HENKELIANUS. 

Art. no.: A4070535
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafdca!

Dimensions 21,3x12,9x31cm

SF DECO PLANT S ROTALA. 

Art. no.: A4070520
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafcja!

Dimensions 14,6x9,4x21cm

SF DECO PLANT L 
MYRIOPHYLLUM. 

Art. no.: A4070540
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafddh!

Dimensions 19,2x12,4x30cm

SF DECO PLANT L CABOMBA 
RED. 

Art. no.: A4070525
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafdag!

Dimensions 19,5x10,9x30cm

SF DECO PLANT L 
MYRIOPHYLLUM RED. 

Art. no.: A4070545
£14.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dafdee!

Dimensions 19,5x11,6x30cm

Aqua Plastic Plants.
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Easy Plants 
foreground.

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk

SF EASY PLANT SILK 13 CM NR. 
2. 

Art. no.: A4070170
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgeifj!

Dimensions 11,6x5x19cm

SF EASY PLANT LOW 13 CM 
NR. 6. 

Art. no.: A4070190
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgeijh!

Dimensions 11,7x4x19,3cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 13 CM NR. 
3. 

Art. no.: A4070175
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgeigg!

Dimensions 11,6x5x19cm

SF EASY PLANT LOW 13 CM 
NR. 7. 

Art. no.: A4070195
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgejad!

Dimensions 11,9x4x19,1cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 13 CM NR. 
4. 

Art. no.: A4070180
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgeihd!

Dimensions 11,6x5x19cm

SF EASY PLANT LOW 13 CM 
NR. 8. 

Art. no.: A4070200
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgejba!

Dimensions 11,4x4,5x19cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 13 CM NR. 
5. 

Art. no.: A4070185
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgeiia!

Dimensions 11,6x5x19cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 13 CM NR. 1. 

Art. no.: A4070165
£6.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgeiec!

Dimensions 11,6x5x19cm

SF EASY PLANT LOW 13 CM 
NR. 9. 

Art. no.: A4070205
£4.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgejch!

Dimensions 11,9x4,5x18,9cm

Gorgeous, realistic-looking artificial 
plants of high quality for maintenance-
free natural decoration of your 
aquarium. Easy to plant due to the 
decorative weight, this causes the 
plant to sink to the bottom and remain 
upright. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium 
ecosystem. Before placing in the 
aquarium, rinse thoroughly with 
tap water.

Suitable for freshwater 
aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for 
your fish, only clean with fresh 
tap water.

Silk Easy Plants®.
These silk aquarium plants look lifelike and just move in 
the water like real plants.

made  of

Silk
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SF EASY PLANT SILK 20 CM 
NR. 9. 

Art. no.: A4070305
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfbdj!

Dimensions 11,9x5x25,6cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 20 CM NR. 
10. 

Art. no.: A4070310
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfbeg!

Dimensions 11,9x5x25,6cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 20 CM 
NR. 11. 

Art. no.: A4070315
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfbfd!

Dimensions 11,9x5x25,6cm

SF EASY PLANT MIDDLE 20 CM 
NR. 4. 

Art. no.: A4070230
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgejhc!

Dimensions 11,9x4x25,3cm

SF EASY PLANT MIDDLE 20 CM 
NR. 5. 

Art. no.: A4070235
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgejij!

Dimensions 11,9x4x25,3cm

SF EASY PLANT MIDDLE 20 CM 
NR. 6. 

Art. no.: A4070240
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgejjg!

Dimensions 11,4x4,5x25,6cm

SF EASY PLANT MIDDLE 20 CM 
NR. 7. 

Art. no.: A4070245
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfaaj!

Dimensions 11,4x4,5x25,6cm

SF EASY PLANT MIDDLE 20 CM 
NR. 1. 

Art. no.: A4070215
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgejeb!

Dimensions 11,9x4x25,9cm

SF EASY PLANT MIDDLE 20 CM 
NR. 2. 

Art. no.: A4070220
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgejfi!

Dimensions 11,9x4x25,9cm

SF EASY PLANT MIDDLE 20 CM 
NR. 3. 

Art. no.: A4070225
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgejgf!

Dimensions 11,7x4,5x25,6cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 20 CM NR. 
12. 

Art. no.: A4070320
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfbga!

Dimensions 11,9x5x25,6cm

Gorgeous, realistic-looking artificial 
plants of high quality for maintenance-
free natural decoration of your 
aquarium. Easy to plant due to the 
decorative weight, this causes the 
plant to sink to the bottom and remain 
upright. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium 
ecosystem. Before placing in the 
aquarium, rinse thoroughly with 
tap water.

Suitable for freshwater 
aquariums, Never clean with 
chemicals, this is harmful for 
your fish, only clean with fresh 
tap water.

Easy Plants Middle.

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk
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SF EASY PLANT HIGH 30 CM NR. 3. 

Art. no.: A4070275
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfahi!

Dimensions 12,3x6x34,9cm

SF EASY PLANT HIGH 30 CM NR. 6. 

Art. no.: A4070290
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfbai!

Dimensions 12,4x4,5x35cm

SF EASY PLANT HIGH 30 CM NR. 2. 

Art. no.: A4070270
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfagb!

Dimensions 12,3x6x34,9cm

SF EASY PLANT HIGH 30 CM NR. 4. 

Art. no.: A4070280
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfaif!

Dimensions 12,3x6x34,9cm

SF EASY PLANT HIGH 30 CM NR. 1. 

Art. no.: A4070265
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfafe!

Dimensions 12,3x6x34,9cm

Easy Plants High.

Gorgeous, realistic-looking artificial plants of high 
quality for maintenance-free natural decoration of 
your aquarium. Easy to plant due to the decorative 
weight, this causes the plant to sink to the bottom 
and remain upright. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. 
Before placing in the aquarium, rinse 
thoroughly with tap water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean 
with chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, 
only clean with fresh tap water.

Silk Easy Plants®.
These silk aquarium plants look lifelike 
and just move in the water like real 
plants.

made  of

Silk
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SF EASY PLANT SILK 30 CM NR. 16. 

Art. no.: A4070340
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfcah!

Dimensions 12,4x5,5x34,4cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 30 CM NR. 13. 

Art. no.: A4070325
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfbhh!

Dimensions 12,4x5,5x34,4cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 30 CM NR. 18. 

Art. no.: A4070350
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfccb!

Dimensions 12,4x5,5x34,4cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 30 CM NR. 15. 

Art. no.: A4070335
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfbjb!

Dimensions 12,4x5,5x34,4cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 30 CM NR. 17. 

Art. no.: A4070345
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfcbe!

Dimensions 12,4x5,5x34,4cm

SF EASY PLANT SILK 30 CM NR. 14. 

Art. no.: A4070330
£10.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-bgfbie!

Dimensions 12,4x5,5x34,4cm

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk

made  of

Silk
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SF ART PLANT 25CM 
ECHINODORUS. 

Art. no.: A4070810
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjjdi!

SF ART PLANT 25CM 
MICROSORUM. 

Art. no.: A4070830
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjjhg!

SF ART PLANT 25CM HOTTONIA. 

Art. no.: A4070815
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjjef!

SF ART PLANT 25CM 
MYRIOPHYLLUM RED. 

Art. no.: A4070835
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjjid!

SF ART PLANT 25CM LUDWIGIA. 

Art. no.: A4070820
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjjfc!

SF ART PLANT 25CM ORANGE. 

Art. no.: A4070840
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjjja!

SF ART PLANT 25CM LUDWIGIA 
ORANGE. 

Art. no.: A4070825
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjjgj!

SF ART PLANT 25CM ROTALA. 

Art. no.: A4070850
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcaabj!

SF ART PLANT 25CM DRACAENA. 

Art. no.: A4070805
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjjcb!

SF ART PLANT 25CM CRYPTOCORYNE. 

Art. no.: A4070800
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbjjbe!

Gorgeous, realistic-looking artificial plants 
of high quality for maintenance-free natural 
decoration of your aquarium. Easy to plant 
due to the decorative weight, this causes 
the plant to sink to the bottom and remain 
upright. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. 
Before placing in the aquarium, rinse 
thoroughly with tap water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean 
with chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, 
only clean with fresh tap water.

Art Plants.

Art Plants 25cm.

«
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SF ART PLANT 40CM CRYPTOCORYNE. 

Art. no.: A4070865
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcaaea!

SF ART PLANT 40CM LUDWIGIA ORANGE. 

Art. no.: A4070885
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcaaii!

SF ART PLANT 40CM MYRIOPHYLLUM RED. 

Art. no.: A4070900
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcabbi!

SF ART PLANT 40CM CERATOPTERIS. 

Art. no.: A4070860
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcaadd!

SF ART PLANT 40CM HENKELIANUS. 

Art. no.: A4070880
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcaahb!

SF ART PLANT 40CM ECHINODORUS. 

Art. no.: A4070875
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcaage!

SF ART PLANT 40CM MYRIOPHYLLUM. 

Art. no.: A4070895
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcabab!

SF ART PLANT 40CM MICROSORUM. 

Art. no.: A4070890
£9.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dcaajf!

Gorgeous, realistic-looking artificial plants 
of high quality for maintenance-free natural 
decoration of your aquarium. Easy to plant 
due to the decorative weight, this causes 
the plant to sink to the bottom and remain 
upright. 

Safe for your fish and aquarium ecosystem. 
Before placing in the aquarium, rinse 
thoroughly with tap water.

Suitable for freshwater aquariums, Never clean 
with chemicals, this is harmful for your fish, 
only clean with fresh tap water.

Art Plants 40cm.

Art Plants.
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Deco poster.

SF DECO POSTER A1 60X30 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072005
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbfbh!

Dimensions 60x30 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER B1 60X30 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072035
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbfhj!

Dimensions 60x30 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER A4 120X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072020
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbfei!

Dimensions 120x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER B4 120X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072050
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbgaj!

Dimensions 120x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER A2 60X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072010
£4.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbfce!

Dimensions 60x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER B2 60X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072040
£4.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbfig!

Dimensions 60x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER A5 120X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072025
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbfff!

Dimensions 120x61 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER B5 120X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072055
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbgbg!

Dimensions 120x61 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER A3 100X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072015
£5.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbfdb!

Dimensions 100x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER B3 100X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072045
£5.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbfjd!

Dimensions 100x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER A6 150X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072030
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbfgc!

Dimensions 150x61 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER B6 150X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072060
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbgcd!

Dimensions 150x61 cm, easy to cut to size

Poster back wall for the aquarium available with various 
images. Easy to cut or trim to the right size and attach 
to almost any aquarium. Available in the following sizes: 
60x30 cm, 60x49 cm, 100x49 cm, 120x49 cm, 120x61 
cm and 150x61 cm. 

The poster mounts on the back 
wall of the aquarium, outside 
the aquarium and not in it, and 
is printed on two sides with a 
different photo on each side.

Use Superfish 3d poster gel to 
secure the poster to the glass, 
this boosts the 3d effect and you 
can easily remove or move the 
poster again

A1 60 x 30 cm Art. A4072005

A2 60 x 49 cm Art. A4072010

A3 100 x 49 cm Art. A4072015

A4 120 x 49 cm Art. A4072020

A5 120 x 61 cm Art. A4072025

A6 150 x 61 cm Art. A4072030

B1 60 x 30 cm Art. A4072035

B2 60 x 49 cm Art. A4072040

B3 100 x 49 cm Art. A4072045

B4 120 x 49 cm Art. A4072050

B5 120 x 61 cm Art. A4072055

B6 150 x 61 cm Art. A4072060

Deco Poster A.

Deco Poster B.
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Deco poster.

SF DECO POSTER C1 60X30 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072065
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbgda!

Dimensions 60x30 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER D1 60X30 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072095
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbgjc!

Dimensions 60x30 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER C4 120X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072080
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbggb!

Dimensions 120x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER D4 120X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072110
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbhcc!

Dimensions 120x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER C2 60X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072070
£4.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbgeh!

Dimensions 60x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER D2 60X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072100
£4.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbhai!

Dimensions 60x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER C5 120X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072085
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbghi!

Dimensions 120x61 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER D5 120X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072115
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbhdj!

Dimensions 120x61 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER C3 100X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072075
£5.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbgfe!

Dimensions 100x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER D3 100X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072105
£5.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbhbf!

Dimensions 100x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER C6 150X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072090
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbgif!

Dimensions 150x61 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER D6 150X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072120
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbheg!

Dimensions 150x61 cm, easy to cut to size

Poster back wall for the aquarium available with various 
images. Easy to cut or trim to the right size and attach 
to almost any aquarium. Available in the following sizes: 
60x30 cm, 60x49 cm, 100x49 cm, 120x49 cm, 120x61 
cm and 150x61 cm. 

The poster mounts on the back 
wall of the aquarium, outside 
the aquarium and not in it, and 
is printed on two sides with a 
different photo on each side.

Use Superfish 3d poster gel to 
secure the poster to the glass, 
this boosts the 3d effect and you 
can easily remove or move the 
poster again

C1 60 x 30 cm Art. A4072065

C2 60 x 49 cm Art. A4072070

C3 100 x 49 cm Art. A4072075

C4 120 x 49 cm Art. A4072080

C5 120 x 61 cm Art. A4072085

C6 150 x 61 cm Art. A4072090

D1 60 x 30 cm Art. A4072095

D2 60 x 49 cm Art. A4072100

D3 100 x 49 cm Art. A4072105

D4 120 x 49 cm Art. A4072110

D5 120 x 61 cm Art. A4072115

D6 150 x 61 cm Art. A4072120

Deco Poster C.

Deco Poster D.
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Deco 
poster.

SF DECO POSTER E1 60X30 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072125
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbhfd!

Dimensions 60x30 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER F1 60X30 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072155
£3.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbibe!

Dimensions 60x30 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER E4 120X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072140
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbhie!

Dimensions 120x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER F4 120X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072170
£6.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbief!

Dimensions 120x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER E2 60X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072130
£4.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbhga!

Dimensions 60x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER F2 60X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072160
£4.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbicb!

Dimensions 60x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER E5 120X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072145
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbhjb!

Dimensions 120x61 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER F5 120X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072175
£7.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbbbjc!

Dimensions 120x61 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER E3 100X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072135
£5.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbhhh!

Dimensions 100x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SUPERFISH 3D POSTER GEL. 

Art. no.: A4070599
£5.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-caejbd!

Contents 30 ml enough for 1 poster up to 150x61 cm

SF DECO POSTER F3 100X49 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072165
£5.29
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbidi!

Dimensions 100x49 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER E6 150X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072150
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbiah!

Dimensions 150x61 cm, easy to cut to size

SF DECO POSTER F6 150X61 CM. 

Art. no.: A4072180
£8.49
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-dbbcai!

Dimensions 150x61 cm, easy to cut to size

E1 60 x 30 cm Art. A4072125

E2 60 x 49 cm Art. A4072130

E3 100 x 49 cm Art. A4072135

E4 120 x 49 cm Art. A4072140

E5 120 x 61 cm Art. A4072145

E6 150 x 61 cm Art. A4072150

F1 60 x 30 cm Art. A4072155

F2 60 x 49 cm Art. A4072160

F3 100 x 49 cm Art. A4072165

F4 120 x 49 cm Art. A4072170

F5 120 x 61 cm Art. A4072175

F6 150 x 61 cm Art. A4072180

Deco Poster E.

Deco Poster F.

Superfish’s 3D Poster Gel easily attaches rear 
walls to your aquarium without air bubbles and 
creates an extra-clear poster background. Using 
gel instead of glue or tape makes the poster easy 
to move or remove 

Using PosterGel creates a bright background 
with a 3-dimensional effect.
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SUPERFISH AQUASCAPE MOUNTAIN ROCK 5 KG. 

Art. no.: A4040845
£18.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ciebbd!

Natural stones, hand-selected and cleaned for Aquascaping. The shape and 
grey colour of these stones are reminiscent of rock formations, making it easy 
to create a natural rock landscape. 

Contents 5 KG

SUPERFISH AQUASCAPE BLACK ROCK 5 KG. 

Art. no.: A4040855
£18.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbjdh!

Natural stones, hand-selected and cleaned for Aquascaping. Deep black jagged 
hard stone. These stones provide a wonderful contrast to the bright green 
planting. This stone hardens the water somewhat. 

Contents 5 KG

SUPERFISH AQUASCAPE CLIFF ROCK 3 KG. 

Art. no.: A4040860
£19.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cjbjee!

Natural stones, hand-selected and cleaned for Aquascaping. Granite with an 
orange red colour with white quartz. These beautiful stones can be used to 
build beautiful rocky coastlines. 

Contents 5 KG

SUPERFISH AQUASCAPE RED WOOD ROCK 5 KG. 

Art. no.: A4040865
£19.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ddhgbb!

Natural stones, hand-selected and cleaned for Aquascaping. Attractive red-
tinted stone with wood structure, highly decorative for any aquarium. 

Contents 5 KG

Aquascape Rock.

SUPERFISH AQUASCAPE DRAGON ROCK 3 KG. 

Art. no.: A4040825
£18.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cieahg!

Contents 3 KG

Natural stones, hand-selected and cleaned for 
Aquascaping. The warm earth tones and the 
structure with many holes are reminiscent of the 
skin of a dragon. 

SUPERFISH AQUASCAPE SLATE ROCK 5 KG. 

Art. no.: A4040835
£18.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-cieaja!

Contents 5 KG

Natural stones, hand-selected and cleaned for 
Aquascaping. Slate is an easily stackable flat 
stone with a beautiful grey colour. 

SUPERFISH AQUASCAPE LAYERED ROCK 5 KG. 

Art. no.: A4040840
£18.99
S.R.P.

+!7B5IJ7-ciebag!

Contents 5 KG

Natural stones, hand-selected and cleaned 
for Aquascaping. This light stone, as the name 
suggests, is composed of several layers. This 
attractive stone can slightly harden the water in 
your aquarium. 

Rinse well with clean tap water before use Safe for fish and aquarium ecosystem
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